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Hello there. We are now through to 2011. I feel things are going to start shifting very quickly now. How would
you like to guide us with your first communication of this year?
We would like to prepare you for the exciting days that are just around your corner. We are now in
a position to nurture you in ways that are more congruent with that which we have been discussing
with you throughout our discussions together. We of The Federation are now in place to enter into new
territory and stimulate senses that have been sleeping.
That sounds good. Is this because of the energy we now reside in? Timing? Be great if you could expand.
We have been holding back on certain information due to knowledge that we care to bring forth being
capable of being understood. Your BEings have now awakened into a deeper acceptance of who you are,
and yet many would say they cannot necessarily feel this.
Well if they are like me ... I FEEL different somehow and yet I wouldn’t say that I now know who I really am. I
accept I am LOVE, for you have told us over and over and yet I don’t FEEL this amazing ‘KNOWING’ of who I
TRULY Am.
But you would say that you FEEL very much more ‘yourself’ ‘ than say ... this time last year?
I suppose I am ‘nearer’. Yes, my perceptions have changed , but it is difficult to gauge how exactly we are meant
to be FEELING at this stage in the proceedings. How do we know we are on track?
Because you are. If you were not things would be FEELING very differently. Remember that at this point
you are still dwelling in a material world. Therefore, most that is around you is of a material density and
many who are still sleeping are clinging onto this particular energy for fear of losing all that they have.
Not realizing that all that they have is residing within them. You have seen far too often of those who
through ‘freaks of nature’ have lost in an instant all that they possess on a material level. Yet you can
never lose all that you have gained within your soul. There is nothing and no one that can take yourself
away from you. It cannot be done.
Actually, I have noticed lately that so many , especially the younger generation are discussing plans for their
future. What they would like to do now in order to be safe when they retire. I sit there in silence thinking ‘Guys ...
this is a pointless conversation’ and yet I say nothing ... for they are unaware that in thirty or so years when they
retire the world will be nothing like it is now. I KNOW this, but I cannot say for they would think me nuts!
Yet as your days in this very year present themselves they will HAVE to acknowledge that plans they
may be thinking of making may now not be so relevant. You have seen changes present themselves
to your world in this last decade that would previously have been a ‘dream world’. We say to you that
this year shall present more of the same, but that which took a decade to display will be done so in this
coming year. This is why we have been preparing your souls. All we have been doing is reminding you of
who you are, and you think you haven’t remembered. Yet you have. This excitement that so many of you
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are feeling is because you have remembered this. You are ready to indulge in the wonders that you came
to this planet to unfold and you are able now to KNOW within that these wonders are about to occur.
All the preparatory lessons, leading through to that which you are now aware of have been for this time
when your joy shall exude from your Being ... because it cannot do anything else. For you are of it. It is
no longer a question of wanting to believe it, it is a matter of KNOWING it. And so many of you DO KNOW
it and yet you still chose to believe at times that you don’t!
My heart right now is on one of those ‘here I am, can you FEEL me’ feelings. As if you are building up to
something?
We are simply letting you know that we are close.
You must be very close because it’s getting stronger and I am feeling I need bricks around my ankles to keep me
grounded. Close as in ... where? Do you mean literally or simply connection wise?
We mean that if you were to ...
I had to close my eyes as the energy was so strong and I felt the energy of ‘The Federation ‘ come into my
right side as when I direct voice channel with White Cloud and others. Beautifully peaceful. At this point I am
functioning in left brain in order to write and ‘they’ are still here in the right. This is normal, yet they are so much
more ‘present’ in the right side. Difficult to explain.
So what now?
It is that nothing is different from the point of view of communication other than that we have moved
‘into’ a new phase with you.
Out of curiosity what difference will it make? I mean I can feel the difference but how will it change what is
spoken between us?
It will enable us to send rays of energy through these words. Can you feel your fingers differently?
Yes. I am just going with the flow to see how this all pans out.
We suggest that you continue this way.
Had you planned this?
Of course and yet it was already agreed by you on another level.
Ok. Fine by me, and yet I suppose only time will tell why. What do you mean about sending rays?
We mean that by connection on a deeper dimensional level within you Blossom we are able to connect
with those who read these words in a deeper constructional manner. Those that KNOW of this within
will be able to readily understand what we are talking about. For it is not just of these words that we are
now connecting with all, but we are now ..., through you ... able to directly connect up with the hearts of
those who read them. Many, as they breathe deeply ... as they will be doing at this point will FEEL that
connection FROM US. Directly FROM US.
How does that work?
We need a conduit to make the connection.
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That’s me I presume?
Indeed. It would make things very difficult to do this if there was not a common denominator. (?)
Through you as our electrical wire ... for want of a better way to explain to you ... we are now able to
connect up with the energy that comes from us ... through you as the wire ... to those who chose to link
up with that connection. It makes it a lot easier to do it through ‘someone’ rather than randomly send
out this energy hoping it may hit home.
It’s very odd ... or not ... but obviously this has come completely out of the blue and the concept had never
crossed my mind before, and yet as you are bringing this idea through to me, I have the feeling that much of our
work together has been building up to this all along.
Indeed.
I am still unsure though of what these connection rays ... and I KNOW you want me to put ‘Golden connection
Rays’ ... are actually going to do? What are people going to experience from them?
Each individual shall KNOW for themselves. As before when we have ‘given’ ... many felt many things.
Each concerned as to whether another had experienced the same. As we are able to deepen our
connection with each, there will be different presentation to each soul and there will be NO DOUBT that
it is US. So many have waited so long for this reunion. And now it is to be.
I know that there will be many asking a thousand questions in there head. What form will this take? How will
they know it’s you and not their imagination etc. etc.? What advice can you give us?
Nothing that is new to you. And we are KNOWING that many have already answered that question in
their head before reading our answer.
Trusting in yourself and what you are FEELING is how you will KNOW of OUR TRUTH. If it FEELS
uncomfortable then it is not of our energy. Yet we suggest that one cleans the mind of all debris in order
not to allow fear of the unknown to interfere and breakdown communication services.
YOU WILL KNOW OF US BY OUR LIGHT WITHIN YOU.
This is really quite ground breaking you know. I am happy for us because I know so many have wanted this for
so long. My concern is that there may be those who do not feel any of this and will become downhearted. And
also, how soon can we expect these Golden Rays to be presented to us in an individual way? It came into my
head then , so I need to say , without getting off track too much , it/s the same with the pillars of Light, when will
all this you speak of come to fruition?
Regarding the receiving of the Golden Rays it will depend on the various stages of the individual’s
acceptance and growth. It may be immediate for some yet for others not until such time that they can
fully accept that this ‘happening’ is happening!
Just need to keep on asking questions about this ... so what you are saying is ... that you ... through my fingers
on this keyboard ... because of your in depth connection now via ‘entering my head’ in this different way ... you
are able to make a connection with all those who read these words.
Yes. Did not our Oct message reach many and awaken souls out of the blue?
Yes. I know this for a fact because many wrote in to say so.
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A fact, yes. In the same way it is fact that we ... through the energy of our words through you ... sending
it out ... will be able to do that which we say.
Yet ... what I don’t understand is what exactly these Golden Ray ‘zaps’ are going to be like? Are we talking bright
lights in the room? Are we talking being elevated off the bed? What?
We are talking in ways that your heart will say ‘Hello. Hello, I know it’s you!’
You do realize this is so very exciting for everyone don’t you?
You do realize this has been part of the plan all along don’t you?
Well, I feel, being just me , it will be interesting to see how this unfolds. I am smiling because over a good year
ago, I began a Golden Rays page on my site, but with a different intent from that which you are speaking of
today. It didn’t really take off. Maybe it is now to come into its own and we can fill it with everyone’s experiences?
May be. We smile also, for these ‘zaps’ shall bring much upliftment and recognition to each one.
And the shafts of Light? When can we expect them?
As we speak.
As you speak NOW or another time? Cheeky I know!
Keep watch. We wish to add that ALL that we have said will come about. We are aware that there are
those who feel you are making these words up, because ‘promises’ have not been fulfilled in the way
that many would like. We are not of an energy that would or could make false promises. There SHALL BE
a time when your hearts sing greetings to us. There will be no concern of who we are and where we are
from? ... If we are Truth or fraud? All these discrepancies regarding all matters that we have ‘touched’
upon shall be cleared away and only TRUTH and KNOWING shall abound.
Well, that’s it, I can FEEL it’s the end for today. Interesting though as there was no ... what I call ... actual ‘zapping’.
So I will be interested to see whether or not , just by you ‘getting more deeply inside my head’ ... did as you say it
will.
We say ‘cheekily’ ... do you not Trust that this is so?
I reply ‘cheekily’ ... It’s nothing to do with Trust ... Trust in you, I have. It is the ‘Let’s wait and see what happens’ in
me that I have come to know and Love! Thank you ... how exciting! In Love and Thanks.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 2

7 January 2011
Good evening to you. I know this is a little unexpected (by me , maybe not you), but many people have written
in asking if I could ask you about something rather odd that is happening in our world. I am going to see if it is
appropriate for you to answer, if not, then I shall accept that. It is regarding the birds and fish from all over our
planet that are dying in their thousands. Are you able to explain to us why this is please?
Firstly we would like to address a matter of a different nature, if this is agreeable to you?
Certainly.
At various points of communication with you we have dwelled on particular subjects that we feel are
appropriate to discuss. Would you say this is correct?
Yep!
However, there are communications also by us that are discussed on a level that may not always be
satisfactory to many. Would you say this too is correct?
Well, if this is regarding people wanting you to answer questions that they think you should ... then yes this too
is correct.
May we then suggest that if a certain ‘project’ is underway that may or may not be relevant to our
communications with your Planet, it is for us, with all respect, to make a decision as to whether or not
WE feel it worthy of an answer. You are misinterpreting our words, for we feel you are questioning the
‘we feel it worthy of an answer’?
Yes ... If many would like to know answers to questions that concern them, why would you not just ‘sock it to
them?’
Because we know better than to be so frivolous with our knowledge. There is much information known
by us that would be dangerous to relate to some of your world. Therefore, we choose and know it wise
to keep silent about certain issues until such a time when it is safe to reveal. If we were to tell you of
TRUTHS that so many of you wish to know at THIS TIME, there is every likelihood that this information
would be received also by those who know that we know the Truth and they would diffuse this
information in order to gain.
It is not that we wish to be secretive in order to keep you wondering and confused. Indeed this is simply
not so. Many misinterpret our ‘keeping shtum’ as you would say, as ‘tricking you’ or ‘keeping you in the
dark’ ... ‘playing mind games’. We are aware of all that is spoken regarding our ways of connection and
that which we choose to release to you. Yet it cannot be any other way at this time for reasons we have
just stated.
Ok. I fully understand that. Perhaps that is why I have known all along not to ask and just let you say what you
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need to say.
Perhaps does not come into it. For you have known the reason on a deeper level and therefore followed
your knowing without question.
Does this mean then that it would not be appropriate for you to give us information regarding what is
happening with the birds and fish?
It means that were we to say all that we know, it would send many into a tailspin.
By ‘tailspin’ do you mean a downward flight or confusion?
Both. As frustrating as it applies (?) to be ... we ask you to accept that we know what we are doing. We
cannot jeopardize our position by satisfying inquisitive minds ... as much as we would genuinely desire
to appease the overactive brain.
Yet you can see that from our position we would like to know what is causing it ... be it something cosmic, logical,
weather related, poison related, prophesy related ... we would just like to be given some explanation of Truth.
Apparently it has our scientists baffled.
Not all of them! We sincerely understand your reason for inquiry and we understand also that you would
not usually ask us a question of this nature unless you felt it important.
More so the number of people who have asked me to ask you. It’s not that I felt obliged ... I am curious to know
myself, to be honest with you.
You are never anything else Blossom. To reveal what is happening regarding these winged creatures
and these energies from the water world would be risking too much. All that we may say to be of some
assistance is that what you are told is the cause would not be one that we would endorse.
In my heart right now I know and respect what you are saying and therefore shall not pursue the matter. I will
accept it is not appropriate for the Truth to be told at this time. It is saddening many that this is occurring. Is
there any way we can help?
By knowing that Truth can be the only way to set you free. Yet the time for that freedom is not quite
upon you, yet as you know, it is not so very far away ... even in your time frame. We are grateful to those
that follow their heart and know that this is the way it must be ... for now. Yet how you will rejoice
when all TRUTH is unleashed and EVERYTHING we have said to you will connect with your KNOWING
in an instant. In that ‘ALL KNOWING’ instant. KNOW dearest souls of earth that what is taking place is
KNOWN.
Sometimes I expect another few words to come at the end of the sentence and they don’t. Then I realize that is
how it is meant to be , and it is more powerful just as it is.
May we trouble you for a few more minutes of your time?
No trouble at all.
You in your world have concerns about what is to take place in future days. You wonder about on your
networks trying to find solutions to puzzles that cannot be solved ... NOW. BECAUSE IT IS NOT TIME.
We suggest you would find more value of your time by meditating and KNOWING all is well. Very well
indeed. Take that time as we always ask of you , and we feel we do not ask much , for it is your hearts
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choice to adhere to its calling ... yet you all know the minute you begin to switch ‘off’ from your world
and ‘on’ to ours that it is the most beneficial practice for the greater good of all. Yet with all respect, so
many have fallen into the trap of seeking knowledge when it is not always knowledge worth knowing.
For it is neither wisdom or Truth . There is much that is a concoction of manmade fairy tales in order to
lure your spirit into a place where the Light is difficult to FEEL.
AGAIN from a place of KNOWING we ask you to take note of what is of most value to your soul. To
connect with home! This is where all Truthful information can be recoursed. This is where your batteries
can be recharged when tiredness has made you lose reason. Home is where WE are. Home is not a place
as we have said before. It is a KNOWING in your soul that you are LOVE. It cannot be a place. For LOVE
IS EVERYWHERE and EVERYTHING. YOU ARE EVERYWHERE AND EVERYTHING. ONE Energy of LOVE ... YOU
... ALL OF YOU ... and EVERY PART OF ALL OF YOU ... are that ONE ENERGY OF LOVE. For there is nothing
else, ever, anywhere ... LOVE ... ONLY LOVE.
FEEL IT WITHIN YOUR BEING. BE OF IT IN YOUR FEELING.
We extend our thoughts of grace to you. We are so very aware that your energy on planet earth is
shining brighter than ever before and that the Divine plan is ‘falling into place’ within each and every
moment ... and it is all because of you ... EVERYONE OF YOU.
Blessed family from and of the stars ... together we bring about the NEW DAWN.
See you there!! In SO much Love and thanks.
And we would say the same.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 3

20 January 2011
Joyous hello’s to you my friends. In this world of mine that seems to be struggling on so many levels, it would be
great if you could offer some upliftment to our souls, and some wisdom to assist us in these challenging times.
Thank you.
This is most fortunate wording from you as indeed this is our every intention always. It would not be
appropriate for us to do otherwise , for we desire only to serve and allow those of you on the Earth plane
who so choose to advance in retrieving the memories of the True soulself, which in turn of course, allows
each soul to serve the whole.
There appears to be concern over matters regarding all sorts of oddities that are taking place upon
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your world. Again we would ask only that you focus on that which we have offered. To concentrate your
thoughts, via your heart, and let Love guide you through every moment of your living. We are aware of
our continual backup in this vein and yet WE FEEL it so absolutely imperative for you all to understand
that it is THIS LOVE OF YOURS that is changing the very vibration of your planet NOW ... and therefore,
one must surely recognize that what is happening NOW is what is creating your days ahead. May we
reiterate a few pointers?
By all means.
There are so many choosing to remain in fear, even though they are given alternatives. One thing we
cannot do is make choices for an individual. That would never do. We can only persevere with that which
we know will assist greatly. This is why we have come. To help you understand about LOVE. There are so
many that have questions of what may or may not occur within the next few years of your time, and yet
have we not said that the way of your world in your future days is entirely up to you? Yet still many ask
what will happen to them. Is the sky to fall? Is the world to end? Is black black? And is white yellow?
What is to take place for each soul is what they choose to accomplish within their minds creation. Do
you see? It is YOU, ALL OF YOU, by creating thoughts of Love ... by putting into action these thoughts
... by BEING these thoughts ... that shall confirm the pathway that your world is to walk. This is why
so many from other spheres have chosen to be a part of this glorious change. To show to you that THE
LIGHT THAT YOU ARE is what is to be the GUIDING INFLUENCE upon your NEW WORLD. We cannot and
shall not create it for you. Yet it is through the purest of LOVE for our family that we have taken it upon
ourselves to continue to influence your BEINGS in a manner that serves the entire ‘ISNESS’ of what IS.
Let go of these man made fears. For so many of you are now aware enough to see that is what they are.
You are more than manmade are you not? You are so much more than who you believe yourselves to
be. You chose to embark upon a journey of such magnitude in order to bring into BEING a world that
is of the brightest future. You, who have endured much in order to bring this about, must recognize
that NOW in your finest hours, you are aligning the new vibration with its fellow assistants and
through this the New Dawn is indeed arising. The promises made to the soul self are being fulfilled. The
accomplishments that are occurring within yourselves on a soul level are astounding the core of your
BEING. For you are awakening to your Truth.
YOU KNOW IT. YOU CAN FEEL IT. Yet it is now at this crucial time, that you must also recognize that
there is a devious plot to counteract all that is taking place by those of Light. Many are aware of such
matters. Indeed we do not desire to give it energy and focus, for as you have learned, by doing so you are
merely feeding the egotistical energy of these lost souls. They sadly survive on the spreading of fear and
darkness, and for every one of you that allows for even just one moment to fall into their trap, you are
undoing so much good that has been accomplished. This is why we continue to reiterate the importance
of remaining steadfast in your Light and your TRUTH at all times. You know better now than to think for
even a second, of matters that will bring down your vibration. Be vigilant dearest friends. Be alert. STOP
... PLEASE STOP recharging energies that do not serve.
We cannot understand, we find it difficult to know why you do so, when you have grown within your
own understanding. WHY? Why would you continue to feed this darkness when you KNOW that is only
LIGHT that shall see you through into this New World. This does not resonate well for us. Yet, we are not
of human form. This we do appreciate and therefore, what may seem entirely plausible to us may not
seem the same to you, for you are working within energies that we cannot be affected by. This is why we
are speaking this way at this time. For we so desire our words to get through to you.
FEED ONLY THE LIGHT. BE ONLY THE LIGHT. Let go of every atom of that which does not shine out in
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LOVE. You wish to move into a world that is of the finest dreams. You wish all wars to cease. You pray
that those who leave your planet due to lack of food shall never have to return to such a circumstance.
You ask for so many things from the deepest wounds of your heart to change. We say to you ... ‘Then
make it change. Make this world of your desires come about’.
IT IS YOU ... YOU WHO MUST DO THIS. THROUGH THOUGHT ... THROUGH LOVING THOUGHT.
If you want a world full of laughter, then laugh more. If you want to be peaceful as you walk along in
nature then ... be peaceful as you walk along in nature. If you want a world that does not have guns,
then do not under any circumstances give thought or energy to guns. To not concentrate on that which
you DO NOT WANT. Give intense thought only to that which you do. Behave in the fashion of how your
New World should be.
When you were children, you would play. You would create a world of make believe. If you liked a
particular fantasy, you would return to that same ‘place’ over and over. The place and story would
expand as one gave more time to it. This is all that is required of you now. Go back to the child that you
are. Be one that plays and becomes enwrapped within that world of playfulness. Make that world a
place that you choose to reside in more and more. Write down if you feel it necessary, all that you would
like your New World to be. Write the script. Draw the scenery. And most of all FEEL the reality of this
world you are creating. Use your imaginations. Imagine how you would FEEL in this NEW WORLD ... and
hold on to that FEELING ... ALL THE TIME. Catch yourself when you are focusing on that which does not
serve you or anyone else and MAKE SURE that you turn it around to FEELING LOVE ... AT ALL TIMES. If you
want a world full of LOVING BEINGS then you must become one ... AT ALL TIMES.
Move on from FEELING sorry for yourself and your world. You are finding these words confronting are
you not dearest Blossom?
No, not at all ... I’m loving it . I feel we are in need of a bit of a kick up the proverbial!! Keep going please ...
If you continue in these last days of the old world to have your heart broken by all that you see around
you, then you will continue to have your heart broken by all that you see around you. When your BEing is
seized by sadness from a particular ‘disaster’ then BECOME aware that feeding that sadness out to those
involved does not assist. Find in that moment of recognition your strength. Take a few deep breathes
and change your thoughts to sunshine and laughter and imagine those souls affected by any particular
disaster, laughing and Loving once again. Bring about the change through thought. This is so important.
We desire that you see through that which is going on ... that which is taking place.
BE UPLIFTING ... to all those around you ... everywhere.
BRING IN THE LOVING THOUGHTS in times when you would find it much easier to break down and shed
tears for all those who are suffering in many ways.
BRING IN THE LIGHT to that circumstance or situation. Shower YOUR LIGHT upon the places and the
people that are suffering.
DO YOU SEE ... DO YOU SEE ... DO YOU SEE? It is your Light that will make the difference to them. If you
cry along with them, you are ‘giving in’ to that which is not of use. That which does not serve. We are not
asking of you to lose all sense of compassion. The very opposite. It is by being of strength and giving of
Light that you are BEing compassionate.
There feels to be an urgency with in this wisdom.
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Dearest souls who have become so very close to us. We Love each and every one of you .... WITH A
PASSION. We know that under ALL circumstances, the very most ... the very utmost we can do is offer
our LOVE to you. All we are asking is for you to do the same to each other.
What may appear ahead may confuse and bewilder those who do not choose to see through it. LISTEN
to your heart beat. Within its rhythm your Truth will speak. If it falls out of rhythm then listen to its
FEELING ... NOT your mind ... NOT your fear ... for have you not just decided as you read these words of
today ... that fear is no longer to be part of your makeup? Did we not just FEEL that so many ... if not all
... just made a decision to only EVER BE OF A LOVING DISPOSITION and to concentrate souly/solely on
bringing about the world of LOVE that lies ahead for each one?
Yep, I think you probably just did!!
Then ALL IS WELL and perfectly AS IT SHOULD BE. We are getting there ...
Where exactly is there?
The exact place that is required for your jaws to drop in wonder. We send to all of you our eternal
gratitude for heeding what we have to offer in ways of ‘enlightenment’. Our desire is to FEEL the LOVE
that each one of you are , when all energies that must now fall away have left and only that of Light
can be absorbed by one to another , as recognition that each one is simply a part of that other , just
expressing itself in a varied manifestation of the whole.
Cheers my friends. Just what the doctor ordered !! In Love and thanks.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 4

28 January 2011
Good evening to you. As usual I have been doing a lot of thinking about things. As usual, I have been thinking
about my relationship with you. As usual, I always come up with the same result. To TRUST in the fact that what
you FEEL appropriate to talk to us about is probably the most valuable information we could have at each given
time we connect. So, once again, as usual, I leave it in your capable hands ... despite the fact that there are those
who FEEL you should be coming forth with a lot more information regarding matters that are taking place on
earth at this time.
We thank you for respecting our wishes and we KNOW also that although at times we may deliver words
that seem to be of a repetitive nature ... we are aware of our plan and why we do so. For those that find
our communications with you a little stilted, then of course we desire only that they find their path and
satisfactory answers from other sources that are available to them at this time. What we wish you to
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keep in the forefront of your mind is that we, as so often stated, are here to assist. To bring about within
your BEING that which will serve you and therefore serve the whole. It is not that we are unconcerned
with navigational pulls and matters that seem to pull many into unrest, indeed this is not so. Yet we
TRULY desire to bring to you that which can uplift and raise the frequencies of all involved in this great
shift which lies ahead.
We do not FEEL it to be of great benefit to dispel words that can be so easily destroyed and contorted, so
that there leaves only confusion and doubt. We wish to offer you knowledge regarding YOURSELVES. This
is OUR mission. It is therefore necessary to keep to that which we find most useful to you.
And that sure is fine by me. Sometimes my mind strays off the path and perhaps I get influenced by things I read
or hear and then I go into doubt about my work with you . How easily we can be misled. But the best thing of
all is that at THEE most appropriate time, someone will write in with the exact words I needed to hear, although
they are unaware of how I am FEELING. That always makes me smile for I FEEL that YOU probably have some
influence over this.
We do not like to see you FEELING lost and confused. Especially where we are concerned. Yet we are
aware, that for reach of you, it is your own journey. We cannot walk these steps for you. We can guide
you, we can consider actions to take in order for the highest results to be achieved, yet we cannot make
your choices for you. If you allow yourselves to melt into your own hearts ... instead of so often as you do
... allowing your minds to take control ... you would TRULY find that you had walked a mile when you had
thought it had been just a few steps.
Ok. So, what is the topic for today? Oh! Just one quick thing if I may? More and more of these LIGHT Pillars seem
to be appearing, in unusual places and now are displaying unusual shaping’s ... even the weather experts are
saying this is not normal. A few words on this ... if you wouldn’t mind?
We are more than aware of critical information that appears in what is ‘laughingly’ told to you as factual
news.
What do you mean by ‘critical information’? Sorry, a bit confused by that last statement.
In that, there are those who are ostracized for what they know to be Truth and indeed it is. Yet sadly,
in your world for a long time, what IS TRUTH has been swept under the carpet and trodden on heavily.
We might suggest that those who ‘speak’ to you regarding climatic change and many matters regarding
what is appearing or indeed not appearing, are little more than ‘property’, if we may put it kindly. So
many of what you assume are ‘important’ therefore ‘factual’ issues are far from what they are made out
to be. You wonder why, others ask you why we simply don’t speak to you in a more ‘factual Truthful’ way
about this. We are incapable of mistruth. Yet, what we KNOW to be Truth is more often than not best
kept for a time when those that shall announce what is REALLY going on, are able to do so, without it
being heard from ‘other places’ first.
What, do you mean from you?
Indeed.
Why though?
Because that which is to be revealed is of such magnitude that for those who choose to know and accept
it as TRUTH are ... if you like ... already ‘obliged’ to retrieve certain information from certain souls. It has
been decreed. And it is not for US to interfere with particular plans. If we were to reveal what is to come,
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before the time when it is most appropriate to be revealed, then we would not only be deceiving you but
ourselves as well.
So, is this why then, you keep quiet about many things when I ask? Because it is not your place to say?
Yes.
Very nice to know. It makes a lot of sense as to why many of our conversations have gone in the fashion they
have.
Please accept that there are matters we can offer information about and matters that we cannot. Again
we reiterate our position. We come to give hope. Although we are aware that some these days FEEL
‘hope’ to be a position of ‘lacking’.
Eh, you’ve lost me there, well, actually I do understand the sentence. Meaning one needs hope because they do
not like the situation they are in perhaps? (Lacking in something)
This is how some now look upon it ... yet for ourselves in our position we would always wish to shower
you with rays of hope. For in this time that is upon you we FEEL that where there is hope there can be
strength to carry on. We ‘hope’ that we shall continue to offer ‘hope’.
And I hope you do too! Back to the pillars then ?? I know ... I’m a bit of a cheeky chops!
We wouldn’t have you any other way. And indeed, we are happy to be brought back on track. We have
been asked by you before, if these pillars on display have anything to do with our ‘tactics’. What we
choose to add is that we can not only influence power structures, we are able to account for many
phenomena that your world may ‘strike off’ as something other than what it is ...
So ... are these pillars from you ... ? ? ?
We are picking up on your frustration and we are smiling at you smiling. We would say that they are
influenced by us. We would also say that due to impending conditions we shall make it known that there
shall be a difference between those pillars of Light that are influenced by us and those which are directly
from us.
Oddly enough the ones I have seen lately, even though different and apparently unusual, still don’t have the
‘hallmark’ of that which you showed me in my mind when you first spoke of them. I feel there will be no question
when YOUR pillars are displayed. I FEEL we will know.
It is for the benefit of those on your earth to have these definities. How often have we explained that
there is reason in all we do? It cannot be understood by you at all times and we are aware that because
of this, much confusion and doubt may enter. And yet, here you are dear Blossom still talking to us.
And here you are dear Feddy’s talking to me!! Sometimes I wonder whether i might get demoted and someone
with more credentials for this position might step in. I’d certainly put up a fight for unfair dismissal.
We smile and there are things we would like to say regarding your position that you are preventing us
from saying.
Nope, just preventing myself from writing it down. I got it and thanks . Moving on then ...
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We have many times also used the expression ‘Hold on to your hats’. In this year of 2011 you will grasp
more of why we have spoken this way. Yet, we wish to amplify the fact over and over that...
THERE IS NOTHING TO FEAR.
Do you ‘get that’? Do you really ... from the deepest place of your heart KNOW THAT? We ask you to
seriously and most conscientiously work on this. Allow yourselves to KNOW from within the very depth
of who you are ... that ...
THERE IS NOTHING TO FEAR.
There never has been and there never will be. Fear does not exist unless you choose to give it life.
Therefore choose NOT to give it life. Not to give it one moment of your precious breath. Let every breath
that you inhale and exhale be only in the deepest sincerest KNOWLEDGE that you are moving forward
into THEE most incredible times that your souls have yet experienced. How can you fear that? KNOW
that all that is taking place and all that is to take place in the times ahead of you, are part of the master
DIVINE plan that is to bring about the downfall of those that have for so long underestimated the power
that is LOVE.
Connect with your heart in a New Way. Get to know your heart and its qualities. For when you do so ... it
will allow you to enter into a new understanding of who you are. These things we CAN tell you.
Think WITH your heart. Think ABOUT your heart. Enter INTO your heart in every moment. BE your heart.
Find yourself within it. For that is Truly where your soul resides whilst you are upon this Earth. And is it
not the time now? ... And it is all in the timing ... for you to go there and find the Higher aspect of YOU?
The YOU that is to come out into the open and awaken others. For by BEING LOVE there is not one soul
that can deny that you could be anything else.
FEELS like the end of the session. Thank you. I for one FEEL more at peace with what you have offered here. I
look forward to talking with you again soon ... and I look forward also to seeing ‘YOUR’ pillars of Light, not just
the ones you have influenced.
And we look forward to the energy that shall abound when you do. keep your spirits up , as they say in
your world. It is indeed the only way for them to FEEL at home.
Will do our very best. Roger over and out! In Love and thanks as always.
www.spaceweather.com for info on more Light pillars.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 5

7 February 2011
Well good morning fine friends. It is still early, especially for a channelling, yet I feel pumped and ready to go.
Hoping you are available and as always ready to give of your expertise on this ‘living’ thing.
Our expertise is quickly becoming that of many of the human race. A race that chose and has been
chosen at this time to ‘remember’ all this knowledge that we are simply reminding you of. As you further
open your hearts you are FEELING more of this Love that is you. This is part of your remembering and yet
you ‘think’ it is something new!
Remember too, that LOVE KNOWS EVERYTHING. So the more you recall the fullness of the LOVE that YOU
ARE … the more you remember of yourself … which in turn gives you the answers that many of you are
seeking. We say, and have said many times, that ALL answers lie within you … and we are aware that
there is a struggle to KNOW of this in essence. Yet, do you see? The more you are alerting yourselves to
this wondrous Light within you, the more KNOWLEDGE is brought forth … not by us … by YOU!
All that you need to know … you already know. That which you do not need to know is not worth the
wasting of energy and yet we smile for many of you have the desire to need to know these things that
are unnecessary.
This LOVE that is you, this Love that you are becoming more and more a part of in your awakening
hours, is only a fraction of the LOVE that you TRULY are. You cannot overload yourself all at once with
this Higher energy of Love due to the fact that it would knock you over if you were to receive it in one
dynamite package. Yet little by little you open yourselves up to its call. You absorb it into your hearts
place and once settled within, it then slowly begins to present itself to you in its Divine essence. In a way
that will have you reeling with delight and laughter for you are finally ‘Getting it’ and you had no idea
just how wondrous ‘IT’ was going to be.
Could you explain a little more about it? In that … we are LOVE … nothing else … and yet you say we are
absorbing a Higher level of Love … and yet is it not already within us?
A highly good observance!! It is nothing new for you to know that you are LOVE, although it is taking a
while to fully comprehend for most. One forgets in their daily routines … of this LOVE that they are. For
is it not so that the humdrum of the minds thoughts can so often be directed toward that which appears
to be ‘not’ of LOVE? Yet, every thought, whether it is of a negative or positive … IS of LOVE… because
there is nothing else.
Ok … so, say someone was to have a huge build-up of anger toward another and wished something bad would
happen to them? I mean surely THAT would not be of LOVE?
Yes it is. For there is only LOVE.
So, are you saying that it is LOVE yet on a lower frequency?
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Precisely.
Well, exactly how low does this frequency go?
To the very lowest there is. Consider this for a while and think about it deeply from the warmest place of
your heart. In your world you speak of the dark ones. There is much talk about all that they do, some is
founded some is not. Yet … if you TRULY are of the understanding that WE ARE ALL ONE … these that do
harm to their brothers and sisters … these souls that are in power and have committed atrocities that
are unknown to many … are also YOUR brothers and sisters. Not only are they part of YOUR family …
THEY ARE ANOTHER PART OF YOU! For there is absolutely NOTHING ELSE other than the energy of LOVE
from which EVERYTHING derives.
Many will find that hard to accept.
Then they need not accept it. Do we not always ask of you to BE in your OWN TRUTH? If what we say is
not a TRUTH for some, then it is simply not their TRUTH … at this time!
Let us ask … how do you see this new world that you are moving into? You are told that it will be created
by you and will BE of the greatest LOVE with no room for hatred, greed, etc. to enter in. In order to BE of
this calibre of soul, one cannot wish ill upon any other living thing. Therefore, do you not think it would
be a good place to start by FORGIVING those who are in such darkness? For those souls are part of your
soul. Do YOU want to be in such a place … any tiny aspect of you? So, would it not be the most beneficial
for all to begin right now sending your LIGHT to those who direct such ‘fear’ at others. Yet is it not their
own fear? Fear of not BEING the Truth of who they are? They have lost their way a long time ago and
damage done has been far reached. Yet we say to you … WE LOVE THEM and we suggest if you want to
live in a world where this is no such thing as war and unrest … that you do the same.
I know as these words are coming through that it makes total sense of course. I wonder how many are ready to
do so? Not because you say it’s beneficial, but because their heart can TRULY mean it. We are moving on greatly
within this new understanding that you bring forth and I reckon there will be many that will now vigilantly send
their LOVE to those who are so very lost. That part of our self that needs to be retrieved from the depth of all
that is the very lowest energy of LOVE and raise it to all that it can be. Thank you.
So, to finish answering … the LOVE that is coming through on a HIGHER level to your planet is simply a
HIGHER level of yourselves connecting up with the aspect of LOVE that is yourself down on the earth
plane at this time. Due to the vibrational pull of your earth over time … a certain level of this LOVE could
not be accepted upon your planet.
For a better way to explain … it could not blend in … for its consistency is of a different calibre and was
unable to mix. However due to the exceptional rise in the vibration as a whole, this Higher level is now
able to combine with that which is lifting itself and therefore allowing the greatest collaboration of all
time to take place.
Remember that you are EVERYTHING AT ALL TIMES.
EVERY PART of you is PART OF EVERYTHING … AT ALL TIMES.
At this particular time right now … as you Blossom write these words … and others read it … you
are each experiencing a minute aspect of the whole of you. You are focused in on this tiny, yet very
important particle of you that is experiencing this moment as a human on planet earth. There will be
another tiny, yet very important part of you doing the same on another part of your planet and indeed
on many other planets. Yet it is just a particle of the whole.
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Sorry to interrupt … How does this work regarding ones Higher self? For I am FEELING that you have just been
speaking about aspects of an individual’s Higher self as opposed to the ‘ONEness’ of us all. How do I put it …
eh … is our Higher self … say the Higher self of Blossom Goodchild … the Highest part of Blossom Goodchild
and this aspect of her on earth … or is Blossom Goodchild’s Higher self not an individual Higher self … is it the
HIGHER SELF of everyone combined … i.e, is it that ‘GOD’ that we are all part of ? I am not explaining this well …
clearly!! But do you see what I am saying?
You are inquiring as to whether the Higher part of yourself that we speak of accessing is the HIGHEST
there is?
Yes, I mean, are there trillions of Higher selves that could then move Higher into that ultimate energy of pure
LOVE … the LOVE that we derive from …The LOVE at the top of the chain so to speak?
Your mentor White Cloud has spoken of this a long time ago with you. It is merely a question of
connecting the dots if you like. Yes, there is a ‘position’ where an individual’s Higher aspect is one’s
own. Yet indeed, there is also a position MUCH Higher up whereupon those individuals are no longer
separated. Let us try to explain in that … two would become one … a little further up the scale … that
one that was once two … will merge and become one with another that was once two… are we making
sense to you?
Yes, I totally get this concept. And from what I have learned from White Cloud this is where our ‘soul groups’
come in. We blend in with our soul group.
And yet you are doing this at many levels. One’s soul group is a vast legion of souls for each group. So we
may say that ‘further up’ … soul legions merge from two into one and so on.
Yes I understand. And boy … is it always such a joy to connect up for the first time (again) with a member of your
group … down here!! Your ‘Rose’ as White Cloud would say. Your soul just knows you have just met a petal from
your rose. There is such recognition.
And indeed, this new venture that you are all on … this new pathway … will allow you to FEEL that way …
eventually … with ALL souls. It will be as if, not only are you connecting with petals from YOUR rose, you
then connect with roses from the same bush. Recognising each other in Love. Recognising that you are
all attached to the same stem. Recognising that although individual … you are a part of the same Divine
creation.
Well. I feel that is suddenly it. And yes, as usual spot on … the hour is up. Thank you for this. It is so refreshing.
It is nothing other than pleasurable to us, to refresh the memories of each one of you. We offer our
LOVE so that you FEEL it in a deeper way than ever before. We KNOW this is possible in these most
exciting of days. Shine the Light that you are across the seas of darkness. For in TRULY forgiving those
who have misunderstood themselves you are TRULY forgiving yourself for misunderstanding those who
misunderstood!
Beautifully put. I LOVE YOU!!!!! As do we all. In Love and Thanks.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 6

17 February 2011
Hello ‘up there’. I feel very much in the zone and ready for a chat if that suits you?
It is a joy from OUR BEING to be able to assert ourselves in the way of service to your planet. We
have given much thought as to the continuation of these communications and how would be most
appropriate for them to proceed. May we display our gratitude to all who have taken into their hearts
that which we felt most suitable to portray to you in order for you souls to be of Light and deeper
understanding. It would appear to our detriment were we to consider pausing this communiqué for
a short term, therefore we have decided that we shall allow our channels to remain open for a while
longer than expected during this phase.
Oh! Was it in your plan to cease for a while then?
In accordance with Divine Law we can only offer that which we feel to be of upliftment. We had
ascertained that perhaps for a while one may possibly benefit from a break of service from us in order to
gather together thoughts and reassess one’s position in the grand scheme of things. For each individual
has their part to play and it is essential now ... in these times ... to understand the self and why it is here.
We wondered if perhaps it may be a time rather like revision before exams ... without the exams ... for
indeed there is no test to pass.
Yet , you say you have decided otherwise.
We have discussed consequences in doing so and made a decision that we shall continue. Yet we
concentrate on that which we consider to be of value to those upon your planet at this time. This is not
to say that we are unaware of matters to the contrary. We are aware of all things. How we choose to
react to them is of our concern and may we say there is much that we choose to be in silence about in
order to adhere to our responsibilities ... our part in this vast Divine plan.
So then ... what is it you would care to speak of? I feel a ‘shift’ is about/already has happened today and perhaps
we are yet again moving up a level.
It is to be that changes are to occur within the Master Plan. This is permitted and shall be so.
Changes of what kind?
Of the kind that allow those of you who so diligently plough through the fields sorting the wheat from
the chaff ... for those of you who do not allow the soul self to be downtrodden by that which is trying so
very hard to do so ... for the continuing support of the likes of ourselves who have kept in contact with
you and you have so reverently shown yourselves to be part of our team ... to give service when your
hearts were low ... to shine your Light when you felt the flame was about to go out. You warriors who
were chosen to be here at this time are now to come into your own. Very soon dearest ones, the Light
that we have been speaking of is to shine down upon your earth.
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Eh ... a bit confused ... the Light?
Indeed the Light of who we are. You have considered us in many different aspects. You have pondered
over the whys and wherefores of why we are here, who we are and for the purpose of our ongoing
communications .
Yet although we ponder , I think most of us pretty much know now that you have been chatting through me in
order to assist us in understanding more deeply who we are, about the fullness of Love that is within us and
how to open up to that. Isn’t that why you are here?
This is a matter of course. Yet we would add with much glee that there is much more in it than that.
Like what ... if I may be so bold?
That which you are ... that which you are beginning to remember of your True self is surfacing at a rate
that is most pleasing and congruent with all that is planned for your world. Therefore, as your vibration
rises, it is so ... that you are able to accept that which in the past on a lower frequency was not possible
to address with you. You have been in knowledge of the varied ‘Light Pillars’ that we have spoken of and
yet we say to you that the ones that shall be delivered directly from us will indeed astound and bewilder.
Bewilder?
Yes Blossom ... Bewilder. For the magnitude of such shall not be able to be considered as anything else
other than what it is ...
A SIGN FROM US.
We say to all of you that it shall be the beginning of the deeper understanding within yourselves that
shall bring forth within you more TRUSTING ... more JOY ... for JOY is in your make up ... yet has been
suppressed over time in order to dampen the spirit of Truth within. It shall be that the more of these
LIGHTS that appear ... the more souls shall come out of their bewilderment and TRULY recognize them
for what they are. A gift from us to you. For as we have said ... they shall contain an energy that will
give off a ‘power’ that can assist you in so many ways. Likened perhaps to an electrical current that can
‘boost’ the senses.
As time moves so quickly on in your world, many of you are noticing the difference within the self. Many
are also perhaps having a little trouble in letting go of the old patterns. It is not a fight that is necessary
between the old and the new. It is simply a matter of gratitude to the old self and releasing it into the
nothingness from whence it came. Be thankful to the service it has provided and set it free. For indeed it
is time now to move into your Higher body. Time to recognize the power within you that is ready to align
with the energy that is being delivered to you and together may these energies strengthen the very core
of Mother Earth ... Her plan ... Yours and Ours.
These pillars that we send to you shall also contain an intelligence. Many of you have felt for a long
period of your time , maybe even from being a young child ... that there is ‘more to you than meets the
eye’ and yet have felt encased in a human body that was unable to ‘contain’ all that you are. It is difficult
to express the FEELING we KNOW so many of you have felt. As you allow yourselves to move into your
Lighter vibration of yourself, it shall enable you to accept downloads that ... you have literally been
waiting for . As if you have been expecting something to arrive in your letter boxes and it never came.
You wondered if it had got lost for the wait has seemed endless, yet in these most exciting of all times ...
these letters are on their way.
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Wow! When you said that I can feel myself getting really excited ... For years White Cloud has spoken of
‘information’ that has been downloaded to people. Sometimes in readings ‘other Beings’ came through and
‘ZAPPED’ the persons forehead with ‘my digits’ . The energy was phenomenal when this happened and people
would ask what it was all about. White Cloud would say that information had been implanted and that it was like
being given an envelope with your orders in, and one would KNOW the exact time when these envelopes were
to be opened and then it would be ‘All systems Go!!’ This triggered such a connection with what you are speaking
of. Is this what you mean?
And again we would say ... and so much more. We are showing to you of a socket and a plug ... it shall be
as the two ‘lock into each other’ the connection shall be made and indeed the reaction shall be of the
‘new you ‘ . The YOU that is able to accept the frequency of this knowledge that is for you. Different souls
shall receive different downloads for each is individual and as we have said ‘has their role to conduct’.
Yet this information shall becoming from the same “Light’?
There will not be just the one Light. They shall appear at different intervals over different parts of your
planet ... and may we ask you to take note once again that there shall be no denial of what these are.
They shall not be able to be ‘covered up’ or misconstrued. No longer is it to be a secret ... our existence
shall become common place and your world as you once believed it to be shall be shown to you as it
TRULY is.
This information that so many have been waiting to receive and more so ... when we are allowed to open the
envelope ... what is it that we are to expect? I FEEL I want to say it will be like a huge surge ... an activation as the
connection takes place ... but I would imagine for instance , if it were to happen to me ... that I am not suddenly
going to become a rocket scientist ... or indeed a good cook!!
We leave the rocket scientist information for those that are already rocket scientists .
And the recipes for those who are already cooks I suppose ... Hey Ho!
The information that is to be downloaded to souls will be of the genre that the particular soul is au fait
with. It shall not be as you have been joking with us ... for there has to already be an understanding of
a certain subject matter. This is why certain talents have been ‘given’ and decided before birth in order
for the soul to pursue these gifts ... in order for this very time when they can be enhanced within the
individual in order to enhance the whole.
I get what you are saying but ... I don’t know ... there must be many people who are going to read this and think
‘well I am a ‘such and such’ ... How can I possibly get downloaded with more information about ‘such and such’
and what good would it possibly do anyway?’ ... Do you see what I am trying to understand?
We do. What will assist is if you accept that EACH ONE OF YOU ARE SUPREME BEINGS! IT IS WHO YOU ARE
IN THIS ASPECT OF HUMAN FORM THAT IS TO BE ENHANCED. THE GRACE OF YOUR ‘FULLER’ SELF IS TO BE
BESTOWED UPON YOU ... THEREFORE MAGNIFYING THE ASPECTS OF YOUR TRUTH THAT IS NONE OTHER
THAN PURE LOVE.
We stress again ... each one of you has a part to play. YOU ARE ALL EQUAL. Would the creator choose one
above the other? ... Give more to one than another? .... it cannot be so FOR YOU ARE ALL ONE.
Each shall have an envelope to open. May it help you to understand if we say that ... when we say that
different envelopes shall contain different orders ... there are those that have accepted shall we say
‘ more significant tasks to perform than others’. This does not make them any greater or less than
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another, it is just a matter of service that has been distributed according to the talents that go along
side with any given task. Some roles may ‘appear’ greater than another , yet in the eyes of the ones who
KNOW, there is not one thing that is of lesser service than another for it is the joining and BEING PART
OF the whole plan that makes the plan work. If one felt their part didn’t matter, they would be doing
themselves a great mistrust for it is by each ones participance that shall allow the DIVINE plan to move
into place.
Be uplifted. That of which we speak shall be made known to you.
Oh good! Because without wanting to dampen this very uplifting channel ...
Then do not. TRUST in yourself and us Blossom. When you see for yourselves that which we speak of,
there shall be such a LOVING connection because what you have KNOWN to be a TRUTH all along ...
shall at last be proven. Not just to those who have always KNOWN but to those who have never even
considered the possibility.
May rainbows of Light touch your hearts and your minds and fill your senses with a FEELING of the
presence of the DIVINE within you. For that is who you are ... we come to simply remind you.
Our BEINGS are effervescing with LOVE for you and the excitement that lies ahead.
And my BEING is doing the same ‘right back atcha’ and I would imagine I am joined by thousands in doing so!
In Love and such gratitude. xxx

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 7

25 February 2011
Hello my friends. I have to say that lately things are going so well in my life. I feel TOTALLY blessed and the
heart place is exploding with excitement and enthusiasm. It just really FEELS to me that things are happening
all around. This movement of Light that we all belong to is certainly building momentum. It’s wonderful. It’s
all coming together and I just wanted to take this opportunity to say thank you to you for your input and wise
words that you give us ... through Love. To me, and to so many, I KNOW it has made a vast difference to the way
we our conducting ourselves. So ... from us all ... Thank You.
Dearest hearts. We are but a part of your experience, in the same way you are a part of ours. What we
chose to impart is that which we KNOW to be of assistance to the souls growing. That which you chose
to take on board from these words ... is entirely up to the individual so that they may decipher for
themselves that which is appropriate for them at any given time. For it is not all that we give that will
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always blend with each and every one ... depending on the position they find themselves within their
journey and that which they discover to be their Truth.
I wonder if I may launch straight into a question regarding something that bothered me yesterday. I was sent a
link to a trailer for a new film called ‘ET -X’, which basically is the sequel to the famous film ET (which I am sure
you are aware of. Sadly those in power here, have once again created a monster to fill souls with fear ... for it is
about ET coming to tell the family that they need to save earth as his ET race is about to invade and destroy the
planet or take it over ... or something nasty!!! It has many prestigious actors in it and I found myself getting really
angry about it. So many unawakened souls will see this and it will influence them greatly as to their ideas about
who you are, when the time is right for you to appear. I wondered if you would care to talk about this?
This is not new to us for we have been aware of this matter even as it was in thought form. Let us
comfort you in saying that there is NOTHING that will deter us from the grand plan. Dearest souls, do
you think that something as trivial as what you call a movie, would be the downfall of our quest? We say
to you that this is not so. With all respect ... we are not just out of nursery school. Although such issues
do not fill us with delight, they certainly do not give us grave cause for concern. As you know ... as with
all things of a lesser vibration ... it is for you to shine your Light upon such things. That is all you need to
do.
Actually, yes, you are right. I know that. I just wondered if it bothered you?
Not in the slightest inkling of concern. For we have such delights to counteract any form of that which
those in control at this time are trying to fill your Beings with. So, shall we move on?
And quickly it seems! With the greatest of pleasure ... but thank you for addressing it. What shall we discuss?
We would like to commend all of you on your graciousness to the cause. You cannot deny that which
now is awakened within you. We KNOW that you MUST be able to FEEL the difference inside yourself for
it is more than obvious to us within the brightness of energy that is emanating from so many. You are
seeing now Blossom ... a graph that has risen from 0 and has climbed on a steady incline to such heights.
This is exactly why you are FEELING as you said in the beginning of this discourse, that ‘things are really
happening’. The energy of your planet ... even since the commencement of this year for you, has become
a beacon to show the way. For it is important for each one of you to understand that the role you play ...
your individual part in this Ascension ... is as crucial as the next persons. For as each of you accept that
it is YOUR LIGHT that is contributing AS ONE LIGHT with each other ... then the force of this ... the impact
... that it is exactly what is to make your earth and all within and upon it move into its next phase. We
would say that each breath you take that is IN LOVE fills the atmosphere with a LIGHTNESS that allows
it to be lifted into its longed for rightful position. There is not one of you that does not belong within this
plan. The seeds were planted long long ago and we have watched as they have been nurtured into the
fullness of what they have now become. Do not underestimate your role ... any of you. We are of such
hope due to all that are awakening and joining us with their determination to see their part through.
It is about BEING AN EXAMPLE as we have said many times. Yet it is also about really FEELING the
difference within your heart. Trusting that throughout all that is to take place on your planet in the days
ahead ... that you are already in knowledge of this and KNOW that certain things are necessary in order
to complete this transformation into this New Age.
We suggest to you that at all times you keep yourselves in tune with the Highest vibration of yourselves.
Keep vigilant of your status regarding your energy field. Keep it balanced and well fed with Love. Take
the time to draw into your Beings the energy of Light from above. It is an ongoing flow that is available
to you at all times. It requires only that you acknowledge this and take the steps to keep ‘topped up’ so
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that you have plenty of Light and energy to offer out to those people and places in need ... and yet it is
essential that you always allow yourselves to be ‘full’ also in order to do what it is you have to do.
We KNOW we have spoken relentlessly on this matter but we FEEL that in certain regard it is now
beginning to make more sense than once it did.
Yes, I know for me, and I am sure many others, I have this feeling inside that I am ‘getting it’. Understanding
what you are trying to get through to us on a different level. As we progress we are able to KNOW what you
mean, purely by the way we are FEELING. There are so many souls on the planet rising to the occasion. Bringing
about such changes because they are heeding to their hearts call. It is happening all over the globe.
Conduct yourselves in a fashion that is appropriate to one of Great Light. Know that each one of you
is here to be of service to the whole. Do not sit around thinking ‘but what can I do?’ If this is what is
crossing your mind then may we say with Light hearts ... you have not fully understood that which we
are offering you. For ask yourselves ... what it is you can do? How many of you may feel a little lost with
all of this? Leaving it to those who are ‘out there’ and in what you consider to be a more prestigious
position? Do you, with all respect ... make yourselves a cup of tea and retreat to the comfortable chair
and fix your eyes upon an electrical box that has far more damaging effects than you realize? You feed
your souls with visions and created stories of murderous affairs and wars and lies. You imagine that you
are interested in how certain acted out stories maybe concluded and yet may we say ... all you are doing
is focusing on that which is not of interest to your soul AT ALL.
All these ‘programs’ as you call then are not designed to entertain. These are indeed “PROGRAMMES’ that
‘program’ YOU into a state of lethargy. They keep you at bay. They deter you from being who you are...
from reaching your full potential. Yet you insist on falling into the trap. Having a sense of complacency is
within your comfort zone when your energy is depleted, so you sit yourselves down and feed yourselves
with more of the same thing.
We do not come to dictate. This is not our way. Our way is to show you other ways to redeem your Truest
form. To help you to recognize that there is another way. A way out. A way to your freedom.
Dearest souls ... be discerning regarding your welfare. Be aware of that which you chose to fill your soul
with whether it be of a sustenance that enhances or one that depletes. Learn to recognize that which
serves you in order for you to successfully serve the whole. Would it not be more beneficial to ‘switch off
your thoughts rather than ‘switch on’ your television? Would your BEING not gain from connecting up
with your Higher self rather than connecting up with images and words that penetrate into your Being
and are of detriment. It sometimes bewilders us that you chose to watch images of a horrific nature
that are all designed through make up to enhance the negativities of your world ... when just a few steps
away ... outside your door ... you can walk out into a scene of such beauty. You simply tilt your heads
and there before you is an array of diamonds twinkling in your night sky ... for free!!!! These stars ...
these energies of Light are not there to program your being into a state of ‘don’t care’. They are designed
to fill your heart with a Love that takes your breath away. We ask you now as intelligent BEINGS ...
which would you imagine is the one that serves you and the whole? ... and when you are out gazing in
wonderment at natures beauty ... think also of all the many other souls who are just like you ... doing
that very same thing at that very moment. Your hearts will connect with each other and strengthen the
Light that is building.
These are the times when your work here must step up. When you must move out of the space that has
imprisoned you. When you must KNOW that there is nothing that can keep you in a place of darkness.
You must KNOW that it is YOU who will set YOU free. By ‘PULLING YOURSELVES TOGETHER’. By moving
out of the rut that has suppressed you and your race for eons of time.
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NOW PEOPLE OF EARTH ... NOW IS THE TIME TO STAND TOGETHER AND UNITE IN LOVE.
You cannot do this if you chose to ‘do it another day when you are feeling more energetic’.
NOW IS THE TIME TO TAKE BACK YOUR POWER!
NOW is the time to take back control of your life and do with it what you came to do. To lift this planet.
To lift yourselves into a NEW WORLD. A world that you deserve. A world that is FREE. A World where the
LOVE that you are is openly expressed in and through each other.
It is happening dear friends. It is taking place ... all because of YOU.
Play your part. KNOW you are as important as the next person. Take pride in your actions of ridding the
old wave lengths that have pinned you down. And shine NOW as the NEW LIGHT... the NEW ENERGY that
you have moved into through your own doing.
The battle is won. The Light shall continue to brighten as we march together and merge as one nation ...
LOVE.
You stir my soul. You help me to know that we are not just little human beings plodding along for yet another
day. It FEELS good to KNOW that there is a reason for every breath we take and from my point of view, because
of you, I am beginning to enjoy each one so much more!!
Thank you to you all for it all ... whoever you are on this planet ... wherever you maybe in this world of ours.
Thank you for sharing it with me. In Love and thanks.
PS ... Added later.
Apparently this movie trailer ET X is not a real film that has been made, someone just put it together with clips
from other films and graphics. No wonder The Federation were happy to move on quickly!
A gentleman by the name of Walter Bruneel sent me in yet another of his Divine paintings. This one depicting
The Pillars of Light that the federation have been speaking of. It is such a wonderful visualisation to bring into
manifestation. Thank you Walter. See more of his amazing artistry at http://iasos.com/artists/walter/ . Well
worth a peek ... let me assure you of that!!!
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 8

3 March 2011
It feels like only yesterday that we were in touch!! I would really like to link up with you, as I am away for a short
while as you know and didn’t want the gap to be too long ... for me, you and the rest of the troop who get so
much encouragement from your words. Feel free to express as only you know how!
With your permission of course ... there is much we would like to share and discuss with you this night.
Firstly may we say that a distinct change ... not only within yourself but many among your kind is more
than obvious on our ‘Richter scale’ (?) There has been a level of difference within the vibrational pull
toward the higher energies that are exuding now into your ethers. Because of this, we are extremely
excited at possibilities soon to occur and we commend each of you that has allowed the presence of the
higher energies within and around you to present themselves and so act accordingly.
Yes. I have made it no secret that I felt ‘The Turning Point’ and others have said the same. Are you keen to talk
about this a little more?
Dear friend, of ours and many ...
You flatter me sire!
There is no need to speak further on this matter. For it is within the pace of the individual that this
occurrence shall occur! Each soul is resonating now at their own individual frequency. Some are FEELING
out of sorts and wondering why they haven’t yet reached this ‘happy’ disposition ... but we say to you
... do not concern yourself with what is happening to another. Focus only on where you are within.
Concentrate on yourself and let others do the same. You shall ALL in time reach this ‘standard’.
Funny word to use.
Yet correct. There is no right or wrong about this. This is not a race neither a competition. It is simply a
state of BEING that each one of you is ‘slipping into’ when their soul is ready to do so. Be patient with
yourselves. There is no rush. There is simply a time and a place when it shall happen for each of you. And
like yourself Blossom ... when it does ... you shall know it.
Shall we turn our thoughts now to pastures new?
Indeed. What next?
What next indeed! Quite a while ago in our discourse we discussed rainbows, unusual ones at that, and
for a time, souls on earth, who had read our words, seemed to see many varied displays of such beauty.
Unusual shapes, unusual formations. Do you think those who were unaware of our words saw these
also?
Yes I would imagine so.
And what do you think they thought about them? They would not be thinking the same as the souls
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that were aware of what we had said. They would be merely delighting in the phenomena and collecting
thoughts of how unusual it was ... yet take the prospect no further. Those, however, who ‘knew
differently’ were filled with hope and promise and allowed their soulself to FEEL a connection with ‘US’.
These rainbows of Light took on a new meaning and now is it not so, that when one sees a rainbow in
the skies the connection with ‘US’ is once again made?
Yes. I have to say for me though, I don’t ever look up at the sky and not think of you. I revel in the blueness of
the day and I am in awe when I connect with the stars at night. For me now, I look up, and just ... well ... just ... let
my heart do the talking.
So therefore, may we say, that it would be reasonable to suggest that you are not alone in this action?
Hardly!!!
And may we therefore suggest also, that great advancement has been achieved in just the few short
years since we announced the event that many consider not to have taken place? From our perspective
such magnificent ...
I appear to have lost the link here ............ such magnificent ?? (I had to reconnect with some deep breathes).
Turbulence .
Within our link you mean?
We have just shown to you the image of a whirlwind, a hurricane. Sometimes, out of nowhere we are
unable to balance energies that present themselves.
On your side of things or mine?
This time ... on ours. Without going into depth ... interferences can occur on your frequency. We are
attuned into a particular frequency when we communicate with you. We change it often in order for it
not to become too familiar with those who would rather this friendship did not take place .
You’re kidding right?
Not so. Yet please understand it is not of a concern of any degree . We simply change the frequency once
again and all is well.
I feel like the inside of a radio!
In a way ... you are.
And now ... the weather!
Sorry, let’s get back on track! Seriously though , I know you are speaking Truth, but it seems strange for me to
accept that here I am sitting in my little healing room , doing what I do with you ... and somewhere out there, an
entire ‘Cosmic James Bond’ movie is going on , of which I know nothing about and yet I am involved. Sometimes I
find it all a bit unreal to be honest with you.
Yet your heart knows that we are as real as you are and that all of this that we speak of is possible.
Absolutely everything is possible. I learnt that a while back . I am sure anyone in my position would feel the
same. Anyway, with all respect this is chit chat ... let’s get down to some nitty gritty if we may?
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Of what nature?
You know now that it is of your choice. But seeing as you asked ( you put those words in my head ) what
question is it YOU want Me to ask?
The one that is concerning you.
As I was writing that , I was thinking ‘I haven’t got one’ and then the immediate thought that came into my head
was , ‘These Light pillars ...’ and I know that’s what you want me to bring up , because I got the ‘Tingle of Truth’ as
I thought it.
Be forthright young lady ... be brave ... what is it you want to say?
You know!
Indeed. Yet many who will read these words do not.
Ok ... guess I have to say it then ... What if they don’t show up like you said they would? What am I supposed to
do then? I mean ... you KNOW I Trust you ...
Then why this question?
Because you asked me to ask it.
Because you have been thinking it. You are concerned that if these pillars do not appear in your skies
that many will lose faith in our words and what we have said will come about.
If I didn’t Trust in you ... I wouldn’t bother to put all this time into talking to you. Little point in that. So I guess it’s
more ... oh I don’t know ... concern?
No dearest one ... the word is indeed TRUST. We are smiling down upon you at this time. We appreciate
your position. We FEEL this concern.
Don’t get me wrong. It’s not something I think about every minute of the day. It’s just that, after Oct 14th 2008,
you said you would be coming soon ... I said, that if you hadn’t shown within the year, I would probably stop
channelling. That was a couple of years ago now ... yet here I am ... and happy to be here I might add. My
understanding of the word ‘soon’ grew! I have a Love for you that reaches so very deep into my heart ... but this
human side of me ... every now and then ... falters,
Yet there is no fault on this matter. You shall see.
I dearly TRUST SO! You do see it from my point of view though ... you do see where I am coming from and why?
And all the while you are speaking with us in this way ... your Higher soul is speaking to you ... for you
KNOW that all of this ... all of these ‘predicaments’ were part and parcel of taking on the job. Each and
every one of you who are residing on the earth plane at this time ... and who are reading these words ...
and who have awoken to a part of their soul that adheres and resonates with all that is written through
this lady Blossom and ourselves ... KNEW ... that all of this would be going on. Each one KNEW that this
was/is the way it was/is to take place. Your souls KNEW that when upon this planet of earth ... certain
matters would be presented differently and therefore understood in a different fashion from the time
and guidance you were given before re-entering onto this planet in this form. Yet remember your
uniqueness. Remember ... this is how it was agreed to be done. This is how you were to recognize and
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alert your souls to the most important purpose of your BEING here. It is happening NOW.
YOU CAN FEEL IT. WE KNOW YOU CAN.
Because ALL is going according to plan and it is at ‘this very point’ that you would be ‘clicking into place’.
At this very poignant moment (s) when each of you would recall ‘ Ah yes ... this is what we agreed on’.
You KNEW also of the doubts and fears that would be pressurizing your pressure points!
YOU KNEW ALL OF THIS ... ALL OF THIS WOULD BE TAKING PLACE IF EVERYTHING WAS GOING ACCORDING
TO PLAN!
AND IT IS!
NOW DO YOU SEE?
YOU ARE ON COURSE!
YOU ARE SAILING THROUGH IT ALL.
AND WE ARE DELIGHTED!!!
Well, putting it that way, I feel pretty chuffed myself!! That’s it isn’t it? There’s that ‘cut off’ point ... two minutes
over, but hey ... who’s counting! It feels like we have been around and about the houses tonight ... yet I thank
you none the less. I look forward to reading it back and seeing where we are at!! I also look forward to taking up
with you again when I return home. Know my and many hearts are deeply grateful to you for all of this. A good
plan indeed!!! In Love and thanks.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 9

16 March 2011
Good afternoon my friends. It seems so long since we chatted, but in the big scheme of things ... not really. A lot
has taken place on our planet in that time. I have pondered upon these events and what would be appropriate
to discuss with you, and I have come to the conclusion that I shall just see how the conversation flows. In my
eyes, in my heart, I know that you know what is best for us to hear at any given time so I shall leave it in your
capable hands if I may?
We are thankful for your consideration. In times such as these upon your planet ... there are possibilities
that can occur and as to whether or not they do ... cannot be controlled by us and nor indeed would
we desire to do so. However may we state, that unless there is to be a peaceful outcome to all that
your Earth is having to endure in these present circumstances ... we feel that we have no choice but
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to intervene at a juncture that we see fitting. There are rules and regulations that must be abided by
throughout the Universe. This Universe that we all frequent . There is of course free choice ... free will
... and yet there are boundaries that simply cannot be crossed. When they are ... how would we address
this ... the Creator sees to it that such matters are dealt with in a manner that is fair and just.
So are you saying that certain boundaries have been crossed?
We are. That which is known upon your planet, so much of which you consider to be borderline is far
from the legitimacy of our call.
In my naivety, I do not really understand that last statement. Could you break it down for me please?
We have been able to express to you over our communications the reasoning’s behind many of our
actions or ‘lack of actions’. We choose, because of our sovereignty, to specify only subjects which we
feel will enhance the vibrational frequency of those dwelling upon your planet, and we feel that in this
fashion we are carrying out our dutiful and necessary commitments to your race as a whole. In saying
this , we are also aware that there are matters that many feel the need to be addressed and we have
chosen to ‘steer clear of’ due to the vibrational pull of any given matter and we choose to keep the
vibration of our contact with you above a certain frequency. For when matters are discussed that are
of a hugely negative frequency, it is natural for the entire level to be brought down to the vibration to
which any given matter resides within. Are you following us?
Yes. I have grown to understand this. I accept and appreciate it. So, what do you mean by ‘the legitimacy of our
call’?
We are explaining to you that certain incidents have arisen over these last weeks that do not serve and
although we are of the nature not to interfere with the race of human kind and to ‘oversee’ how they
evolve, there are limitations as to what we feel can be ‘gotten away with’. Because of these incredible
times that we are all experiencing we have to make sure that the Divine plan is to remain on track, and
it cannot be that certain powerful forces who believe themselves to be rulers of the world can interfere
beyond a certain point and send this Divine course ... off course.
OK ... here I have to bring up something that obviously you know I have been thinking about. I have read that
the latest disaster in Japan was not caused by Mother Nature ... and that it was created by the dark forces ... I
have also read to the contrary that it is to do with the poles shifting. To be honest, you ask us to listen to our
hearts and get our Truthful answer from there, but the answer isn’t being given to me. At least at this point,
not in a way that I understand. I am simply confused as to what is the Truth about all this. My heart/head
‘wants’ the Truth to be that it is the poles shifting. That’s’ a more pleasant Truth if you like. Yet there seems to
be much evidence that an organization who controls the weather etc. has set this off. Is this in fact what your
conversation is leaning toward? I am not convinced one way or the other and I was quite apprehensive to begin
this channel with you because of this very matter. Yet it does seem that you are saying that the dark forces were
at work here ...
We are merely stressing the importance of staying in your Light and your Truth no matter what or who
may have caused such cataclysmic events.
Not wishing to be rude ... but can you not just give a simple yes or no?
Is that what you would Truly wish?
Yes.
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Then to honour your inquiry we would say NO.
Which leaves me totally confused! What exactly then are you referring to in your earlier statements ? And also ...
are you saying that the Japan earthquake was to do with the magnetic pole shift?
Throughout that which you refer to as history much has been discussed regarding these days that you
are actually now living in. There have been mysteries unsolved ... there have been great debates on what
is and what is not to take place ... and yet, here you all are , with the greatest of respect ... awakening
every morning in your world and continuing on with another day. That day is made up of moments and
one can only BE in the moment of now. Right now in this moment you are writing this chat between us.
It is happening NOW for you and for us ... yet it will be a different moment of NOW when others get to
read this conversation. Just because it is a different moment of now does not mean that anything has
changed ... and yet many NOW moments between this moment of writing and that moment of reading
will have passed.
Your point being? I am getting so lost in all this, but I’ll press on ...
Our point being ... that within each given moment one experiences something ... anything ... depending
on the place within their journey that they are in ... how they choose to ‘interpret’ that given moment
... be it something they have heard , something they have physically encountered ... will determine how
they live in their next moment of now. It can be a drastic turn of events that is to befall one, or the most
beautiful next phase of their pathway, entirely depending on how they bring their heart into alignment
with any given moment.
So ... what has all this got to do with the Truth of the earthquake and what you were talking about re the
legitimacy of your call? Talk about going around and about the houses. You KNOW ... you can FEEL, I am not
frustrated, I am just wondering where you/we are traveling with all of this?
We understand your need to find your answers. When we chat with you on a more ‘linear scale’ ... we will
be able to give you many ah ha moments. For now we have to leave you agog as you would say.
Sorry chaps, but that’s not really on ... not from my point of view. If there are matters that have crossed the
line, and have to be dealt with and you say that it is not regarding man interfering with the recent earthquake
... then at least give us some idea of what you are talking about, otherwise what is the point of even mentioning
it? Do you see where I am coming from? In my eyes I would feel unsatisfied leaving it like that. Actually, I think I
need to just take a break here and read back on what we have put down today, I feel I need to realign this whole
conversation.
OK, I read it ... took a break ... did some chores and thought it over. I ‘tuned in’ again, and as always I ask White Cloud
to be my gatekeeper. I asked him to show me something to help as clearly I am struggling a little today. He showed me
a black board full to the brim of equations and such like and then all of it being erased and written up was 1+1 =2. So I
took this to mean ‘let’s go back to the basics’.
OK chaps ... at the beginning of this communication it seems that you were talking about boundaries being
overstepped and there are those who want to rule the world and have simply crossed the borderline. You then
quite categorically state that it was not this same ‘govern’ that had created the earthquake and its following
tsunami. This is where I got confused. Rather than go over it all again, can you put today’s conversation with you
into perspective for me ?
We are aware that we have alerted you to something that your mind became lost within. We would
never wish to upset or confuse and yet perhaps there are times when we realize that there is a greater
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barrier between your world and ours and that we undermine your position and perhaps too ... we get a
little carried away with what we presume is known. For indeed there is much known by us that as yet is
unheard of ... or even created as a thought in your earthly domain.
And I have to admit too, to being apprehensive as I said before I began ... as to how this would go ... considering
all that has taken place. So I shouldn’t think I have helped much regarding letting you say your piece ... try as I
might.
I had one of those ‘ Just stick with the acting Bloss ‘ moments ... This position I find myself in with you can bring
out ones vulnerability and isn’t always plain sailing! Above all, you know I TRUST you. As you say this ‘barrier’
between worlds is probably far greater than those of us in the earthly vibration realize.
Would you care for us to continue a little more?
As long as it flows well and we don’t go round and round the mulberry bush. I have had enough of that for one
session! I will clear my thoughts and just let you say whatever it is you feel is most valuable at this juncture.
We do not desire that you imagine us to ‘pussyfoot’ around on any given matter. Yet we choose to be
very particular regarding that which we feel is appropriate to be presented to you at any given time.
We, as you may well be aware of , have knowledge to a degree that is way beyond your comprehension
due to your location within the universe and the form that you are residing in. This is not to say that
‘elsewhere’ or other aspects of yourself ‘ know differently.’
There is much on your world that is designed to propagate fear. Therefore, we feel it greatly beneficial
to counteract that action by concentrating on that which is of purest Divine thoughts of Love. We
understand your position. We fully appreciate the need for you and those of Earth to receive answers
from us regarding serious disruptions upon your Earth plane ... and yet with all respect ... we still feel we
have the upper hand in recognizing the bigger picture. The ‘need to know’ policy that is adhered to by we
... The Federation of Light ... is in place for a specific purpose. If certain knowledge was to be delivered to
your inquisitive minds before its time, pandemonium would be let lose ... and much of the effort on all of
our parts to keep this transformation under control ... would simply get out of hand. We must consider
the safety of the whole as opposed to the wanting to KNOW NOW ... when it simply isn’t within the plan
to KNOW NOW.
This too, we feel ... can answer your confusion that is spoken of this day. It is not correct to delve more
deeply into the matter and yet you asked us to speak freely on what we felt appropriate to speak of.
May we say too dearest Blossom ... that due to what YOU ‘think’ we may be addressing ... this is where
the confusion can set in. Naturally your train of thought may wander down a particular track and it
may not be the track that we are wandering down ... at all. This unfortunately can cause the ‘disruption’
between our communication and yet we accept that these dilemma’s may sometimes occur and cannot
always be avoided.
Yes, how easy it would be if you could just call my mobile ... or send me a fax and I’d print it out for you. Yet I
often consider how far we have come as friends and communicators over the years. There was no teacher for
me to explain ‘how to communicate with ET’s ‘ we just had to TRUST each other and it is only now and then , like
today when things go a little off track. I am not an A student yet , but I am willing to keep on going ... because
I feel that you have taught us so very much ... and because of these teachings and many of this nature ... we
are changing our world. We are so very grateful ... and no matter what occurs I will continue our treasured
friendship. Funny, I feel it’s time to close and yet I don’t really feel we have said anything of note for ‘your fans’ to
assimilate.
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You would be surprised.
Thing is ... I know I shall post this , as I post all communications with you. Yet I have to say ... I don’t feel it is one
of the more ‘revelationary ‘ get together’s. Maybe I expected too much because of what has been going on.
Maybe you underestimate that which has been said.
Maybe I need a cup of coffee!
Remain heart strong. What is to come will lift your feelings and bring with it your vibrational upliftment
also. These times are known to bring much melancholy and yet there is to be the contrast to let you
KNOW that all is well. All is indeed very well.
Okeydokey . Many thanks to you ... through it all. In Love and Light also. I DO LOVE YOU, you know!
Our feelings feel this Love ... in the same way that your feelings feel ours.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 10

26 March 2011
Well hello! Just putting my Trust in you ... who you are ... and what you want to say ... fire away!
Welcome aboard! Congratulations are in order for those upon your planet who have ‘finally’ understood
all that we have been saying to you over these last times. It is not the fault of anyone if they have not
yet discovered that of which we speak, for this is no fault. It is merely that some of you have literally
‘kicked into gear’. A place that you have been working toward for many a long year in your terms. It is
of much joy that we are able to recognize this change in many of you. For it is more than obvious when
looking upon your aurauric field that this change has taken place. This in turn changes all around.
Indeed ... within a deeper capacity the nearer one finds them self to it ... but also for you to know that
this change sends out it’s vibration on a large scale. Therefore KNOWING that you are in fact having
a great impact far and wide and BEING of service in a manner that you desire and therefore are
accomplishing much. Would we say that there is much you are doing in this way that you are
unaware of ... yet is doing ‘THE WORLD OF GOOD!’ So we ask that you continue to ‘work’ at keeping this
level of vibration up and around and within you ... for it is shining brightly and benefiting the whole in a
way that you cannot imagine.
That is really nice to know. For many FEEL as if they are not doing enough ... not playing their part ... and
yet I KNOW you have said before that by simply BEING LOVE wherever we are, whatever we are doing ...
then we are accomplishing much.
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May we invite you all into our ‘space?’ We have encountered so much admiration for you all. You have
a saying on your Earth plane of one ‘beaming with delight’. This is how we FEEL about your actions. So
many of you are spreading your Light. The number of awakened souls is continuing to rise at a rate that
is most pleasing to all involved. This you must be reassured of. The more that are awakening ... through
each one of you BEING that example of LOVE ... the more the energy of your planet is swaying toward
the ‘bright side’. We are so very proud of the manner in which you engage your thoughts when it would
be so easy for them to disengage and slip down the slippery slope. Yet you are refraining from giving in
to such things. You have found ‘THE WAY’. You have come to terms with many things and are allowing the
stronger side of yourselves to burst forth. There is no place for weakness in these days and your souls
are aware of this. This is why only the strongest of the strong were chosen to be down here at this time.
We KNEW that this time would come. We KNEW that the souls of Earth would RISE UP and become the
LIGHT of the GREATEST LOVE.
Can you now FEEL within you that which we have been speaking of? That which we have been trying
to reconnect you with? It was important for us to do so. This was part of the plan. For it is not US that
is to take you through to the NEW WORLD. It is YOU. You have KNOWN this all along. Yet it is only now
that this Truth is DAWNING. This is not to say that we shall not be right alongside you within this Great
Plan. We have not travelled so far to simply ‘leave you to it’. Not at all. We are ONE. We are ALL in this
together.
We shall move through this time KNOWING of our togetherness and it shall be a time of great rejoicing.
Whoop! Suddenly burst into tears on that last sentence! Haven’t done that for a while. I FELT that ‘rejoicing’
in that moment of you saying it. I FELT the VICTORY of all of us coming together ... BEING ONE
... after ALL this that we have chosen to endure for LOVE’S sake ... we will have our moment of FEELING
the reason why we did it. I KNOW there will not/cannot be one regret in all of this. How I wish that
words were more adequate to describe FEELINGS!! To describe KNOWINGS!!
Our friends ... soul brothers and sisters ... gather your strength ... FEEL your absolute steadfastness in your
mission ahead. KNOW that whatever is set before you ... your LOVE that is YOU shall never waver.
YOU ARE HERE TO BE LOVE.
TO TEACH LOVE.
TO SHINE LOVE.
TO KNOW LOVE.
Understand this. For the more that LOVE is recognized within you ... for what it REALLY is ... for what it
TRULY is ... the more the energy of that LOVE resonates out to the entire planet you reside upon.
We ask that you concentrate within every moment of your BEING upon this LOVE. We would ask too that
you push aside any worries and fears of what may or may not take place in your future days. What is to
come about in day’s ahead will happen in the way they are supposed to. We can say that for a certainty.
We are at the helm. We would never allow anything to override that which this Universe has prophesied.
For that which is not in the Divine Plan will not take control. It cannot.
Again we say ... and again and again ... so much ‘news’ is spread and scattered across your media ... all
forms of communication ... that simply is not as it appears to be. We understand that which many are
concerned about. TRULY WE DO! Yet we ask you to accept this fact. We ... from where we stand
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... WE ... THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT ... are far more aware of all possibilities than ... with all respect ... you
give us credit for. We do not in any way wish to sound of conceit ... this is not our way ... yet we do desire
that you find in your hearts the TRUTH of who we are ... and therefore accept that the bigger picture
that we so often speak of is far far greater than ‘just’ what is taking place upon your planet Earth at this
time.
We shall address and acknowledge the fact that many FEEL frustrated in that they have encountered no
‘real evidence’ that would ... in your eyes ... make all the difference to ones hopes and dreams upon
Earth. Again we stress to you ... you may think you KNOW a lot of what is taking place ... yet you do not.
It is not that we are being secretive. It is not of this way at all. Yet it is more of discernment. That which
we ‘by law’ cannot yet divulge to you ... believe us when we say ‘is for a very good reason’. The time will
come soon enough ... when all that is needed to be known for the next stage in your evolution shall be
given unto you.
Do you recall in the past how we have said similar to that of ‘little point giving test 48 to one who only
understands the workings of test 7?’ This is how we would describe it to you regarding matters of the
Universal engagements at this time. It is neither that we think you unworthy or incapable ... it is that we
are ‘forbidden ‘ to do so in order to keep things on track.
‘Forbidden’ seems quite a strong word to use.
Yet a Truthful one. May we speak to your souls? For this is who we are in contact with. Some of you
already are aware of this fact!
It is for you to decipher whether or not that which we say resonates with the deepest part of your soul.
Ask yourselves right now in this moment ... ask yourself now ... can I FEEL TRUTH in these words? Does your
heart answer you?
Well, I know mine does for one! Yet sorry to interrupt, as I know you were not just speaking to moi!
If it is that you heart is beating faster as you ask this ... please KNOW that this is not just the power of
suggestion. This is the energy of which we bring through to you ... in order for your deepest KNOWING
to accept who we are and to TRUST us. This TRUSTING has been knocked back and forth over time that
we have been communicating with Blossom. Yet this is not necessarily a bad thing in the way that many
of you assume. For it is only as one grows to KNOW their own soul ... their own part in all of this ... that
TRUSTING US will be either what one does or does not. We do not come to prove anything to you. We do
not come to play games. We come only to assist you in this transformation that is taking place because it
is our desire to do so.
On a Universal level there is so very much involved. We have said to you on occasions that we are ‘The
overseers of the overseers’. We ask you to TRUST this as our TRUE position. We ask you to FEEL this in your
heart place. If you FEEL this as a TRUTH then there shall be NO DOUBTS that we are with you in LOVE. If
you TRULY KNOW this ... then we are TRUSTING this KNOWLEDGE will assist you in the reason to march on
forward. We are never off duty. We, in our place ... have a continual thread that attaches US to YOU. We
are in constant knowledge of ALL that is taking place and we ask of you now to KNOW of this as TRUTH.
I can certainly FEEL my heart buzzing and overflowing! Sometimes when I hear or read what others are
FEELING and thinking ... I have a gut KNOWING that we simply don’t ‘GET’ that bigger picture. We ‘ARE
GETTING’ the LOVE thing, I KNOW we are ... but MY KNOWING tells me, we just don’t understand and
therefore frustrations etc. come out. I can see why ... don’t get me wrong ... many say ... ‘come and
try a few weeks in this density’ and see why so many long for some news or undeniable proof of life
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elsewhere. Life elsewhere ... that seems to be far more advanced in Loving behaviour than ours . That is
the hope so many are looking for from your extended family ... a brighter future ... something to spur
us on. A huge great Light Pillar wouldn’t go amiss let me tell you just quietly!
And this dearest ones is where your TRUSTING must hold out for just a little longer
To which the crowd replied ‘BOO’!! You do know don’t you? I know you do ... that many are so fed up of
hearing this. They want action ... NOW. To us down here ... the wait seems interminable sometimes ... it
becomes a bit like ‘ is it really ever going to happen’?
And yet you know when it does your world will turn upside down! Your world as you know it has to be
ready for this ultimate change .
Well, this is it you see ... so many FEEL WE ARE READY. Sure, there are folk who still sleep , but there are so
many awake now. Do you not FEEL we are then?
Dearest spokes lady for the thoughts of many ... We would inform you that this matter is not just about
whether or not there are enough awakened souls on your planet to ‘take the brunt of it’.
IT IS NOT JUST ABOUT YOUR PLANET.
If it were ... may we say the whole Ascension plan would be a ‘dolls tea party’ in comparison to the vast
initiations that are underway on a scale of tumultuous magnitude. This is why we ask of your TRUST.
Play your part in the very best manner that you can FEEL you want to play your part in. This is what we
ask of you. Because WE KNOW far more of this story that is taking place. When it is TIME for you to
KNOW MORE and when your BEINGS are ready to adjust to the next chapter ... then TRUST us when we
say that you shall be informed of what is next required of/from you.
You cannot be given knowledge that is not to be given out ahead of its time. When it is time ... you
will understand WHY you were unable to be given it earlier. As we state ... these are not games we are
playing . This position that we are in with you is an honour to oversee. There is no place for trivia within
this Divine plan.
We ask you to first of all TRUST YOURSELVES ... and then through that TRUSTING ... ask yourselves if you TRUST
US? That is all we are asking of you this day.
‘Time for bed’ said Zebedee!!!! (From an English children’s program in my youth.’ The Magic
Roundabout’. It sprung into my head suddenly! Zebedee was on a spring and used to bounce about
the place. I went to delete it four times and got a distinct ‘no’. Perhaps the reason for this will be made
clear when other profound questions of Universal depth are also made known!!)
Me, myself, I and so many others send you our heartfelt gratitude. Talk next time we talk my friends. In
Love and thanks.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 11

31 March 2011
Me again! I know we spoke only the other day, yet you probably ‘know’ I am going away for a couple of
weeks, so I would LOVE it if we were able to have a chat before I go?
This is most suitable for us as it is for yourself and indeed many. We have been considering that which
would be of benefit and that which will allow the growth of the soul to quicken through giving of our
knowledge.
Well, really, you have given us so much to ‘chew on’. I know many of us are really beginning to understand
the significance of all that you have been saying and more importantly why you have been saying it.
On the subject of Love I cannot imagine there is more that can be said. Only reiteration really.
And we would contradict that statement. For although we have given you much food for thought and
therefore food for your soul, as you progress, grow, evolve and understand more of pure LOVE ... then it
is only natural that there is more that can be offered to you on the matter. For instance ... is it not that
often as you are ‘getting it’ ... getting to understand the FEELING of this Higher LOVE that you simply find
words to be irrelevant? Is it not that you are able to contain this FEELING even though it FEELS as if you are
sometimes bursting at the seams with it?
Yes, but I just try to then imagine it going ‘out’ into the world.
We accept this and yet we would perhaps like to suggest to you another way.
By all means.
When your heart is in that KNOWING ... when your mind has latched onto that FEELING and recognizes it
on a more frequent basis as it is doing ... we ask you to ‘bottle it’.
By bottling it we mean something different from your original understanding of this. It is a matter of
containing it for a certain amount of time within you. To ‘hold on to it’ for a time and yet be fully aware
that you are doing so. This is to be firstly practiced within a meditation state of mind. To imagine this
Higher LOVE within you and to watch it literally overtake you. So that you find yourself in the ultimate
FEELING of it. Your mind cannot be detracted by it, because you are engrossed ‘in it’. You have become it
and it has become you. It is for you to ascertain a particular level that is reachable from a ‘minds’ point
of view and once the soul recognizes this position ... to imagine as if perhaps a button
is pressed which ‘sends you off’. Yet you are elsewhere in ‘nowhere’ ... yet perfectly aware of THE
LOVE THAT YOU ARE. It is important at this stage to be of ‘no mind’ on one level and yet of ‘full mind’
on another. The two levels are indeed separate ... they need to be ... yet they blend perfectly in their
separateness. When this is taking place for you ... one will know exactly that of which we speak and
recognize it as ‘a point’. We then ask you to ‘bottle it’. Imagine pouring it into a vessel and storing it
within that ‘sacred space’.
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And I feel you then want us to repeat this exercise whenever we can?
This is so. If it applies ... for concentration ... one can number these bottles that are stored. This is not
what you would term as an exercise. It is far more complex than that. It serves a much greater purpose.
We ask you to continue to do this as and when it is possible.
I can FEEL too what you want us to do further down the track. Are you wanting to speak of that now?
It is more important that one concentrates on ‘this stage’. Yet we have in mind the next stage which we
certainly will speak of when it is time ... for it shall be of great service to your planet,
One thing i am concerned about though is ... if we are ‘bottling it ‘ instead of sending it out, will our
planet not suffer even more? It is in such need of our Love and Light at this time,
To which we would ask you to send out your LOVE on a continual basis. As if a constant flow of LOVE is
coming down from above, through you and out to the world. As if this movement becomes as natural as
breathing. The ‘bottled LOVE’ is ... shall we say ... ripening ... maturing ... awaiting its moment. It shall be
of a certain calibre by the time we ask you to apply it in a certain manner. As for ‘when’ this shall be,
we ask you not to concern yourself upon. At this time it is for you ... if you desire ... to simply take the
time to contain it within your own sacred space. This sacred space can be ‘anywhere’ you chose. All you
need to do is to go there when necessary. We ask that one does not become concerned as to whether
or not they are ‘having the same experience’ as another. For each shall find their own position with this
offering ... and by allowing it to unfold in its individual way will be of much service.
Well. Thank you. I am sure many of us will set about it straight away. I have a feeling that it will be quite
while before further instructions are given about this.

a

Not necessarily. We may ‘add to’ now and then before the finale.
Anything else you would wish to speak of?
Whilst we are able ... indeed. It will be of much benefit also for one to spend time in pleasure. Finding
sources of activity that bring the soul great upliftment. In this way you are ‘charging’ the atmosphere
with the good vibrations. And it is easy to see that your planet is in great need of such things. Fuel your
atmosphere with Laughter. Be of Light. If you find yourselves unable to ‘take action ‘ now and then ...
then go to places in your mind and take those places on a journey to your heart where they can be FELT.
Recall past experiences that brought delight to the soul. Rekindle times that gave joy and fill your being
with the FEELING.
We have spoken much about moving into a language of FEELING and how it shall replace words. One only
needs to look into another’s eyes that are of Truth and so much is said without one word being spoken.
The heart can speak a thousand words in the silence of a glance. Come to know your heart in a new
way. Become best friends with your heart. For many have locked it away for fear of further damage ...
for protection ... for reasons that they considered worthy of doing so. Nothing dearest ones
...is more damaging to the heart than shutting it away ... shutting it out. Your heart is your keeper
of your Truth. So many have hidden behind walls in order to brace themselves from the elements of
emotions. Does one think the heart is not capable of defending itself?
Your heart ...oh dearest friends of ours ... is your rock. It has been underestimated a million fold. Your heart
is YOU. It is your essence. It is your heart that tells you EVERYTHING that is Truth. It monitors your situations
and circumstances. It NEVER lets you down.
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Some may experience what you call ‘a broken heart’ and yet it cannot be broken. It can FEEL the deepest
of pain and the deepest of joys. It can tell you who to trust and who to avoid. It is there to guide you
on your journey. We ask you in these days of such opposites to know your heart in a deeper way. To
understand your heart in a way that you have not yet done ... for in doing so ... you get to know yourself.
Communicate with it as you would a friend. Nurture it as you would a child. As your hearts grow in
Love, so too must everything else. As they reach out and connect with one another ... the recognition of
Oneness is is made.
These future days are to be different from that which one has known. The way one conducts
themselves is the way in which changes are to occur and one shall find that they conduct themselves
in a new manner. A manner in which they had not before contemplated and yet it shall be of a service
that enhances.
I FEEL we are coming to a close?
Yet we would care to add one more thing to ask of you? To make sure you give yourselves a pat on
the back. To make sure that you TRULY recognize ... with those very precious hearts of yours ... the
tremendous upliftment you are giving to the planet. Indeed you are experiencing some troubled times
upon it ... in many aspects ... yet you are more than capable of seeing through what you came here to
do. To lift it into its Higher vibration ... and you are doing this with great aplomb!
And we shall continue to do so. Thank you for this conversation ... I shall now go and fill my first bottle!! In
Love and Light as always my friends.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 12

15 April 2011
Well my friends ... just couldn’t sleep because the energy in my head is SO strong ... I couldn’t find out
if you want to communicate with me ... so instead of lying there wondering what’s going on ... here I
am. If you are here you are, if not night night.
Indeed beloved one we are here with you and in gratitude that you have heeded our call.
I used to feel a bit funny about the ‘beloved one’ stuff.......but now I think to ‘be - loved’ is actually very
nice. What is it that you need to say that couldn’t wait till the morning?
It is more so do to with the corresponding alignment that is able to conduct a suitable resonance with us
and yourself at this particular time. The reason that you are feeling so LIGHT-headed is because we are
able to correspond with YOU very strongly at this moment.
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Yes, but any reason why now.......if you see what I mean?
Because it is so.
Then off you go........I am ready and waiting at your service.
Let it be known at this time that those in service to all that is taking place in this transitional circuit are
being ‘upgraded’ during these coming days that are upon you. By this................ we mean in your time
of NOW. This is why so many of you are feeling so ‘off planet’ as you would say. We would say this is
because much of yourself is ‘exactly that’ whilst transformations are taking place within the soul level of
yourselves. You are being transformed into that which is more compatible and necessary for the mutual
coergence of both planetary and individual uprising.
Much that is taking place within the deeper components of the physical being is causing the soul self to
feel uncomfortable and out of sorts. Therefore there is an agreement with the Higher self that certain
aspects pertaining to this transfiguration is widely known to be more resourceful by conceding to
allow this to take place of its own accord without matters of the mind interfering with the necessary
arrangements. Many of you are adjusting beautifully and when allowing the fuller self to re-enter
back within the physical one will find that their understanding has reached a level that is able to
free themselves of much triviality that has withheld the self from accomplishing much that is desired.
Therefore we ask of you not to be deterred or disturbed by feelings of “LIGHT - headedness’. The
wording we choose is to our liking for indeed it is so that the LIGHT force is streaming into your ‘head’
and conducting itself in order to allow a blending of the newer Higher energy of this earthly aspect of
yourself to ‘do its work’ .
There can be no denial surely when one assesses how one is FEELING in these times that a change is
taking place. How is it possible for you to KNOW in your heart self of this FEELING that is so strong and
detectable at almost every moment throughout your day? Can any one of you Truthfully say that you
are NOT FEELING the difference in the vibration of yourself and that which surrounds you? When you
conduct your daily routines can you not notice the level of self that one has arisen to? Within your
communication levels with another can you not FEEL the manner in which you ‘think’ has lifted to a
greater understanding of that other soul and allowing that soul to be who they are for what and where
they are in this moment of THEIR existence? Have you not taken on board how much you have ceased
judgment? Have you noticed how much Gratitude is NOW just part of your everyday existence?
Friends of Earth ... look inside........recognize the pace in which all these things are affecting you. This
‘rush’ of energy that is pouring into your Beings and into your planet is of a delightful resonance. It
is soothing that which is in pain. It is teaching you to accept that what is ... IS. This New Energy that
is entering on your behalf is of the Highest quality. Yet we wish you to acknowledge that it could not
assume its rightful place with in your planet unless YOU were at a vantage point that is able to receive
it. Therefore ... it is YOU that is allowing this wonderful outcome to come about. YOU who are working
your magic in order to receive it. YOU who sometimes FEELS unworthy and lacking in spirit energy ...
YES YOU ... EACH ONE OF YOU WHO READS THESE WORDS ... ARE FULFILLING YOUR PURPOSE... AND YET MOST OF
YOU DO NOT EVEN REALISE THAT THIS IS BEING ACCOMPLISHED.
Open up your hearts dearest souls ... open up your Beings to the knowledge that you are doing ALL that
is required. You ponder and question on so many matters. You FEEL that your world is falling into rack
and ruin. Yet with all LOVE and RESPECT we ask you to look at how far you have come. Concentrate on
the glorification that awaits you. For you have come to fulfill a prophecy once spoken of and you are
making sure that nothing shall deter this prophecy from taking its rightful place within the Universal
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plans.
You speak of free will and wonder if it is still so. We ask you to do this little experiment in this moment.
Ask your heart now ... whether or not it can be duped by that which is not of TRUTH IN ANY FORM. What
did it answer? We know of this solution. Yet so many return to the fear they have created for themselves
through alternative methods of what is considered to be reliance of the self.
Yes, we would say that much brain washing has taken place and settled deeply within the mind. Yet
mindset can be suitably transformed and set free when one allows the heart to do the suggesting. For
the heart cannot be ‘conned’. There may be immediate disagreeance by some over that remark ...
yet we confirm that this is a Truth. Your heart is your monitor. Your heart can always be relied upon to
speak to you and offer guidance. Yet you have been regulated to listen to the fears within your mind.
Fears that take over and take control of your actions. Release fear of all things.
We have said to you many times ... THERE IS NOTHING TO FEAR. If you listen to what your heart is telling
you in its TRUTH ... you would accept that there is NOTHING that can take hold and disrupt when you are
in FULL KNOWING of WHO YOU ARE.
WHO ARE YOU?
YOU ARE LOVE.
CAN LOVE BE FEAR?
NO! LOVE CAN ONLY BE LOVE ... AND YOU ARE LOVE. UNDERSTAND THIS TRUTH ... YOU ARE LOVE.
RECOGNISE THIS TRUTH ... YOU ARE LOVE
KNOW THIS TRUTH ... YOU ARE LOVE BE THIS TRUTH ... LOVE.
For we say to you ... that the more you attune yourselves to this as a fact ... the more you will appreciate
who you are. The more you appreciate who you are ... the quicker you and all around YOU shall Ascend.
You cannot and will not fail to bring this New World into existence. You are already within it. You just
have to KNOW of this as TRUTH so that the level of LOVE that you are walking into with each step that
you are taking ... brings this into BEING.
Thank you. Yep ... the hour is up ... have to say though the LIGHT headedness is still here. I thought after a
chat with you it might ease a bit.
It will take it’s time to settle within for each one ... for it is of a new strength. Think of the FEELING within
the head as a LIGHT and visualize it traveling through your BEING. LIGHTING YOU UP. As you do so ...
you shine LIGHT onto your planet also. This blends with the LIGHT that your Mother Earth is emanating in
her New strength and as the energy merges into the same Light the Ascension process takes on a new
level.
And I’ll say it for you................ HOLD ON TO YOUR HATS!!
Indeed! We thank you for taking this time and we bid you the sweetest of dreams.
Jolly dee. I look forward to them. Goodnight....... although it is now morning! In Love and thanks my
friends........................................................................... from us all
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 13

25 April 2011
Welcome to you dear friends on high! As opposed to me who is just high (on life!). Many of us are really
FEELING this Higher energy you have spoken off. It quite knocks your socks off!
And we would say that there is plenty more where that came from.
Where does it come from?
It is from a place of the highest Love. For Truly that is what this New Energy is. It is LOVE that is being
filtered through to you and this is to account for why so many of you are FEELING so ‘ IN LOVE.’
It also makes us FEEL like we are actually getting somewhere within ourselves. Well, it does for me. I have
been following the teachings of White Cloud and yourselves for a long time now and it all seems to be
coming together. It really is rather awesomely devised when you think about it.
And may we say that over time ... your time....... much thought indeed has gone into it. Such
transformations are not conjured up and acted upon instantly. This would be known to you and
ourselves as insanity. It is more the matter of a soul BEING ready to accept its new place
its new
position within itself and within its galaxy. You are noticing the profound changes within the FEELINGS
you are experiencing and recognizing that not only do you FEEL differently within yourselves you FEEL
and comprehend this KNOWINGness we have talked about ... in a FEELING WAYcompared to a way of
needing to describe in words. For is it not so that words are inadequate to portray that which is taking
place on a soul level................................................. for the soul?
Yes. The FEELING is of excitement etc. yet it is sort of like FEELING a bursting open inside the heart. It is
DEFINITELY the FEELING that is making one KNOW that something is going on as opposed to the ‘seeing’
of. What can we expect next I wonder? I keep thinking of the pillars of Light and I so look forward to seeing
those in our skies ...
For so long now, souls of Earth have kept vigilant within their Truth and offered to us their Love and
commitment to the cause. We give honour to you from our position....... for we are well aware that at
times.................................................................................................................... the TRUSTING in US and oneself
is not always an easy path to follow. But that was in days gone by. As you encapture this Higher energy
and it integrates with your energy field ... doubts that have been ever present shall disperse. For it shall
be of solid understanding that each new day that brings joy to the heart self ... will pronounce greater
wonders than ones heart and mind could visualize. These Higher energies are preparing you to receive
these wonders, for it is only through upgrading that they can be experienced. The level of soul Love
HAS to be of a certain calibre in order to be able to receive these attributes. They are coming. There are
wonders that shall unfold that will leave you aghast. All that you have ‘believed’ will be proven to you in
such a way that ‘belief’ disperses and KNOWING takes its place.
We certainly look forward to it ... yet we have all grown within our BEING and accept NOW that it is
us that are here ... here on the ground floor to do what needs to be done. There are many levels and
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many parts to be played out ... yet we are all in this together ... and I ... for one ... think it is wondrous.
The proof of the pudding is in the eating ... is that not what you say? It is not long now before the
gateways shall become apparent to those who are ready to step beyond.
Beyond what?
Beyond the boundaries that have held you back. The chains that have restricted your BEINGS from
expanding into the unknown are melting away. They have no choice in the matter. Beyond that which
you are aware of now ... lies a world that you already reside upon. This world is the one which you are to
bring forth ... into your reality of NOW ... it is you that will bring yourselves into the place that you are
already in ... and yet you do not know it.
So ... you are saying that the NEW WORLD you speak of ... that we are Ascending into ... is already in
existence and we are already living in it?
This is so. The more advanced state of your BEING is preparing your present state of BEING to become its
Higher state. It is infiltrating this Higher energy to you from the Higher place of the individual self.
So we would ask of you to accept this gift from self. The more you recognize this as Truth and FEEL it ... the
more the Higher part of yourself is able to blend with the part of you that you ‘think’ exists on your planet
at this time.
‘Think exists’?
Precisely. For well have you learned that what you think ... is.
So, is it that you are asking us to ‘think’ ourselves into our newer form?
Think and KNOW that it is you. IMAGINE. VISUALISE. BECOME.
Allow the greatest part of your understanding to lure you ... through LOVE ... into your next phase of
BEING. For it is of the most magnificent display of that which you know as ‘life’. Is it not so that some are
of concern regarding the extent to which their life is considered to be fully led? We say to you in absolute
certainty that for those who choose to BE their self ... to all those who have walked across The Bridge in
faith ... you will encounter a brilliance of Light that is to be your way of living. Within that Light shall you
reside and KNOW that who you are is LOVE. There can be no underestimation of the FEELING within this
new plain.
And tell me, will we remember the ‘we/us’ that we are now? The questions we had ... the doubts ... the
... everything about us NOW? Will we look back and laugh at our insecurities. Will we look back and be
proud of ‘how we made it through’?
It will appear as if in a dream to some. In your experience in the place that your soul is sitting at this
time, it is often that when one awakens in the morning they can only recall ‘snippets’ of a dream they
had the previous night. It shall be like this for some. For others ... as in your sleep states now ... there
shall be no recollection ... and yet for a great many ... much shall be recalled. For it is ... that memories
of what once was ... shall never TRULY be forgotten, in order to keep that which is of the most pure in
that state of bliss ... and not to let the demise that has befallen your beautiful Earth to ever take place
again. We would say that according to records ... it has served it’s time ... this downfall. Lessons of great
magnitude have been taught and grasped. Throughout your history it has been judged that accepted
demises have served well. This for some may seem a little ‘off the mark’ to remark upon in such a way.
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Yet do you not now KNOW that ALL things take place for a reason? ALL THINGS. Everything that has ever
been thought ... let alone acted upon ... has been for a reason.
Struth! That’s a pretty huge statement. Everything that has ever been THOUGHT has a reason!!!! Far out!! I
can’t quite contemplate the enormity of that statement.
It is quite simple. For every thought is part of the conscious whole. Consciousness is collective thought. So
... every thought has contributed to the state of consciousness upon your planet at this time ... therefore
anything had a reason to be thought.
The word that came to my head was ... ‘therefore everything had a reason to be ‘thunk’!’ I smiled as I
corrected you on your grammar ... which is a first!
We appreciate your thoughtfulness. And this is how it is all coming together ... do you see? The
consciousness of your planet is rising ... as a whole ... because purer thoughts are being ‘thunk’ ...
Ok, you win ... let’s add it to our private dictionary ...
We appreciate that ... as this word seems ‘correct’ to us. The purer thought from each one of you is
allowing the Higher energies to infiltrate and also enables the Higher consciousness of ONEness to move
into the Higher levels that await. Not so long ago ... the level of consciousness was much lower
... for most upon your planet. This is not to say there was not goodness ... but to say that there was little
understanding on the whole ... of the whole. As more and more awaken ... thoughts of a lower vibration
no longer gather ... for the Higher mind does not allow them to enter in. Thoughts of a Higher vibration
now ‘surf the waves’ and therefore keep the standard of consciousness on HIgher ground. ALL the time
... ALL things ... ALL thought/fullness ... are lifting . And let it be KNOWN that it is each one of YOU that is
MAKING THIS HAPPEN. YOU ARE BRINGING IT ABOUT. EACH ONE OF YOU!
Listen to that which your Higher state is whispering to you. Take note of the ways that are improving
your state of BEING. Rejoice in your self-worth. No longer shall you bring down that which is worthy of
High status ... for you have learned to BE the LOVE that is of such an essence of Grace. To undermine it
... as you KNOW NOW ... is to undermine the POWER OF LOVE.
The POWER THAT LOVE gives unto you can be surpassed by none. When you KNOW you are PURE LOVE
... then you KNOW that NOTHING CAN STOP YOU from doing what you came here to do.
Do you FEEL and comprehend these words dearest souls, the most delicate of friends ... do you hear us?
NOTHING ... NOTHING AT ALL ... CAN STOP YOU FROM DOING ANYTHING YOU CHOOSE TO DO.
WE KNOW the choices that you are making and shall continue to make. This is why we are so very
elated by what is taking place. You are ‘GETTING IT’. Some of you have ‘GOT IT’. We are succeeding in our
mission. We are on the home run. The choices are yours ... and you are choosing LOVE.
HOW WE LOVE YOU FOR THIS. HOW WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR PART IN THIS DIVINE MOVEMENT.
How shall we let you KNOW? By showing to you that EVERYTHING that we have ever said to you is of
OUR TRUTH and that we have meant everything we have ever said. For it is OUR TRUTH. There is no other
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way for us to be. WE PROMISE to you that one day ... one of these days of yours ... you shall KNOW of this
TRUTH OF OURS.
And I shall probably humanly combust with all the excitement!! I Love and cherish you! In gratitude. xxx

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 14

5 May 2011
Good morning to you. As I was tuning in, I saw very clearly a Golden Chalice. It reminded me that a
long
time ago, White Cloud suggested that each morning before we got up ... to visualize drinking a Golden
Liquid from a Golden Chalice and it would enhance our day greatly. Sadly like so many things, that
suggestion went right out of my head, yet I KNOW I am being reminded of it by you and putting
this
suggestion forth to those who choose to do this and therefore find it beneficial. This was your plan was it
not?
Yes indeed. Yet may we suggest also to take this action into a deeper level of yourself. For when one is
imagining drinking from it , it is for the soul to FEEL the Light that is infusing into your BEING as you do so. To
understand this on a Higher level of yourself will make all the difference in the world.
Well, like all things, we can but give it a go. Thank you. I have to say ... my head is buzzing with energy right
now, so I am very much looking forward to our discourse.
As are we. There are matters to attend to that may seem trivial and yet from our position that is far
from what they are.
Such as?
Such as bringing forward empathies from the heart place to things around you ... events that are
shocking your world and ARE to shock your world ... for by digging deeply into the TRUTH of yourself ...
your ancient knowledge will guide you as to the correct way in which to deal with these matters that
are arising. It is all beginning to happen before your eyes. These changes that are occurring politically,
financially and environmentally are there NOW for you to see. And we say that in days ahead, pressing
matters of global integrity shall surface and be exposed. In this way, much disruption to the mindset
may occur for many who are unaware of the situation from its TRUE perspective. For those who have
allowed themselves to be aware of such worldly matters from an ‘off worldly perspective’, all these
events will come as no surprise. Yet to many ... their systems will receive shock waves of disbelieve and
this shall cause quite a bit of chaos to the uninitiated. This is where you come in ... all of our ground
force that have so diligently ... for so long ... followed their heart’s pull and investigated matters that
were of the utmost importance to the rising of the planet and their part in it.
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Yes, often we have said to those who seem lost and not knowing what is required of them ... we have
said ... be patient for the time will come.
WELL IT IS HERE!
Just you wait and see how much your diligence to the cause will be rewarded from a place in your soul
that shall CONFIRM that the path you have been following was that which you KNEW to be of TRUTH.
Prepare your BEINGS as we have been asking of you. For ‘busy’ will be the order of the day ... and yet,
fulfilment will stir you to soldier on. Be prepared also to come up against hostility and resistance.
Remember that for many who have remained asleep, what is about to unfold will seem ‘out of their depth’.
It will take some souls a great deal of time to be able to make that ‘switch’ in their understanding.
SOULS OF EARTH. SOULS OF GREAT LIGHT. Shine your shoes! Gather around you all the tools that you have
gained throughout this learning period and have them at hand. For they shall serve you well.
Can you not FEEL it? Can you accept in your hearts that this FEELING is due to the fact that what we have
been speaking of ... what you have been awaiting is now on your door step? It is so close. We are so close.
It is as if all are in position, above and below ... and simply on the edge of our seats waiting for the ‘off’.
ABOVE ALL ... THROUGHOUT ALL ... AT ALL TIMES ... REMAIN IN YOUR LIGHT.
You have not travelled this far to then forget why you came. Why you have arrived at this place in time
on this planet.
THIS THAT IS AHEAD OF YOU NOW IS TO BE YOUR CROWNING GLORY.
YOUR SOULS ARE SPEAKING TO YOU NOW THIS MINUTE AND LETTING YOU KNOW THAT IT BEGINS.
We ask you to stop for a moment with this reading and to take in four very deep breathes and as you do
so, see yourself as that WARRIOR OF LIGHT WITH YOUR SWORD HELD HIGH TO THE SKIES! ... and to imagine
many thousands of you doing the same. FEEL THE POWER THAT YOU ARE TOGETHER AS ONE. THERE IS
NOTHING THAT CAN GET IN YOUR PATHWAY. YOU ARE LOVE.
For me, as I did this, I felt such a passion rise up in me and tears too. I LOVE IT when I get filled with this
KNOWING that this is real. This is not wishful thinking because of a world that seems so devoid of LOVE at
times. This is actually happening.
WE ARE THE ONES WHO ARE SAVING OURSELVES.
There are so many of us NOW. We are recognizing ... we can FEEL ... WHO WE ARE. It is so exciting ... and
it seems appropriate right now to say THANK YOU to you guys for showing us how to reach within and
find ourselves. I KNOW that YOU and WHITE CLOUD have led me along a pathway that has brought me
such joy and understanding. Your words of wisdom have shown me a New Way of BEING and putting that
wisdom into practice has shown me a side of myself that makes me FEEL proud to be part of all of this.
I KNOW I am speaking for many regarding this . TRULY ... for me ... it has changed my life into one that I
really FEEL is worth living. For so long I just existed. Stumbling my way through ... and I realize that so many
are still ‘back there’. You have allowed a vast majority of souls to awaken and in turn they are now able to
assist in the waking up of so many. I am guessing you KNOW what a good job you’ve done??
We thank you for your kind words and yet we would say that all the praise must go to you ... souls
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of Earth who have had the difficult task of breaking down barriers between energies that have
steadfastly held their ground and stubbornly resisted the moving into the new. It was you, each one of
you that marched onwards when nothing seemed to make sense. When doubts overshadowed all that
you had taken the time to study ... and one questioned not only their knowledge, but the very essence
of who they were and what they KNEW to be TRUTH.
And yet ... you made it through ... IN LOVE ... BECAUSE OF LOVE you carried on KNOWING that what your
heart was reminding you, was the only thing you needed to adhere to. And in doing so ... would you not
say, oh beloved friends and family ... that there is NO DOUBTING within you NOW at this juncture ... that
you are indeed WARRIORS OF THE DIVINEST LIGHT?
YEP. I WOULD! I GET IT!!!!
KNOW that not only is there a battalion of troops upon the ground, but also there is a vast legion of
serving allies that do not reside upon Earth that are with you to see you through. When we say vast, we
mean VAST. What you imagine one of our vast fleets to be ... triple it three times! And that is just one
section! There is no possible way for us to describe to you all that is involved in this ‘make over’. Yet
although it cannot be described ... we ask you to KNOW of its TRUTH.
Not quite the hour toda, yet I FEEL ‘enough said’ would be your next words.
Enough said for today apart from asking you all to FEEL our LOVE. Asking you to KNOW that we are with
you as ONE in all that is to be revealed to you. WE LOVE YOU. WE THANK YOU. YOUR LIGHT IS SHINING SO
BRIGHTLY. WE ARE IN MUCH JOY!
Ditto! In LOVE and THANKS. xxx

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 15

12 May 2011
Good morning! With each new day I can FEEL the energies of Light filtering through on a deeper level. I am
blessed to FEEL so blessed! I know many FEEL the same and yet I KNOW also that many do not. As always we
welcome your wisdom and TRUTH to assist us on our journey.
Many blessings indeed are upon us all in these times. It would depend of course in which position you
find yourselves in upon your planet ... for there are many that have placed themselves in a spot that
others would not have done. These souls are in perhaps ‘untoward’ places for many different reasons ...
depending too on their soul’s evolvement and how experiencing certain things may assist them on their
journey this life time. It is perhaps difficult for many to understand that those living in squalor or those
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in war zones ... have actually placed themselves there. From an Earthly point of view, why indeed would
one do so? Yet, from an ‘unEarthly’ point of view, there are exact situations within those placements that
allow for souls to overcome blockages or indeed to redeem themselves from that which has hindered
them in past times ... and in order for them to be able to move on ... it is greatly assisting their path to
‘be there’ during these times. Others ... may simply have chosen to be of LIGHT in such places. Such souls
are of great Spirit and are honoured for their sacrifice to assist the whole.
Again may we say ... as we have done so often ... what may not be apparent to you because of Earthly
restriction of knowledge (at this point) ... when viewed from a place that is of LIGHT ... can be made such
sense of. The LIGHT switches on upon such matters! Therefore, may we suggest that whilst in the position
you are in NOW ... to accept that there is much greater meaning behind ALL that may abhor you ... or
make you FEEL ‘What is the point when this world is so full of such atrocities?’.
THIS WORLD IS AN ILLUSION.
We understand that this is difficult for you to grasp. For you BELIEVE yourselves to be deeply ensconced in
it. And you are! You are deeply ensconced in THE ILLUSION of what you have chosen your LIFE TO BE.
PLANET EARTH IS AN ILLUSION!!
With respect, all very well for you to say ! When you are actually experiencing living on an illusion
everyday ... of what you consider to be ‘all that there is for you in this aspect of yourself’ ... then it is
quite easy to FEEL a bit confused about that statement. For if Earth is an illusion and we are living on it
... does that mean WE are an illusion also?
NO. It means that you have chosen to experience a world that is in essence an illusion. The part of you
that IS REAL is participating in an experiment ... as we spoke of when we first began our communications
with you. (1*) All that is actually REAL whilst you are in this experiment is your soul. The rest ... as many of
you are getting ... is your own creation.
Let us try and explain to make it a little easier to grasp.
These days ... one has become aware of incredible technology that can be drawn from your
computerized systems. One can now replace ‘backgrounds’ with digital imprints, so in fact, a person
is nowhere near the vicinity in which they may be presented ... or how it seems to appear! One can
literally place themselves ‘on a stage’ and by the press of a button, that soul can appear anywhere
that the backdrop makes them out to be.
Clearly you knew that I was sent a link to see all about that, only yesterday. (2*)
We are always allowing for such things to assist us. So to continue ... what is being presented to you is
not actually the TRUTH.
Sorry to interrupt again ... but that statement goes very deep does it not?
We do not choose to waste words dear lady. So too ... through your own minds creation you are able
to ‘make up/out’ that you are ‘somewhere’. You have created that somewhere ... as a consciousness.
The collaboration of many ... through many years has assisted in making your world FEEL like a reality
... when in fact ... shall we say it is ‘superimposed’. You have heard of certain evolved souls able to
transport themselves purely by thought to another place ... another dimension even. They are merely
changing their back drop.
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Mmm! So ... are you saying that EVERYWHERE is an illusion?
The only place that is not ... is within side your soul. For everywhere has been created. Should one
choose for it not to exist (as an experiment perhaps) then a mass consciousness could indeed eliminate
a particular planet off the map of existence.
So is it that the Golden Age we are Ascending into will also be an illusion?
Of course. For you have all been made aware now that what you think ... through TRUTH of FEELING ...
you will create. This is why we come to talk of this. To try and assist you in understanding that ... YOU
ARE CREATING YOUR NEW WORLD.
Yet you have said not so long ago that it is already there waiting for us.
It is ... In your thoughts. Each one of you KNOWS of the GOLDEN AGE in your thoughts ... for such
thoughts of creation were shown to you way way back in the history of your soul. Therefore, it is already
accomplished ... this New World ... it is just a matter of those who choose to remember ... to bring it into
the reality of its particular illusion. We wonder if this is making sense to you?
Yes. It is. Somewhere, some part of me KNOWS this.
This therefore, is why we continue to speak to you of LOVE. For it is through LOVE alone that such a place
can present itself to you. You cannot walk into a NEW WORLD OF LOVE ... if you are not purely of LOVE.
How can you possibly live in your own creation of pure LOVE if you have not allowed yourself to become
it? Each one of you has free choice. That which you choose to think becomes your way of life does it not?
Yes ... although it takes quite a lot of practice to remain in that KNOWING!
None the less, would you agree this is so?
Indeed. I can feel as if we are about to get into something a bit complicated regarding opportunities
for everyone involved. I Feel the need to ask the question ... ‘what about those who don’t quite come
up to scratch on the pure LOVE thought?’ I mean, so many of us are doing our best ... is our best good
enough? And what about those who seem so lacking in understanding of LOVE for another?
One soul can ... within this illusion ... only be placed where they believe is the right place to be ... at
any given time ... and we mean that both geologically (?*) and mentally and emotionally. One can
offer assistance, yet if a soul chooses not to accept it ... then that is where they have chosen to be.
This does not mean that when many are ready to walk into the NEW WORLD that they have ‘missed the
boat’. Where would be the LOVE in that? It simply means that they shall remain in the world of their
own creation. They may choose to have a backdrop of war and unrest ... not only on the outside of their
illusion, but also within side of themselves. It is only the self that can change anything about anything.
It cannot be changed for you . Until one chooses a better way ... they shall remain in a place that they
believe is ‘the way it is’.
Yet we say to you from the deepest place of LOVE ... your world as it ‘appears’ now ... will appear
very differently very soon. There is so much change to come about ... that your world will almost
seem unrecognizable. We smile in LOVE ... for we are aware that for those that choose to read that
last statement in fear ... they will imagine all kinds of disasters taking place and visualize a world of
devastation ... yet ... on the other side of the coin ... for those who choose to live in LOVE ... they will
visualize a world of such beauty ... a world of peace ... a world where there is respect for each other
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and only LOVE resides.
Yep ...I see what you are saying ... yet ... how do I put it into words ... let us say one soul fears and the other
LOVES ... will those two worlds ... because they would be very different ... be on this SAME Earthly planet?
You are confusing once again your planet with an actual reality. For how can both be happening at the
same time? Yet we say to you ... it is!!! Which backdrop are you choosing to place yourself within? That is
all it comes down to. Are you ready for a blaster??
Bring it on!
The actual planet is your empty backdrop. You have placed yourself upon it ... each as an individual
... and yet remember you are ONE and the same ... it is just that right NOW ... you have chosen to have
an experience that makes you FEEL that you are separate from one another. So, what we are trying to
explain in the easiest way possible ... is that YES ... all scenarios take place within your Earthly experience
on the same blank canvas. You, each one of you ... decide what is going to be painted upon it. Some may
create a scene of war some may create a scene of fields of flowers.
Ok ... yet earlier you said that some souls have placed themselves in certain places for different
reasons , so they haven’t actually ‘created’ that place ... they have chosen to be in it.
Yet you see ... they have chosen to be in that creation ... that particular creation ... for themselves ... for
the whole. We did not say that they have to stay in it.
We will go back to talking of souls who may not ‘move into’ the backdrop of The Golden Age at a time
when many do. This does not mean as we have said that they may never reside there. That thought
pattern to us seems slightly absurd. The GOLDEN AGE ... the NEW WORLD is there for all who choose to
enter in. Yet it cannot be there until its soul is in a place that can accept the pure vibration of that …
Illusion?
Yes. Remembering that even illusions have ‘rules’!
I hadn’t actually remembered that ... no! Those rules meaning?
That although the illusion created is exactly that ... an illusion ... within ‘laws’ of illusional creation ...
there has to be certain ‘standards’ to be upheld within each experience of that particular illusion. This
again is something for a later date. As we are aware that with each topic we are addressing, there comes
with it many a conundrum of thought process and we do not wish to overload and therefore, confuse.
As White Cloud always says ... take one square of chocolate at a time ... let it digest fully and you will
know when you are hungry and ready for the next bite. If we ate the whole bar all at once ... we would
feel most uncomfortable and out of sorts!
Well, I FEEL this today has given us much food for thought. I am keen to sign off as I know it is time, so that
I can read it back and try to sort it out in my head as well as having a good laugh about it all! I am learning
that instead of trying to work out what is actually going to take place ... to just enjoy the ride
... and when I get there ... I will KNOW.
Thanks so much for this info! The time whizzed by. In Love and thanks always ... enjoy your day.
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We enjoy it all the more as we see energies expanding in Light ... Such Joy. Such Joy. In LOVE to ALL ... to
ALL in LOVE.
NB. I would just like to remind one and all that I am just the messenger. I do not have the answers to
questions that might arise from this communication. I am sure when they are ready to explain more ...
when they KNOW we are ready to digest another few squares ... they will surely let us KNOW.
1* THE BRIDGE.
2* http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ot4jgEID7oU
?* I wondered when I read it back if they meant geographically? But it is unlike them to give the wrong
wording. Therefore, I am to assume that they mean geologically ... The study of Earth.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 16

22 May 2011
Well, I thought I would try again and see if you are about, as when I tried earlier today ... you weren’t. Is
now a better time?
It was not that the ‘timing’ was astray. It was more to do with your energies and compatibility.
Yes, I thought as much, as I had tried to clear my space from the ‘off’ mood I awoke in! Clearly, I didn’t
clear it enough! I changed things around though and had a good day, so are we ok for a sesh?
The pleasure is all ours.
Oh! Many would dispute that. Let’s just accept it’s a win/win situation shall we?
By ALL means ... it is. As you continue forth upon your journey through your Earth’s experience ... we find
it necessary to attune ourselves into a vibration that previously had not been encountered by ‘us’ and
you.
What would that be?
One that has solidified a bond between many of your world ... one that links into our energies ... as many
now read the words which we have and shall continue to offer forth. It is as if there now can be an
automatic exchange of energy vibration and due to this we find it very accessible to penetrate deeper
into the hearts ... where the understanding comes from ... of so many of you souls on Earth who are now
‘Getting it’. It is as if we can ‘plug in’ to you as you read on a soul level, which allows so much more to
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take place than just the reading of the words we present. This, for us, had not been calculated and yet it
is indeed a pleasant endeavour and it assists the change that is progressing so beautifully.
The LOVE that is presented from you all to us ... as you become LIGHTER ... is having such an effect
regarding the speeding up of plans that are in the offing.
Well that’s good news. Around me ... people that I know ... there seems indeed, to be wonderful things
falling into place for them. That makes me so happy ... is this because of the Higher vibration ‘doing its
thing’?
It is a combination of ‘everything’ being in its rightful place. For those that are finding life a breeze, it is
a mixture of what they have been putting out to achieve ...blending with the Higher energies ... which is
allowing for the FEELING of excitement and joy to come into play. And of course, the more this resonates
and remains ... the more ... more of the same shall continue to arrive, as one aligns themselves with ALL
that FEELS suitable for their place ... as we draw closer to Higher expectations of thought ... which of course
becomes the reality of.
May we explain a particular issue which we diagnose to be one that seems to ruffle the feathers of
many?
Eh ... no thanks!.........................OF COURSE you may!!!
There are those who choose to continue to delve into matters that create fear. They continue to search
your networking devices to find out more and more about something that is not of a Divine Nature.
This seemingly harmless ‘study’ has far reaching consequences. For do you not see? As we have said
before.......you are feeding fear.
Imagine for a moment that computers had not been invented. That there was no possible way for one to
find out all the amazing ... on one hand ... and yet ... destructive ... on the other............ possibilities that
may or may not take place in the ending of your year 2012. Imagine if no one knew of these things.
Instead all they were aware of............................................................................................ through living
their lives in a Truthful fashion that complimented their hearts ... was that the FEELINGS inside of them
FEELINGS of good and of upliftment and most importantly of LOVE..................................... were increasing
as time moved on. They recognized the difference within themselves, and the effect they were having
on others. They noticed that others too, seemed to have an aura around them.............. a Lightness about
them that was not there before.
All these ‘noticing’s’ only increased the FEELINGS of good ...
... and so it continued.
They were not aware of vibrations coming through from elsewhere. They were not aware of strong
planetary alignments and changing tides. They knew only that which was within and around them. And
... it FELT wonderful ...
... and so it continued.
They were unable to bring down the vibrations that were being offered, because they had not had
their minds filled with scenarios of one thing or another. Many scenarios that contradicted each other
so that in the end, one knew nothing at all of what was to be......................................................................
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just ‘mad fear’ of many possibilities that clouded the mind and conjured up concerns of whether or not
one leaves the planet or whether one stays ... Whether one is to go underground or up into the skies....
Whether there will be a planet left at all after all the stories offered that might blow your world into
extinction etc.!!
Do you see what we are saying dear friends? We ask you once again to recognize ...
The importance of STAYING IN LOVE ...
The importance of BEING IN LOVE ... AT ALL TIMES.
The more the importance of this is understood, the easier it shall become to rid your world of that which
no longer serves. That which is destined to be removed ...because no-one pays it any attention anymore
and therefore, it withers away ... from lack of food source.
LIVE EVERY MOMENT OF YOU DAYS BEING THE LOVE THAT YOU ARE.
LET GO OF THE FEAR THAT HAS ENTICED YOU INTO ITS LAIR ... AND CEASE AS FROM THIS MOMENT ... TO PAY IT
ANOTHER MOMENTS DISTRACTION. IF YOU FEED FEAR IT SHALL GROW . IF YOU STARVE IT ... IT CAN BE NO MORE.
Which, dearest souls, are you going to choose? We have talked of this often and yet ... it seems there
is a need within many to seek out the worst that could happen and thrive upon its negativity. Not
because they are dark souls, but because they find it easier to live in fear. How can this be? We do
not understand it ... yet we KNOW that there are many WARRIORS OF LIGHT who are leading the way.
Showing others the alternative way of BEING ... and by example showing how easy it can be.
FREE THEM! BE BE BE LOVE.
When you hear words spoken of a negative nature ... politely explain that it is only that which is music
to your ears that you choose to listen to these days. Let your thoughts, let your expression of those
thoughts ... give out a glow of Light that allows others to FEEL warmth to their soul.
REMAIN IN YOUR TRUTH! In this way you will Light the way for all who have forgotten how to do so. Yet it
takes but a souls glimpse of recognition and one’s TRUTH will set you free.
Be not strangers to yourself and that which you are. Yet, may you walk the road that makes your soul
FEEL the KNOWING that it is TRULY on its way home.
We are in much gratitude to all who have linked energies with us and we TRULY are in/of so much joy as
we KNOW NOW for certain that our efforts to assist ... combined with your efforts to uplift yourselves and
the planet are making all the difference in the world!
In LOVE we take our leave.
In LOVE ... I thank you on behalf of us all.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 17

1 June 2011
Good morning my friends. I was hoping you are about for a chat ... the subject being of your choosing
of course.
Dearest souls of Earth ... We greet you this day and offer to each one of you our deepest FEELINGS of
LOVE that we are. We are greatly aware of so much change that is taking place upon you planet.
Some of you are aware of this and some of you are not. But we ask you to accept that much behind the
scenes that has been taking place ... is now ready to present itself in full view and there will and can be
no denial of that which is presented.
You have been so very patient with yourselves ... with us ... and all that is emerging. You have proven to
yourselves that you are Warriors of Great Light and it is now time for the ball to start rolling and for you
to reap all the Highest good that you have so gently sewn.
In the days that are ahead ... and we speak in terms of days that are nearing ... what you behold will
fill your BEINGS with the knowledge that all that you have steadfastly held onto within the TRUTH of
yourselves ... that KNOWINGNESS that only you can KNOW ... was indeed the right thing to do. There is to
come now ... the time in your world ... upon your planet ... when so much of greatness is to present itself.
You will no longer be able to sit in silence about that which you KNOW to be of TRUTH, yet have been
a little daunted by speaking of it to others. For it shall be that those others are now asking ... perhaps
imploring for you to share your knowledge with them ... for that which they see in your skies will need
explanation.
Here we must point out ... that all that we have spoken of ... all that we have shared with you ... and all
that has penetrated into your hearts ... must now be encountered by the part of you that is of a HIGHER
understanding.
In order for others to be free from fear of what is soon to take place ... it is imperative that those who
have been awakened and KNOW that we are of LOVE ... shall be able to interpret for those who may only
just be waking ... due to what is before them................. the absolute TRUTH of WHO WE ARE.
LOVE is the key throughout the entire affair. When one remains centred within their heart space...... they
can FEEL the strength within ... that can only BE DIVINE..................................................................................
then it is from this place in the heart that each one will discover a unity and strength among you..... that
up until this time one did not know they were gifted with. By following only your hearts FEELINGS....... by
listening only to the beat of your heart as more and more occurs..............................................................
will you be able to decipher that which you KNOW is righteous and that which is telling you that it is not
of the TRUTH. Be aware of deceivances by those who are now so very afraid of losing all that they have
built. Their kingdoms of greed and want have no place in the NEW WORLD that is being built by you.the
Warriors of Light who have come to crash down those walls and rebuild a NEW HEAVEN. A place upon
Earth that as an original species of this planet................................................................................................ you
are once again PROUD to be part of.
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The time is so very near now........our dearest friends. Long have you waited. Long have we waited. Yet
cannot your hearts FEEL the excitement that something is about to take place?
It is now then that we wish to disclose the reasoning behind why we asked of you to ‘collect bottles
of LOVE’ from inside of you.Do you recall? We asked for you to find a space where you would visualize
filling up bottles of LOVE and storing them for us. We know that many have done so and we know also
that many have not always recalled the memory to do so. This is of no concern. Yet as each one CAN
remember to do so........it will be of value to the cause.
For it is this that we ask of you to do ... when the time comes ...
We would ask that when appearances of unusual vessels ... be they vast strobes of Light ... be they
anomalies that one has never yet considered a reality ... when these ‘events’ take place ... and they shall
... we would consider it a great advantage for the unity of those of Earth and those not from Earth
... if you were to KNOW that the emptying of these bottles into your atmosphere will TRULY assist greatly
in the merging of the worlds ... so to speak. We ask you to visualize with the KNOWING in your heart ...
the effect that this shall have. It will be as if the ‘stoppers’ are removed and the energy that has been
saved/savoured will flow out into the very air in which you breath ... and it shall ‘meet up’ with an energy
that we are sending out to you. You will know dearest allies ... there will be no questioning of whether or
not it is the right time to do so.
In great LOVE and joy we say to you that the very air shall be FELT because of this. For those who KNOW
... for those who have been waiting ... the trumpets shall sound! The heralding of the beginning of the
next phase shall be set in motion by these events. This next step that takes you Higher into your journey
of Ascension shall then take each one into a quickening of stages for not just the individual soul but
for your planet as a whole. It will be difficult sometimes for you to be able to keep up with all that is
transforming and occurring and yet it shall be of such delight. Wonder upon wonder shall be known to
you. Things that one had FELT would never take place on your planet in terms of change ... shall in some
cases ... happen in an instant ... and that which once was ... certain energies that did not serve ... shall
have disappeared as if they never were of /in existence.
There is so much excitement throughout planets. You are the talk of the town! EVERYONE is preparing.
They are getting out their best suits! This is the only way we can describe it to you. As if everyone has
had a special regalia in their wardrobe that had a protective cloth over it ... it has simply been there ...
waiting ... and NOW ... the suits are being brought out of that place and ‘aired’ ... It is simply a matter of
the green Light for GO being shown and the time to adorn those ‘uniforms of honour’ will have come.
CAN YOU FEEL IT WITHIN ... OUR FRIENDS? CAN YOU? YOU ... YOU have allowed for these events to come into
play. YOU who have persisted in your desires to improve and build a better world have allowed for this to
take place.
TAKE IN SOME DEEP BREATHES OF GLORY! THANK YOURSELVES. THE NEXT PHASE IS ABOUT TO COMMENCE.
The FEELING that you will recognize within you as it does so ... fills you with ‘HOME’. YOU REMEMBER MORE
AND MORE WHO YOU ARE!
LOVE ... YOU ARE LOVE!
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And as the Higher vibrations have permission to enter your planet Earth ... these Higher vibrations of
LOVE ... this then is how you shall KNOW that you are of it. For the FEELING within you will connect with
the HIgher Vibrations that are coming through to tell you so.
Be of great enthusiasm. Be of great upliftment. Focus only on the KNOWING that YOU brought this about
by concentrating on the LOVE that is.YOU who refused to let fear take hold. YOU who by following your
TRUTH allowed the transformation to take place in the days ahead. There can be no failure of this now.
WE HAVE WON ... THROUGH LOVE. THERE IS NO GREATER FORCE THAN THIS!
Remain in the space of excitement. Keep up the vibration of joy and happiness and spread it around!
For it is not long now when those that have feared us through media misinterpretation shall be shown
the TRUTH and ‘the little green men’ syndrome shall be replaced by the KNOWING that we are Pillars of
Light!
Any chance I could get a word in? Guess not! No need indeed! Yet I shall of course say ...THANK YOU. IN
LOVE & LIGHT! SO MUCH LOVE AND LIGHT!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 18

12 June 2011
Welcome to you, assuming all is well for us to communicate. I wonder if I may start off by asking
something that I feel may assist us? Someone wrote in asking if you could elaborate further to gain better
understanding on our part, regarding the statement you made in the last channelling:
“Here we must point out ... that all that we have spoken of ... all that we have shared with you ... and
all that has penetrated into your hearts ... must now be encountered by the part of you that is of a
HIGHER understanding.”
I tried my best to reply, but found once again ... words to be inadequate and feel that you would be
able to do a better job! Would you be so kind?
Many thoughts of Divine LOVE to you dearest lady and we will certainly try our best to assist in this way.
Although we would say that the Higher part of the soul who inquired KNOWS the answer anyway.
As does mine, but trying to grasp it in this human form is not so easy and we so want to get it right!
In it’s simplistic form we would elaborate by telling you that all that lies within your heart is of LOVE.
What you ... in this human flesh form ... FEEL to be real, is merely a fragment of that which is. Therefore,
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that which you believe you understand on this level of yourself ... in this form ... can be interpreted by
your HIGHER self in a much deeper way if you simply allow this part of you to be handed over to the
Higher part of you.
And what is the easiest way to do this?
Trusting that by ‘acknowledging’ this intention that it is therefore taken care of. What we would like to
add is that ... although this aspect of you ... down on the Earth plane ... may sometimes FEEL lost with
in all that is taking place ... the HIGHER part of you is exactly on the button with EVERYTHING. The more
you choose to open yourself up to accepting that the Higher part of you CAN be accessed ... the more it
is that knowledge of Higher understanding will be able to filter through. The funny part about this for
you is that you may not always know it is happening. Suddenly you recognize that you ‘understand’
more than you did before. Yet as you say ... this understanding is not necessarily something that can
be explained in words of your language. May we suggest that although the language barrier may be
present, that which the heart is picking up on cannot be denied. So therefore we would say, not to
concern the self. There are indeed many things that one may FEEL they have not grasped the concept of
and yet we say, you KNOW so much more than you ‘think’ you know.
As your vibration rises through LOVE, you are able to ‘Get this’. For the more you LOVE , the more you
KNOW ... or put another way ... are able to recall. Yes, we continue on with the same message that we
started with. For that is the most important message there is to offer. To find LOVE that you FEEL you
have lost. It is not lost dear friends ... it may be that it has been subdued over time and circumstance,
but never lost. For it is YOU ... and YOU KNOW where YOU are. The very fact that this body of yours is
animated is because YOU/LOVE is inside of it. As witnessed upon your planet ... when the spirit-self
leaves the physical instrument then that instrument can no longer be automated , for there is no LOVE
in there to drive it.
Perhaps practice visualizing whilst in a meditational state of mind that you are leaving the physicality
for a time and going where? We would suggest a beautiful vacation would be to visit the Higher Self.
For there you will discover EVERYTHING that you are. EVERYTHING that EVERYTHING is. For YOU ARE
EVERYTHING! Bask in this knowledge. Bask in all knowledge and see around you nothing but LIGHT of the
PUREST HIGHEST vibration. That is HOME dear ones. This is where you come from. This is where you FEEL ALL
TRUTH.
You are simply allowing a minute aspect of this PUREST HIGHEST LIGHT to experience an Earthly lifetime
... once again. In the big scheme of things this minute aspect of you is not so much as a speck of dust
and yet without it ... without you choosing to be part of this Earthly experiment there would be little
reason for amendments (?).
LOVE has to have expression. YOU have to have expression in order to evolve and become a brighter
Light upon the planet. You are asking a question that is vast in your head are you not Blossom?
Yes. And probably a bit too huge to be answered in a nutshell, yet it seemed to ‘pop up’. So ... here
goes. What exactly was/is the point of this experiment ... this human Being thing?
What is the point of any experiment? To see the outcome? To see what one can learn from it. To see
what advantages it presents. For all experiments, whether one feels are successful or failures ... so much
is learned by/from them. In our understanding there is no such thing as failure ... only lessons learned. Is
it not so that through experiments of what you many call ‘failure’ that the most is learned?
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Dearest souls of planet Earth ... do you KNOW how much you have enhanced the ALL by volunteering
to be part of this Divine Plan? This experiment ... this game ... that some appear to be insulted by ...
in calling it so ... was NOT devised in the manner in which it turned out to be. As we spoke of in our
initial communications Blossom (The Bridge) we thought it would be wondrous for the souls expression
to be given free will. We were of such excitement as to the miraculous events that each soul as an
individualized aspect of the ONE would be able to elaborate upon. We ... BEING and coming only from
LOVE ... had not the notion that this particular experiment could turn out the way it did ... because of
free will. As the energy slowly transformed into a lower frequency due to this free choice we STILL did
not KNOW what the outcome would be. We who are only of LOVE could not know ... for we had not
experienced such things within OUR way of BEING. Yet ... before our eyes this ‘experiment’ was unfolding
in a way that we could not tamper with . It intrigued us as you know ... yet as your time and indeed
your attitudes moved on ... we questioned at times as to whether or not this ‘experiment’ should be
halted/aborted.
This may seem harsh to you ... yet it was just a matter of yourselves returning home or elsewhere. Far
easier a solution. We continued to surmise the situation and we KNOW that no matter what prevails
... LOVE CONQUERS ALL. Therefore, after many, many councils held it was decided that the experiment
should continue. This is where you must FEEL the importance of who you are and why you are here. YOU
that are on this Earth plane now are the ones that have come to see it through its final configurations.
YOU are the very ones that have the wherewith all to MAKE SURE that this experiment that was started
through LOVE shall return to its former glory. It has taken its toll on the very Universe and therefore
effected all Universes ... but there is ONLY LOVE ANYWHERE ... in its different guises ... and YOU Warriors of
Light have been chosen to BRING your planet and the experiment upon it ... into one that turned out in
the end to be one of the greatest stories ever told!
Thank you. From our viewpoint ... and I can only speak for me, as much as I GET that we are moving into
our Higher Love vibration ... and I certainly can FEEL the difference within me ... I still FEEL so ‘far away’
from where I FEEL I should be in my understanding . I am aware of such possibilities that can
be
performed by the human Being. Not from ego ... not from ‘look what I can do’ ... but from LOVE ... such
miraculous things that we are capable of ... almost to the extent of becoming another species it would
seem ... compared to that which I am capable of now ... and I am assuming (and one never should) that the
lack of me being able to achieve such things is due to my position in this experiment. I FEEL that by now I
should be achieving so much more. This NEW WORLD that is spoken of ... you say ... is awaiting us to walk
into it. Well, in me, I don’t FEEL I am anywhere near ready to live in this Golden Age. I AM trying ... Truly ... I
am working in each moment to release myself from the old me and bring in the new me ... yet I am aware
of my thoughts sometimes ... and I guess it’s just a knowing that I’m not there yet’!
We thank you for your blatant honesty. And yet we would say to each one of you that all is not as it
seems. The veil is lifting. Think upon it as a fog/smog that you have been accustomed to living in as far
back as you can recall. Everything around you is unclear and hazy. This is not your immediate fault.
This has occurred through the experiment and the different paths it took. Yet now we say to you ... we
promise you ... we say again ... THE VEIL IS LIFTING ... and as it rises ... as the smog clears ... you will have
new eyes to see.
All before you ... that you could only squint with your eyes to try to catch a glimpse of ... will be there
... as clear as day! We mean this also metaphorically dearest friends. That which your heart’s that are
of such delight and purity are now ... when the time comes to reveal the Truth ... will make all the
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difference in the understanding also of your True self. It is there .. it is within you ... and yet, at this point
in time, until the veil is removed, it is almost impossible for you to FEEL the TRUTH of you who you are. Yet
you are catching glimpses are you not?
Put like that ... I FEEL so much better about it. In fact ... about myself. Having lived many lifetimes in this
density, as most of us have ... has left certain remnants that we are asking to be removed. It has left its
imprint in many regards. It is so very reassuring to KNOW that these past displeasures shall be leaving us
fully ... for good! My heart, along with so many is bouncing with excitement at the KNOWING that we
shall experience the joy of who we are. What a pleasure it will be to wake up in the morning and have
our days filled with nothing other than the LOVE that we are, in its Truest form. Can’t wait ... but I KNOW I
shall have to.
Yet when you consider how long you have all been waiting, we would say that the wait is over.
I wasn’t sure whether or not you wanted me to write the word ‘almost’ over.
Yet what was it that you wrote? We are not prone to making mistakes! We have learned that in your
timing ... the wait seems very much longer than in ours ... yet we say again ... in our terms of timing ...
the wait is over.
Loving thanks to you. One thing I am looking forward to doing when we all eventually ‘blend’ is having
a good laugh with you about ‘all that we couldn’t understand ‘ from our position.
Yet we do not laugh AT you ... we shall only enjoy the vibration of that laughter WITH you. FEEL our
presence drawing ever closer. FEEL the LOVE that we send to you in the core of your BEING. Not long now
dearest friends. Not long now.
How long is a piece of string? So be it! In love and thanks.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 19

21 June 2011
Hello to you. I was wondering if you were around and if so what pearls of wisdom you would kindly
offer us?
Words that we FEEL appropriate to share with those who chose to ‘pick up’ on them are merely a devise
to allow your souls to connect with themselves. For in such a way you are then enabling ‘memories‘
of knowledge that are already yours to be accessed. You by now ... are well aware of the necessity to
understand the reason why you are here. Some of you FEEL that you have not yet grasped it and yet we
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would beg to differ.
For those who are seeking further upliftment ... deeper appreciation of the whole ... therefore
themselves ... may we suggest that one ceases ‘trying’ so hard’? As you gain more and more knowledge,
it appears that the need to improve the self and learn and gain even more on an everyday basis is
occurring and this may not always be beneficial to the soul. We do not mean it is ‘wrong’ to want to
learn. We simply FEEL it may sometimes make more sense to you ... in terms of
EVERYTHING making more sense to you ... if one just allowed themselves to be themselves for a time. In
‘other words’ ... to take time out from all the studying and do some practical.
Do you see? Yes, it is wonderful to ‘be prepared’ for what is to come. Yet may we stress the fact that
NOTHING is written in stone (as yet) and by the same token ... remember that you are here with a very
serious matter in hand........................ TO ENJOY YOURSELVES! For this is how the very change that you are
seeking is to come about.
It is time to elaborate. The kingdom that you are seeking ... as you are now aware........is inside of you.
This, as you know is where your happiness resides. You do not need to take a vacation and take rides on
merry-go-rounds in order to find the thrill in your lives. This is not so. This is not how you were designed.
Inside of you is a mechanism that allows you to achieve heights beyond that which you consider to be
achievable. It has lain dormant for eons of time and it is only now that one is beginning to even question
the possibility that this is of Truth. Once you understand how to reactivate this ‘machine’, you will find
that your lives can attain/obtain so much more for you to be able to ‘play with’.
Of course, it will be good if we can elaborate on that in a minute , but of course the obvious question
that I have to ask is........how do we reactivate this ‘little machine’. I do understand why you say
machine, if we are accepting that our bodies are incredible machines activated by our soul.
Very interesting point Blossom........you just hit the nail on the head. ‘Activated by your soul’. This is
exactly how it is done. It is indeed your very soul that allows you to walk around in your vessels that give
you this experience of Life here on earth. There is no dispute of this fact to many. For once the soul has
departed that vessel/machine it can no longer function on any level. There has to be something/ one
driving it, does there not?
Absolutely. I get that. So if we KNOW that this is how our bodies are activated, how do we find that
little button to press to get that mechanism a’ stirrin’ within us once again.
It is of the simplest yet most complicated method.
Wouldn’t you know it!! So, lets remove the complicated version and get straight to simple can we
please?
In terms of ‘awaking’ this ... shall we call it ‘Overdrive’........ it is necessary that one has the machine in
top gear in order to proceed to the ‘Overdrive’ control if you follow? You cannot go from gear 2 into
Overdrive without causing serious confusion amongst the ranks so to speak. So we say that it is a
gradual process that one is working toward. Many of you are already in top gear due to all the processing
you have accomplished and as you yourself feel sometimes Blossom ... you are ready to explode, as if
you do not know what to do with yourself. Bursting with LIFE itself!
Yes, I know that well and I know many others do also.
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And this is exactly why we suggest this to you at this time. For so many of you are now ready to ‘switch
up’ into Overdrive. And this now, is how it is to be ordained (?).
I had to close my eyes for a minute ... and this is what took place. So, I am assuming it is for the reader to do the
same should they so desire. I took about 5 - 6 very deep breathes. I then saw as if a Golden Key was being placed
into my forehead and reaching through into the centre of my crown( third eye) As many or you know this
is your pineal gland and I believe it is similar to a walnut in shape. It was as if the key went into the ‘walnut’ and
turned to the right ...three times. I sat for a while ‘waiting for something to happen’ and then realized that I had
almost stopped breathing altogether. As I took a deep breath ‘I saw’ as if electrical volts were sprouting from
my head and they were of all different colours. After a while I asked ‘what now?’ and they said ‘Things will be
different’.
Ok. So back to our conversation. I have to say, with all respect, that I am always a little dubious
when
an activation takes place. From past experience some ‘FEEL IT’ some don’t. So I guess I always consider the
possibility that I just ‘went off on one’.
One what?
Well, you know? A little wander of the mind. Just off on my own little imaginings. Then, due to the position
I find myself in, I have to TRUST that it was YOU GUYS wanting me to portray this experience so that many
can experience the same thing. Any help here would be greatly appreciated.
Well, as is said in your world Blossom ... The proof of the pudding is in the eating. You have realized from
past endeavours that it is almost always NOT LIKELY to be an immediate re-action to these activations.
Yet we would insist upon saying that they certainly assist in the progression, or should we state ... the
acceleration of ... ones journey into the unknown!!
Meaning what exactly?
Is it not so ... that you FEEL you do not recall all that you are? Is it not so ... that you say you cannot
remember how to ‘perform wonders ‘ and use even the slightest bit more of your brain than you are
already doing?
Indeed. And yet, without wishing to veer off track ... I am ‘getting’ that who I am is LOVE, and the more
I
am getting this ‘Bursting with Life FEELING’ which I am interpreting to be a more defined FEELING of LOVE,
then indeed I could say that I am remembering who I am ... I am FEELING who I am ... LOVE.
On that particular issue that is most pleasing an answer. Yet it is not what we asked. You ‘imagine’
that you cannot ‘perform wonders’ ... that you are not yet capable of transporting oneself from A to B
without the means of a vehicle. You cannot quite accept that your soul is the vehicle that is transported
and your ‘rearranging by dismantling the physical and remantling it in another place’ is merely for the
purpose of having the ‘machine’ to walk around in. (On your planet at least.) You KNOW that everything
is energy. So in simple terms the ‘phasing out and in’ of human flesh is not a difficult performance. It is
just that YOU think it is. As your soul allows itself to move into its Higher ‘apartment’
... you begin to ‘get’ so many more things that you were unable to ‘digest’ before ... because your soul
from that Higher place is able to comprehend the workings of so many more things. As you each chose
to ‘treat’ yourselves to a little more grasping of ‘what actually is’ ... so much more viability is apparent!
The visualization of the Golden Key into the third eye is not a whimsical donation to make you feel good
dearest friends. It is an actual process that can assist you in setting these atrocities that have befallen
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you in to a distant memory that shall eventually melt into oblivion.
Phew! That was a bit odd for a moment because when the word ‘atrocities’ came, I had to stop and
question what was going on ... but the word wouldn’t change and once again I had to TRUST and of
course, as always the words that followed made it make perfect sense!!
We thank you for continuing. How far you have come. How far WE have come. How far we have all
travelled on this journey ... this adventure.
This we are certain of dearest friends. That which we are to reveal, that which your hearts shall resonate
with, will be without question ... an introduction into this HIGHER way.
We would ask you to notice ‘differences’ within your application to tasks. We would care also to remind
you to sip from the Golden Chalice. These things are naturally of your choosing. We do not give orders
... yet we KNOW of the benefits that following what FEELS correct and comforting to your soul can bring
forth.
There are words spoken regarding everything becoming faster ... things taking place at a rapid pace in
these days ahead. You ALL have moments of KNOWING that the movement is accumulating much energy
of goodness. It is a circle. YOU ARE THE LOVE that is lifting your planet into its bountiful position. We, as your
friends are humbled to be sharing this uprising with you.
There shall be a difference. You shall FEEL the stronger power within yourselves as you move into
‘Overdrive’. It is of course then up to you to take control of the vehicle in this Higher gear and discover
what it is capable of.
You are aware that it is now time for us to close this session.
Perfect I have to be at my sisters for tea in 15 mins! THANKING YOU SO VERY VERY MUCH. WE LOVE YOU! In
Love and thanks!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 20

29 June 2011
Another week has flown by! Could I go back to the key you spoke of last week? Is it valuable to repeat
the procedures or should it only be done the once?
Welcome to you. Regarding this matter we would induce thoughts of continuation of the process. One
therefore is allowing the enactment to modify all workings so that after a certain time the ‘correct
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installation’ arises and the benefits will not only be sensed, they will materialize.
Ok. Thank you. As I am asking questions ... These Pillars of Light that you have talked about ... when
you presented them to me in my mind when you first spoke of them ... well, I saw what I saw ... huge
structures of Light in the sky, and you said we would see them move, they would give of an immense
energy and there would be NO denying as to what they were.
Indeed. And we have not changed our course regarding this.
Ok. Only some FEEL that WE are the Pillars of Light.
We would say that is in a manner of speaking. Yes, how your Light shines. Far more than you realize. Yet
that which we have spoken of is as we said it would be.
And you said that is before the year is out?
This is so.
Ok. Just clarifying.
Your concern is of us not presenting them. We are aware of this. And we can accept your despondency
regarding this and the reasons for it. There is so very much that will take you all by surprise once
the cork has been popped. Once the unleashing of all that has had to remain curtailed is set into its
energetic programming. You cannot deny these days of vast changes and yet with respect one is always
awaiting something more. If you were to REALLY take note of what has changed in just your last few
years and the acceptance that has grown widely of ‘things unidentified’ in your skies ... let alone the
increase in activity on a large scale of your networking for the good. You need only to tune in to discover
the vast allegiance that has grown beyond measure toward the greater good of yourselves and the
planet. Know the progress is part of the plan ... and how well the plan is falling into place now.
I know this may seem ridiculous ... but lf this was to be the last time we were to communicate ... what
would you consider to be the most important words that you would leave us with?
Why do you ask us of this? We have no plans to dismiss you from the case.
And I have no plans to leave. I suppose I am looking for something that is ‘new and different’. Please know I
do not mean this detrimentally. Regarding all the wisdom you have given us about Love, it is a matter of us
practicing what YOU preach and I FEEL this is your aim … to help us raise our vibration. Yet considering who
you are ... ‘The overseers of the overseers’ ... there must be so much you could teach us ... or enlighten us
with. With all respect, sometimes I feel we are covering the same ground.
And with respect to you ... we cannot speak with you of things that are above and beyond that which you
are capable of understanding. Take a patch of sand ... one that you could walk for maybe half an hour
of your time in the same direction ... and then turn and walk half an hour back again. Have you grown
to KNOW every grain of sand with in the area in which you walk ... all that you see in that walk? Indeed
not so, and yet you FEEL you know that ‘patch’ so well. You recognize particular trees and certain rivulets
along the way ... yet in all Truth ... how much is there that you have no idea of? So much exists upon that
walk that you have not yet discovered, for your eyes have only focused on that which you are already
aware of ... that which you recognize ... that which you FEEL is commonplace to you.
Think for a minute ... think of all you have not yet discovered in that place ... let alone KNOWING the
placement of every grain of sand and why it is in that place. Think of all the flowers along the edge of
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the sand ... every blade of grass. Think of the nests in the trees, think of the life underground. You walk
along this patch of sand and think of yourselves as walking along a beach and yet ... there is so much
more to a beach than just the water and the sand.
We cannot move you on to the understanding of greater things until dearest ones, you have considered
all that you already have and the greatness of that. With much respect we would say that what is
already within your grasp ... the beauty ... the wonder ... the magnificence at your fingertips ... still goes
by unnoticed ... for one is always looking for more wonderment from elsewhere ... instead of TRULY
looking at what is right in front of your eyes.
Yes, we understand that your human kind can FEEL in a place of LOVE and take note of a beautiful rainbow.
This ‘LOOKING’ allows the heart to recognize a small portion of the soulself . Yet we say to you ... all the
wonderment that you are seeking and searching for is within you ... it is not outside of you. When it is
discovered ... as each layer is awakened ... it is then that a rainbow shall look entirely different. It is then
as each layer reveals itself ... as you allow YOURSELF to unfold that you see that the opening up of a paper
bag has far more excitement to it than at this stage you care to consider.
Funny! I thought you were going to say ‘opening up of a flower’ ... A paper bag doesn’t really have the
same ‘ring’ to it!
We would tend to disagree and as you know we do not speak of things without deep reason. This is our
point entirely. One would expect when one sees a flower open to experience a FEELING of awe and
wonder ... to be able to automatically give Love and thanks for the beauty of your planet. Yet we are
now asking of you to start considering finding the awe and wonder within that which you wouldn’t
expect to find such inspiring upliftment,
A paper bag? Truly?
TRULY! You accept the paper bag for what it is. Have you ever opened a paper bag and given your thanks
to the tree that gave of its life ... to become that paper bag? Would you consider the tree felt honoured
to become a paper bag that carried something within it ... and then was discarded in the waste? Or do
you think that particular tree would FEEL more appreciated ... more in honour of itself if it had been
allowed to do what it came here to do?
A tree as you know gives out oxygen. A vital part to play. It stands mightily in the place it was seeded
for hundreds of years. It has seen and FELT peace and war tick by ... it has nurtured winged souls and
allowed them to make homes within its branches. It has sheltered untold trillions of insect life ... it has
stood its ground and never weakened though all weathers that have battered and beaten it in order to
sustain your planet. You tell us Blossom ... the energy which that paper bag carries ... is it just a paper
bag? And more to the point ... did putting your purchase in that bag ... which then goes within another
bag ...enhance your life? Would you surmise that it enhanced the tree’s life at all?
We KNOW your answers and we are not aiming to offend. We are simply trying to explain that there
is so much of each one of YOU ... that still needs to be awakened before we could possibly consider
experimenting with words to try and explain that which would ‘excite’ you. Do you see?
My friends I see very clearly. And I have to say at this point I FEEL rather ashamed.
This was not our intent.
I know! Yet I do. I will accept with thanks the lesson learned.
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That which we are trying to assist you with ... is very simple. Give thanks for all that you have NOW and
all that you are NOW. Do not take for granted everything that simply ‘is’. Consider perhaps that which
has been sacrificed in order to allow you the benefits of your comforts. All that is needed is the gratitude
of/for.
We say to you that the energy of that tree still resides within that paper bag. For all that it offered in
Love for the all ... do you not think that a proposal of blessings to that bag and all it has been through
in order to simply be useful for five minutes and then disposed of ... would not be appreciated? Many
instruments are happy to sacrifice themselves for the wholeness of others ... when there is purpose.
Consider matters of neglect regarding that which is necessary and that which is simply useful. You
would find yourselves behaving differently altogether if you adapted the story of the tree to all things
within your daily events.
So much has been abused over your time to convenience the human being ... and so little thanks given
in return. This NEW WORLD which you are creating in this very moment ... with every NEW BREATH you
inhale and exhale ... has to be carefully considered if you wish to reform the status quo.
Harmony amongst all that lives is the key to the world you are seeking. There cannot be ‘ranks’ of power.
There cannot be one that considers themself to be above another human, plant, animal, insect. All that
ever was/ is and shall be is just an aspect of LOVE. It may present itself very differently from something
else ... yet that is all it is ... the same as everything else. LOVE.
Here endeth today’s lesson! A very powerful one at that. For me anyway. In Love, thanks and respect.
Sometimes we think we KNOW better ... but we don’t! A new day awaits me ... and I will consider it in a
different Light. Was there something else you wanted to say ... I am now feeling there is.
It means simply ... learn to live from the heart at all times.
Working on the transference/transformation. Cheer ho for now!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 21

11 July 2011
Another week begins as we continue on this exciting pathway. So much change being experienced
within the soul self of each one and slowly we can FEEL and recognize the reasons why you speak to us
of things that you do. We are very grateful for your friendship and I know that this is reciprocated. One
day I know ... we shall all have a very different way of being able to communicate with you and the
density that we reside in shall be long gone. But ... for now ... what would you care to share?
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The outward understanding of what you think you understand goes really much deeper ... when you
understand that your understanding on an inner level is beyond that which you can understand.
Here we go!
Dearest souls... Truly ... KNOW that you DO understand so much more than you think you understand. It
is simply that there are blockages that have been encountered which when removed ... will allow all
things to appear clearly to that understanding that you already have. By being removed we mean that
... as the veil between worlds is lifted, so much more shall make sense about so many things. It is indeed
‘different ‘ to experience the form of the human than that which one knows to be the TRUE form of the
self. Yet there shall be a time when one realizes how much one has gained and learned and grown from
this human experience and not one regret will be present.
Each day on awakening you are one step closer to that moment of exaltation. Within each breath that
you take you are witnessing the NEW WORLD coming in to form. You may not always be aware of this ...
but it is so. Gradually as your eyes become accustomed to the NEW VIBRATION ... the NEW LIGHT ... the
HIGHER LOVE... you will FEEL the changes inside of you that shall then be mirrored as to what you see
around you.
Create the happiness that you wish your world to be ... and yet some of you ask how ... when there
seems so much that is not of it at this present time. Dearest friends ... this is but a small encounter of a
small aspect of a small experience in the big scheme of things. And yet ... this scheme of things is one of
the biggest that you have yet endured and established.
However, we would say to you ... that there is no end. Think of this.
No end ... ever ... to the LOVE that is.
It cannot have a finale for LOVE is all there ever was ... ever is ... and ever shall be. Imagine ... the
changes that will take place ... for ever. This, that is taking place now is moving you into what we are
calling The Golden Age. It is of great importance, yet again we say ... it is but a small aspect in the great
scheme. For indeed there will be more ages to move up into. Each one bringing with it a Higher vibration
and a way that allows the soul to FEEL the KNOWING of the understanding that they are increasingly
getting closer to home.
So what will happen when we all get home? Won’t that be the end then? ... Or do we just go on living
happily ever after ... literally ever after ... as in for ever and ever. I can’t get my head around that!
With LOVE let us explain to you a little more. LOVE is infinite. There can be no end to it. So it shall always
continue to create from itself ... anything and everything. Like with yourselves sometimes you FEEL you
cannot find any more substance from a particular topic or subject matter ... do you not always find that
actually ... yes ... there is more? And so it is with LOVE.
LOVE exists through creation. So how can creation ever stop creating? For that is what it does. Therefore
... there will always be more to create ... always.
I guess that helps us to ‘understand’ the significance of living in the now. Of creating the ‘now’ from
one
moment we are in ... to the next. We concern ourselves so with the future, when really all we need do is
create it in the way we would like it to be and then all worries disappear ... if we TRULY KNOW that what we
think we create.
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We can maybe accept this on an individual level, but it is the general tone of the planet that brings
us into a place of ‘no hope’. (I personally do not feel this way ... but I know many do and they FEEL so
desperate ... they do not understand the point of continuing on when all around FEELS so dark and
lacking in LOVE. )
One, as an individual has the ‘responsibility’ of the self. Yes, we find it admirable for souls to assist and
uplift others, yet it is not the ‘responsibility’of another to do so. That is merely their choice to bring
about a better world as a whole.
That is quite interesting. Now, how can I put this into words? I can accept that we are ‘responsible’
solely for our own thoughts and how we choose our world to be. In this way, by choosing positive
thought and trying our best to reside in a Loving vibration we are in turn, uplifting the planet. Yet ... if
we are all ONE ... from the ONE LOVE ... is it not our ‘responsibility’ to be ‘responsible’ for another also?
To what avail? How would this benefit the whole? To be ‘responsible’ for another ... or to FEEL that you
should be ... is taking away the right of another to be ‘responsible’ for themselves. You are taking from
them their right to be themselves. To be able to accomplish for themselves all that they are capable of.
This does not mean to say that one cannot assist ... one cannot offer guidance ... but to be ‘responsible’
for? We would not suggest that is beneficial.
What about our children? Are we not to be ‘responsible’ for them?
Not to the extent that many are. From the moment a new/old soul enters once again into the earth’s
residence, they are embarking upon yet another growth spurt. Even those of great Light who are
sacrificing some of their Light to come into this place and assist, still even ‘they’ have more growing to
do. If they hadn’t, they would not come ... for they would be denying an opportunity for one who still has
learning to do. Therefore, once back in human form ... the game of life begins. A bit like your snakes and
ladders. Up and down, back to the beginning etc. It is the task of the individual soul to
follow through all that it has come down here to achieve. Sometimes because ‘parents’ wish to protect
their beloved from ALL harm ... they take on the ‘responsibility’ of their child’s growth ... when it is not
theirs to take. Indeed, we would not say for a moment that one should not guide. This is the role of the
parent ... this is why a parent would have been chosen ... to guide the young in a certain direction.
Again we find that there could be a volume of work that we could express on just this one subject for
each child’s return takes on reason and form of its own. So for now, please accept we are trying to offer
a ‘general’ understanding. The child has to be ‘responsible’ for its own decision making. Should it climb?
Should it trust? Should it ... one billion things? Through trusting and being ‘responsible’ for itself, it walks
into itself. If the ‘responsibility’ it has for itself is overshadowed by another’s protection
... another FEELING ‘responsible’ for its very existence ... then lack of self-worth enters in ... followed by an
entourage of misdemeanours that eventually leave one depleted and lacking in confidence that they are
able to perform anything at all for or by themselves. So ... we ask now ... do you think it wise to have ...
much worse ... take ... responsibility for another? For it is not yours to take. Do not misunderstand us ...
to provide and care for ... is another matter ... but there is a fine line.
Understood! Thank you. Where were we?
Right here in the moment. We would continue to say from this then ... that your creation throughout
your journey that never ends will always depend on what and how you choose it to be. There is not
one thought that you can think that cannot be carried out should you ponder and desire it enough.
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Think much on this, dear ones. Be vigilant on that which you desire ... not only for yourselves but for
your future existence with one another. On and On and On your soul self shall travel. As to where it
is traveling to is entirely your decision. There is nowhere it cannot go ... all it has to do is choose and
then create. Again we say ... IMAGINE ... what is it that you dearly desire? What kind of world would
you choose to be in? How would you choose to express the LOVE that you are? What form of day to day
existence would you create? For we say to you ... it is but a thought ... turned in to a KNOWING away.
Ok ... delving deeper then ... How does this fall into place regarding that which is to take place in 2012
(or not)? As we have spoken of ... scenario after scenario has been put out there ... is the DIVINE PLAN not
something that is definitely going to happen ... anyway ... regardless of any of our thoughts?
That is indeed a beneficial question. The DIVINE plan was put into place because it is the desire of many
of you that it shall be so. We do not mean necessarily ... your desire in the last decade of this life time
you are experiencing. We mean as a collective consciousness of LOVE over eons upon eons of your
existence.
This human form ... this planet Earth ... as you know ... was/is part of an experiment. What has taken
place with in it took many that had designed it ... by surprise ... for the free will factor ‘created’ a
monster ... that had not been accounted for. This monster overshadowed the beauty that was created
and yet slowly now ... the monster has had its day and as with all things when not fed ... is losing its life
force.
It was discussed and devised by ‘your consciousness’ ... all of you who are part of the plan at this time
... that the DIVINE plan of Ascension would be the way to bring the Earth planet out of this darkness that
was created and move it into one of Light ... once again. So you see ... this DIVINE plan was indeed
created by you ... many moons ago. All you are doing now is going about its creation at the point
agreed for the betterment of all. ALL that is taking place now and in the days to come to move into the
Golden Age has already been created by you ... your thoughts are recalling this and bringing it about.
Even deeper I delve ... so are you saying that our creation of whatever lies ahead ... for ever and ever
... is created long before it happens as opposed to in the given moment ?
We are saying that you are creating the next moment of now because you agreed to do so ... and yet
there is freedom of choice. At any given time ... on mass ... as an individual ... you could decide to walk a
different path from the Divine plan created.
Why would we do that?
You are not! But you could ... should you so choose. Do you see dearest ones? Nothing is set in stone
... that is why we ask you to follow your hearts. For your souls KNOW what is best for all creation
everywhere. When you choose to listen to what FEELS right and follow it through with your heart and
your thoughts and create from it ... then you are following the plan you have decided upon. When you
choose to ‘fall by the wayside’ ... you are not doing wrong ... you are simply … resting ... recharging ...
before you once again get back on track.
What if one doesn’t, but gets up and walks a different path?
Then so be it. Yet it is unlikely ... because the soul has sort of ... and we say ‘sort of’ ... because we do
not know how else to express ... made a pact with itself to see this creation through . Once again ... the
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understanding of this is understood on a certain level of yourselves but not necessarily on the level that
you have agreed to be within ... at this time ... in order to accomplish the goals that you set when you
were in a place within yourselves where you fully understood.
Yep! Time to have a gin and tonic ... if I had chosen to still drink!!! Therefore a warm beverage and some
assimilation time.
Love ya! ... To be continued ... In LOVE and thanks ... Little me down here ... creating a wonderful
thought space in which to drink the said warm beverage!
Time to put the kettle on indeed!.
What now? Or shall I wait till soon? XXXXXX

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 22

18 July 2011
Good morning to you. There are a couple of things I would like to ask you about, but not sure if we
shall have time to answer both in one session. So if not, we’ll leave one until next time. The first one is
about the prophesy that the Mayans have talked about regarding our planet going into three days
of total darkness (at some point) ... and that whatever emotional state we are in will be heightened
greatly during that time. Fine ... if one is in LOVE ... but not so good if one is in fear. If this IS going to take
place I FEEL it important for as many people as possible to KNOW about it, so that when it happens we
need not be in fear. Naturally, any wisdom on this issue would be greatly appreciated. IF you think it
appropriate to do so of course?
Welcome to all who read these words and indeed to your sunny disposition Blossom. That which you
have asked us to speak of can be interpreted in a way that isn’t actually as it seems. In that ... there are
those that even when the time comes, will not understand what is taking place ... even though they
may have been indicated toward the Truth of such a phenomena. We would advise that at such a
time when what you think is darkness is to occur ... it is only so if you choose to look at it that way ... in
darkness. We would speak of it otherwise. We would say it is a Golden opportunity to rise up into the
Light. For in that time when one cannot see in front of their eyes their will be great opportunity ... unlike
any other one has had in this life time ... to SEE THE LIGHT from within. For it is that LIGHT that will allow
one to interpret what is taking place from within another place of themselves.
So ... there will be the three days of ‘nothing’ then?
Approximately in your timing ... we would encourage you to KNOW that this is to take place. It is a
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pivotal marking towards that which is to follow. For as the NEW DAWN arises after such ‘nothingness’ ...
one will wake up to a much different world.
In what way?
During the time of ‘nothingness’ ... there shall be an energy entering your planet that has been ‘saved’
... shall we say ... for that very occasion.
I have to butt in ... sorry, because it just came to me as clear as day, that this will be yet another time
when we are to open our bottles of ‘LOVE’ that we have been storing.
Indeed , you are ahead of us ! This energy is ‘insightful’ in that it will contain within it a ‘newness’.
Sorry, again! ... I had to laugh ... I made a typo error and it read a ‘ newmess’!! Heaven forbid!!!
Your humour continues to uplift and we say that this too is of great importance ... to continue the way
so many of you are ... discovering the LOVE that you are. For as you correctly stated Blossom ... when this
time is upon you ... the energy that you are aware of within yourself at that time ... shall increase with
great aplomb! We are surmising that by such a time ... taking into account the way in which so many of
you are ‘coming into your own’ ... that this will be of great benefit to the planet.
Yet if, as you say, it will heighten whatever state you are in ... there will still be many will there not ... who
will KNOW nothing of this at the time and I would imagine will be very scared. For I FEEL when you say
‘nothingness’ there will be nothing. No day, no night, no stars, no Light!
Do you think it is by mere coincidence that you have decided to ask us about this today? Do you
think that the soul who wrote in asking you to ask ... did it by pure chance? Did you think that your
inquisitiveness on this has been growing ... to fall by the way side ... or perhaps do you think it ‘all ‘ has
been leading up to the fact that “WE” wish also to spread news regarding this matter.
Fair enough ... it seems a long way round to go about it ... but let’s stick to the subject matter if we
may?
By the time this ‘portal’ arrives ... many,many more shall know about it and be prepared for it. This
will allow many to be helped if they are one that has not been made conscious of the happening. The
Awakening.
I can’t help interrupting. I KNOW I will be driving many mad because they will be wanting me to ‘zip it’
and just let you get on ... but ‘HELLO’!!!! ... ‘’PORTAL’??? That puts a whole different slant on the matter.
And ‘Awakening’?? Please ... continue!
Now that we can ... we shall! We ask of you to just allow our words to flow for we are aware that you are
getting a vast download of information and you do not know where to ... or how to begin putting into
sequence that which we have just imparted .
When the time comes for this ‘transition’ it is of great importance that one accepts that ALL IS WELL. We
cannot say exactly how long it will last, yet we approximate around three to five days of your Earthly
time. During this time a ‘change’ will be taking place within you and around you, yet you will not ‘see’ it
... for you shall see ‘nothing’ with your physical eyes at that time.
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If we were prepared with candles ... surely we would see each other and things around us ... from the
candle Light?
Little one ... What you shall see will be that which is not there.
Which means in Earth tongue?
That your world will be changing into its new form. Therefore, that which is around you will be
transforming in energy also. This transitional time is of great consequence to the entry into the GOLDEN
AGE. As long as YOU KNOW YOU ARE LOVE ... then there is nothing to fear.
When we say ‘portal’ ... we do not mean that you will be rushed with great gusto at 1,000 miles an hour
into a different dimension. And yet we chose this word wisely. For indeed that time will be allowing you to
enter a portal of sorts. We can FEEL that your heart is beating faster and you are a little apprehensive at
that which we are telling you ... are you not?
Yep ... even though we know it is meant to be ... I FEEL I will be a little in the frame of mind of ‘what the???”
... with all respect.
You seem to have forgotten ... or not be focusing upon ... the most important factor! The energy that you
will be within ... the emotion that you choose to FEEL ... during that time ... will be greatly heightened.
Therefore ... imagine ... if you choose to focus on the deepest LOVE ... will this not be the most three - five
incredible days that you have ever experienced?
With respect we would say ... that you in your innocence are automatically perceiving this time to be
one of fear because you cannot imagine what living without any form of Light will be like ... for such a
lengthy time. Yet we stress to you ... there will be Light ... YOURS!!! Each and every one of you who allow
yourself to turn inwards will be uniting with the energy of Light that is coming in ‘through the portal’.
This will be the most exhilarating experience you have yet encountered upon your earth ... and we
say to you also that by the time this happens ... much to exhilarate the senses will have taken place.
Which will have allowed many more souls to awaken by the time this ‘wonder’ occurs. What takes place
within you, blending with the energy coming through and by ‘sending out your bottles of LOVE’ to the
very air you breath ... will ascertain as to what vantage point your Golden Age will present itself to you
when ‘The sun comes up’.
Is that how this time will come to an end? With the sun coming up? Will we look upon THE NEW DAWN?
(Whooh! Rush of emotion!!)
Loved Ones of Earth ... indeed this is so. We wish you to understand that this ‘topic’ we have spoken of is
not going to take place tomorrow. By the time all is in place for it to do so ... so much will have changed
within you and upon your planet. We, who are speaking to you now ... will no longer be strangers from
afar.
We declare that the TRUTHS you KNOW of in your soul’s heart place SHALL TRANSPIRE for the GOOD OF ALL.
Each day moves you a little closer to the time when that which you KNOW of taking place ... shall indeed
do so. SO MUCH is to present itself ... and from the moment the ‘Real Light Show’ begins ... there will be
hardly time to catch your breath before the next and then the next ‘deLIGHT’ arrives. So KNOW then ...
that when this ‘nothingness’ is in alignment to occur ... the LOVE that SO MANY will UNDERSTAND about
themselves will have grown beyond measure ... therefore do you see? There will be nothing to fear. ONLY
GREAT JOY ... in the KNOWING that when the sun rises you will be stepping through into your NEW WORLD
... which you ‘are now’ and ‘will have’ created. It is up to you.
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I FEEL very excited because when you mention about all the great changes ... I FEEL as if so much is going
to happen at ‘The speed of Light’ and yet it is a FEELING and very difficult to put into words...................... I
know, I know ... welcome to your world!!................................................................................................................ (I
WISH!))
I guess you said ‘The Awakening’ because for those who are not yet awake before this happens.........
this will also bring a Grand Awakening to many?
This is so. For those who allow themselves to FEEL and be open to the LOVE that is coming in........... they
then become part of it. They ‘remember’ that this was to take place and accept it instantly. This will
happen to many.
What about those who spend the entire time in fear? What will happen to them during that time and
when the sun rises?
Different scenarios for different cases. As you say in your world ‘horses for courses’. For want of a better
way to explain what we desire. There will be some who become so afraid of their own shadow
... by that we mean ... afraid of who they are and the way in which they have chosen to ‘live/exist’
... that they will chose to leave the planet either by ‘natural’ means or otherwise. There will be those
who through living actually within their deepest fear ... that they then awaken from it. Words, words,
words, words ... so much that we are unable to divulge because it simply cannot be explained in your
understanding.
Yet we would state that ‘YOU ARE ONE’. This is a world of great LOVE that you are moving into. Those
souls who have chosen to live in it ... will live in it ... and be of it. Those who still have learning to do
before they can enter will be elsewhere ... until such time when they KNOW they are worthy of it and
understand who they are. There is not one that shall be left behind. Not one. Each shall be moved into
the place of understanding which they have allowed themselves to reach. The pathway of LOVE never
ends dearest ones. Always will you walk upon it ... there is no rush ... just positioning. This choice comes
from you. How you are positioned along the pathway does not always mean that you have to walk every
step. Sometimes it can be that an angel lifts you for a time and puts you down in your new place ... for
your soul was able to ‘jump’ ahead due to a particular state of ‘getting it’ and therefore ‘understanding’
allowed one to ‘take a short cut’.
Sometimes I wish I had the ‘oomph’ to keep on writing. For could we not go on and on and on leading
from one thing into another? Yet, I am now feeling tired and a bit brain-blown! (I just made that word
up!)
We didn’t get around to my other topic. Next time perhaps. Thank you for sharing guys ... should I say
gals as well?
We are beyond either.
Overseers of the Overseers without gender! Cool! In love and thanks. XXX
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 23

27 July 2011
Good evening to you. Once again your last channelling enforced a huge stirring ... yet I FEEL that for
now we shall not continue with the subject ... allowing things to be digested. However I mentioned last
time, there was another matter that I FELT would be very helpful to us if you were able to find words
to explain. A reader wrote “What I am seeking to know is the definition and understanding of true
unchangeable cosmic “LOVE” as defined by those of the light that you so eloquently channel and
which we are told abides within us and is what we are in Truth! How can we ‘BE LOVE’ as they ask unless
we have full and complete and clear knowledge and understanding of Love Itself?” Are you able to
answer this in your own way for us please?
First of all we welcome you and all those who shall feast their eyes upon these words. This
acknowledgment for many is undoubtedly proving that the purpose of our visits ‘inside your head’
Blossom are fruitful and that whilst we consider from our perspective ... that what we have to say is
... shall we say ... commonplace ... we are also stretching our thoughts to maintain possibilities of
unending growth within the soul self. For those who take the decision to benefit from what we offer ...
we are greatly uplifted. For those who choose to ponder and consider and discuss, we our uplifted also.
For we would not wish you to ‘religiously’ agree with everything we are saying, just because WE are
saying it. As always we say ... FIND YOUR OWN TRUTH. That which does not sit well for you ... put aside
... for now ... for there is every chance that in days ahead the very same sentences will make complete
sense. It depends entirely on which part of the fence you are positioned.
So ... we would consider the question asked to be a very poignant one and we know you yourself
Blossom have been looking forward to the answer that we are to reply.
LOVE ... as we say to you ... is LOVE ... is LOVE ... is LOVE. We have mentioned before the absolute
frustration at times from not being able to explain in words that which we would like.
Absolute frustration? Forgive me... I thought you were beyond such trivia?
Slightly less satisfying would we say? For indeed there will be much more understood when we are able
to simply connect with you (all) through the FEELING that you pick up ... and within that ONE FEELING
you would digest a multitudinous amount of knowledge. For we would agree would we not that words
when read can be interpreted differently from the spoken Depending on tone and energy and inflection?
Oh without doubt.
We have also stated that Love is a FEELING. You are realizing Blossom as you are writing this ... that
actually we have spoken quite a bit about Love.
Yes, I went in to ‘pause’ because I am aware of that which has been put into THE BRIDGE meditations
and the combination of words spoken on that exact matter . Mmm! Feel a bit remiss about that.
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And yet ... there is no need. For the question asked is ‘ to know the definition and the true understanding
of unchangeable ‘cosmic Love ‘ was it not?
Yes … not sure about the word ‘cosmic’ being in there ... but all things have a reason.
How should we define LOVE? We cannot! Yet we can say that when you have it ... when you ‘get it’ then
all there is to KNOW about LOVE is KNOWN. You receive glimpses of it ... not in your head ... through your
heart. These glimpses are literally that. Small depictions of what is to come from within yourself when
you arise into that which you are moving into. We recognize we speak in this way many times. Yet what
else would you have us say? This is why we come ... to show you the way home ... to show you in which
direction to walk. Yet the choice is yours. And how do you know you are on the right track? Because you
FEEL it. More and more are now FEELING this FEELING in which it FEELS to be LOVE!
Yet we would say that ...
You want to say ‘you aint seen nothin’ yet’ .
No ... with respect ... that came from you.
Oh!
We want to say ... that what you think is ‘thee’ most wonderful FEELING of LOVE you have yet
experienced ... is but a grain of sand on the beach compared to that which you SHALL FEEL and
experience in the days that are coming your way.
That must be amazing ... for even NOW I am jumping for joy and even said to my husband as we
walked along today, that I was having to refrain from breaking into a skip!
This is LOVE. This is the FEELING you receive when you KNOW LOVE.
Perhaps this will help you understand what LOVE IS a little more ... when we say that LOVE is universally
universal (?). LOVE cannot FEEL differently to one than it does another. At this stage within yourselves
you can FEEL and experience certain ‘level’s’ of LOVE depending on circumstances and souls you are with.
The level of LOVE may appear different to another yet it is still LOVE.
HOWEVER! Once all has been removed of the layers upon layers of goo that has accumulated in/ around/
and throughout the selves (?) ... then all one is left with is THE TRUTH ... LOVE. The more we are trying
to explain it to you the more we are realizing and accepting that we cannot! For how can we express
a FEELING ... it can only be felt ... yet by BEING FELT it can BE KNOWN. And we would finish up with this
by saying ... when you KNOW it ... there can be no questioning as to whether or not it is that pure
unconditional unchangeable LOVE .
You are discarding the layers ... and as they fall away, you FEEL more of the LOVE that you are. You
BECOME more joyous. You FEEL happier in your BEING ... You can FEEL the change in you ... You recognize
the change in you.
Again we would say ... look back! How much have you changed ... about so many things? How many more
reasons do you have to be in gratitude these days? The reasons have always been there and yet now you
have changed your attitude and are in a place where you ‘think’ and FEEL to be grateful for them. YOU
HAVE COME SUCH A LONG WAY ... Take a moment once again to FEEL who you are. Is not that FEELING
stronger now than the last time we requested this of you? All the time with each breath ... you are
becoming stronger and surer ... because you cannot deny the TRUTH. Is it not so very exciting? We Truly
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are excited with/for you. What is to come will ‘blow your socks off’ ... we believe you say.
There is so much happening. I don’t admit for one minute to be able to keep up with it all. Especially
on the financial/ political front. As you know my brain doesn’t compute with that side of life. So I have
to let that be. Yet on the ‘sightings’ front ... Wow! Bits of you seem to be popping up all over the shop!!!
Clearly this is all part of your plan. Are you happy with the way things are going/moving/ turning out?
Lady of Truth ...
Thank you ... that went straight to my heart place and heated it up instantly!
Plans are changing and interacting with other plans continually. For one thing we are not in control of is
the Human Beings gift of free will. Therefore, we monitor with great care and clarity what is taking place
upon your planet and devise our next steps in accordance with appropriate behaviour. We have an
‘overall Master plan’, yet this does not mean that the intricacies of such a vast manoeuvre are solid and
must be adhered to. For that would leave many things undealt with. Therefore KNOW that we follow up
closely with day to day activities and resume council at regular intervals in order to keep abreast of any
changes that may have been put into place. And may we say ... these changes continue to change!
We give guidance to those in positions of TRUST. For let it be understood ... that which you may think is
being taken away from you, was actually taken long ago. It is now however that policies and indictment
are to be returned ... as opposed to reclaimed.
Mmm! In danger of losing me here! I’m hanging by a thread and guessing you can see/feel the intense
focus on my face.
Yet, all you need to is ‘hear’ us and type ...
Oh if only ‘me’ would get out of the way and allow me to do that!
We return to answering your question. We are indeed elated at what is taking place. When plans are
put into action and carried through with success ... it is rather like winning an important race ...in your
terms. Such celebration of joy and achievement. Can you see how we have ‘carefully’ and may we say
‘intelligently’ allowed things to ‘have their place in time’.
I am pretty sure you are aware of a question that a gentleman has asked? Well, a proposal really *
regarding the concept of having quite a few of us (he compared it to the 4,400 TV series ) taken up to
your ships ... so that when you did appear and even greater ... land ... out we’d pop ... which would
give many who were in fear the realization that you ‘’Come in Peace” ... and those people could spread
the word via the media that there is nothing to fear. What do you think of that suggestion ... a sensible
one is it not?
We are aware of the controversy regarding this matter. Oh! Is there?
On many levels in many circles ... in your world and in others. For you see, as ‘sensible’ as the suggestion
appears ... and indeed we understand the point being made ... there are many other aspects that need to
be taken into consideration.
Like?
Like ... those who still refuse to let go of power and ego and live in darkness ... wanting others to be
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pulled into the darkness also ... feeling it necessary to transport those ‘said’ people into the guise of
‘quarantine’... which of course would not be necessary ... but those in fear would not know that is
the case. It would be highly possible that these ‘detainees’ would be removed from their physical life
experience. All sorts of concocted tales would be presented and believed by those who are unaware.
Could you not prevent this then?
By what means would you suggest? Certainly not by force or any form of ‘power’ that we may possess.
The ‘slogan’ that is so familiar as you stated ‘We come in peace’ is a law that will be abided by. We have
no other intention. Therefore, is it necessary to make your dwellers of earth completely aware of this
TRUTH.
Any other reason? ...
Is that not a good enough one?
I sit corrected!!
Yet we would add that other factors come into it also ... to do with atmospheric impact ... balance ...
trying to put into words something they can not! Think also of the ‘pressure’ that would be placed upon
these souls.
We thank the gentleman for the proposal. We KNOW this gentleman to be of assistance in many ways
and that his heart is of purity in the quest to maintain peace throughout all. We are TRUSTING that we
have satisfied his curiosity on the matter.
Thank you so much. I know he will not only be happy with ‘an’ answer ... but more so the fact ... that I
asked!!!
I am experiencing a strange twitching and tingling just under my bottom lip ... anything to do with
you?
Yes.
Nothing more to disclose on that? I’ll just twitch away then shall I?
It is to do with our energy within yours that is all.
Oh good ... I was worried for a minute I would look in the mirror and have grown a beard! I KNOW ... it’s
time to go ... Thank you ... For all that you are and all that you impart. In Love and thanks to you. xxx
* The gentleman who ‘proposed’ did so in a very eloquent and formal/respectful manner . This is just the
way it came out for me! I sincerely hope he KNOWS I meant well!
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 24

10 August 2011
Hello once again. I’ve been rather busy ( as you probably would know). I ‘get the urge’ to say hello
when I haven’t been in touch for a while.
Yet for us dearest one, it is but from one moment to the next. The soul’s recognition of itself cannot
be missed. For that is all we are ... one another ... always present with the self and each other ... yet in
different form. As the heart remembers the reconnection valve then there is a change regarding many
things.
When one fully understands the meaning of the fact that we are all one, we are all each other ... when
one TRULY KNOWS this ... how then would an individual consider causing any form of pain to itself? This is
what we are trying to express to you ... we are no different from you in essence ... only in form. The same
way that an insect is no different from you in essence ... only form. Yet how ... because of this difference
of appearance ... can your human form dispel such hatred and abuse at times for one that simply
‘appears’ differently.
I know. It is a sad thing I find, that some upon this earth have ‘chosen’ to consider another ‘less’ than
themselves.
And yet you are aware of the words ‘ What you do unto another ... you do unto yourselves’. This law
cannot be escaped. For BEING ONE, how can you do what you do to another and it not affect you in the
same way?
Do you mean here ... karma? I could interpret that a few ways. In that, if one were to torture another
... at some other ‘place’ in the human experience, the same would be done to them?
That question is taking us into very deep waters.
I’ll get my snorkel!
If , for example, a soul was to severely maim another human being ... say by severing off a limb,
with the intent of causing grief and pain ... it does not mean that at some point in the lifetimes of the
maimer that they too will have the same done to them . Yet we would announce that they will at
some juncture in their experience encounter the same ‘FEELING’ both physicality and emotionally. Yet
not necessarily by the severance of a limb. The physical pain is traumatic indeed but the ‘karmic law’
as you call it ...
What would you call it?
We would term it ‘The law of attraction’.
What???!!!!!
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You seem surprised. Yet we say to you that whatever you ‘give out’ you will undoubtedly receive
back ... attract back to yourself. It cannot be avoided. Yet it is more so the emotional repercussions that
one must endure. For physical pain eases ... yet the scar to another’s soul when they have been severely
treated takes a much greater time to heal and the inflictor of such pain has to endure of the same in
order to understand exactly what it had put upon ... itself. It is not punishment as many of you consider
it to be. There is no punishment from our understanding ways. There is however a necessity for the soul
self to fully accept responsibility for all its actions.
You are wondering what we are to discuss next are you not? We understand that there are many many
questions that souls of Earth would dearly Love to have answered by us and they ask of you to ask us.
There is an acceptance between us that we give forth that which we find most appropriate to speak of .
We are aware of this . From our perspective there is so much we could tell , so many avenues to explore
and yet such matters we consider to be unravelled in their appropriate time slot. What is to come
... as we have said many times ... will be KNOWN by the place in your heart ... and when incidents
occur ... the soul will recognize them. What we consider to be of most value is to help you understand
yourselves ... in order to prepare the way.
May I say you are doing a grand job. For you have indeed, through your word’s ... assisted many to
look upon this life of ours differently from the way we once did.
And this is our quest. Yet we say this is just kindergarten. Once the changes are in place ... the ‘Here we
are’ changes ... then there will be a whole new level of learning and understanding to work with. It will
be of great ease for those who choose to acknowledge their Truth instantly. Others may take greater
caution. Each individual must follow their hearts path when the changes assuredly get underway. We are
aware of many changes that have already taken place but these are just the baby steps in order
for
the great announcement to fall into place and that which the soul has cried for at night ... shall come to
pass.
We have been here before I know ... and I think so differently about things now than I did three years
ago when you announced you were to appear in our skies ... yet ... gotta say it my friends ... come that day
when our jaw drops to the ground in awe of your LIGHT presence ... in which ever form it may take
... there will be thousands upon thousands of us whose hearts will dissolve into uncontrollable tears for
the KNOWING that we KNEW!
Yet, you still now and then have doubts do you not?
Not big ones. I just sometimes wonder if we should find ourselves in 2020 and still no sign ... what would
my FEELINGS be about it? Yet, I have changed my attitude so much, that I guess ... if I continue on doing
so................... by 2020 ‘I’ will be so very different from what I am even now. So no matter what is going
on in our world I will be accepting it from a different place within myself. The thought of you landing
on earth on a regular basis and it being the norm seems such a far off dream looking at the ‘reality’
we are dreaming now ...
And yet can you honestly say that you do not FEEL it ... SEE it in your minds eye...........when you think of it
and KNOW it to be True?
I don’t know to be honest with you. It could just as easily be something that I simply want to happen.
Anyway ... sorry I am daydreaming ... wandering off a little........shall we talk about something more
tangible?
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You mean something you can get your hands on?
Where’s this going?
Your KNOWING is not something that can be touched physically. Your KNOWING comes from another
aspect of yourself....... your HIGHER self. This is why we ask so often and why your dearest compatriot
White Cloud acknowledges the importance of allowing yourselves to ‘switch off ‘......... for just a short
period of your time and connect up with the fullness of yourself.
Here, ALL KNOWLEDGE IS KNOWN. The more you understand how to access it, the less inquisitive you
become because there is nothing you do not KNOW. All the questions that run around in the heads of
many will dissolve, when they learn to be at peace with ‘this aspect’ of the self and allow the connection
of all aspects to unite for just a small period of time. Eventually, there will be a time when the presence
of the HIGHER self is present within the animated Being as a matter of course. You FEEL that this must
be in the very distant future, yet we would change that way of thinking about that FEELING!
Once the show begins ... the changes within the self will accumulate at a pace yet unknown. In the
vibration you are currently residing in ... the changes can affect your physicality and emotional wellbeing quite strongly and move you off balance. Yet when the Higher vibration arrives carrying within
it that which you long to see ... the ongoing changes that will be occurring within the soul self will not
‘knock one around’ so fully. The adjustments will be FELT with more ease and accepted and utilized in
what will become the normal way of BEing. Therefore, once in motion ... the quickening of where ones
soul is moving into will be of such ... that one can hardly recognize oneself from one moment to the
next.
KNOW ... FEEL ... CONNECT ... with your HIGHER self whenever you think to do so. It is of great
KNOWLEDGE and of a LIGHT that would dazzle your human eyes ... and yet ... dearest beloved friends
... THIS IS WHO YOU TRULY ARE. FEEL IT ... KNOW IT ... BE IT.
We repeat again because of the importance ... Do you think we would be wasting your time and ours by
offering these words to you if these wonders were not to come about? Think about it? FEEL ... KNOW
... the difference within yourselves these days and how far you have opened yourselves up to your
TRUTHFULNESS’. BY FEELING this journey you are traveling ... you will recognize OUR TRUTH. OUR reason in
conversing with you dear friends ... is not to simply pass the time of day ... it is so that you can KNOW and
BE PREPARED for all that we have spoken about ... to come into your place of existence at this time
... wherever you are.
The waiting at time seems unbearable ... yet when you are living in your Truth ... there is no waiting ...
you already have what you are waiting for.
Thank you ... eh ... just a note for your diary ... The pillars of light??? You said by the end of our year ... just
so you don’t forget. Many are looking out for them. I know we have 5 months, just didn’t want it to slip
your mind ... knowing how busy you are an’ all!
And how do you FEEL about them and the appearance of?
You know don’t you? But seeing as you asked there must be a reason. I would like them to show as you
have said. Otherwise ... I will of course have to consider correspondence with you. EVEN THOUGH ... I
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KNOW you to be of TRUTH and how you are helping so many ... it wouldn’t be right for you to say this
and then not deliver the goods.
I accept your TRUTH about Oct 14th and why you could not do as you had wanted. I accept that Oct
14th was for many many reasons ... But we have our TRUST in you ... on a very deep level ... and to
not have a display of such when you said there would be one ... would not make sense. Your ‘street
cred’ would take yet another dive ... and CLEARLY I don’t want that to happen. Do you see where I am
coming from? Some say WE are the pillars, some say this, some say that . YOU said there would be pillars
of great Light in the sky that would carry the most wonderful energy. For all to see. You did not say
metaphorically etc. ... you said that we could not miss them. So ... I greatly look forward to seeing them
... OK??? Good. Marvellous! LOVE YA!
Point taken. Point understood. We smile at you as you are smiling at us. Our BENGS swell with LIGHT and
Love at you as yours do at us. WE ARE ONE.
IN lOVE AND THANKS UNTIL NEXT TIME.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 25

20 August 2011
Good evening to you. Just wondering how things are going with you? Down here on the ground we are
playing our part to the best of our ability but it sure is nice to have some friendly words of encouragement
and advise from your perspective on our worldly matters.
We thank you for your inspiration also to connect up with us when you FEEL it the right time. Continuing
on a journey that most of you consider to be treacherous here and there, we would like to convey our
condolences to those who FEEL that this is how it is to be.
I FEEL your humour here ... you are catching on!
Yet suffice to say for many this is their TRUTH. They feel that there is nothing but treachery that lies
ahead and they are preparing themselves for the worst ... which of course brings upon their BEING
more and more fear of what ‘they believe’ is to come. We cannot express enough that there is nothing
that is to take place that is doom and gloom ... or the coming of the end times. Such words that say so
are merely ... and note please the word ‘merely’ ... propaganda. Upon your network matrix more and
more of ‘what is not’ is being integrated with ‘what is’ so that one becomes more confused as to what
they FEEL they SHOULD BE believing. Do you see dear ones? Do you see what is happening? When untruth
is scattered amongst TRUTH it makes only for disturbance to the senses. For in one moment the heart
space is ‘KNOWING’ and in the next ‘frame’ the heart space is FEELING anxiety and fear. Leaving the
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senses higgledy piggledy. Note too we have mentioned here ‘the senses’ ... What is happening, the way
this propaganda has been ‘designed’ is to do exactly that ... to mess with your senses. To put them in
a place where they ultimately FEEL upset and concerned. This in turn places your vibration at a lower
frequency and this is the intention of the exercise.
Therefore we say again to you ... If something you see, hear or read gives you that churning in the
stomach, in the inner part of your KNOWING, it is because it is not resonating on your HIGHEST level of
TRUTH. The HEART is informing you that this is a ‘no go’ area and yet your head ... with all respect ... is
often way behind in the intelligence department and begins to blow the FEELING out of all proportion by
moving it into the ‘think and destruct ‘ instead of keeping it in the ‘FEEL and KNOW’.
In these intense times whist ALL things in your world are moving into their Higher place, there is a force
at work that is now desperate to have its last fling. DO NOT FALL UNDER ITS SPELL. All we have asked of
you, all we have stated in order to assist you move away from such atrocities of corruption ... were done
so in the KNOWING that you would not succumb to that which does not serve.
Dearest Ones. AWAKEN NOW TO YOUR TRUTH. Listen with your breath, not your ears. Feel with your heart
not your mind. Trust in all that you KNOW you are. You have gained so much knowledge along your
journey, from us and others who have chosen to weave their magic in order to present a way forward.
NOW as you experience the changes ... NOW is the exact time to put all you have learned into place.
When you remember the deepest most precious aspect of who you are ... when you remember why you
are here ... you will be lifted by a force of knowledge. A force of GRACE that is YOU. A power of extreme
integrity that will allow you to recognize that which you came here to do. As each new day presents
itself to you, your intuition becomes your best friend. You stir within you the very depths of your soul that
KNOW what is. ‘Recall’ will become second nature and you will find yourself behaving in a fashion that is
new ... yet so becoming to all that you FEEL to be TRUTH. Your gifts of DIVINE origin will be awakened once
again and bring with them a familiarity that allows you to embrace the coming events.
That which is to occur shall resonate as ‘ I KNOW THIS’. Fear cannot be present ... for end results are
indeed KNOWN and therefore one is simply connecting with the Divine plan and all that it entails.
More than anything we can express to you ... what will be of most importance ... is to unite your
brothers and sisters of Earth with the knowledge that you have accumulated through recall once again.
This task is not a menial one. For when you look upon your worlds people as they stand now, there are
many that are simply not prepared for what is to come very shortly now. Their systems will retreat into
shock and panic, creating pandemonium around many areas. It is then YOU, YOU SOULS of LIGHT that
have chosen to undertake these positions of authority ... and lead the lost and afraid in to a humbled
haven where TRUTH will put their Beings at ease ... and help them to understand that which ... until such
a time when it can be fully understood ... was once to them, merely fantasy.
We cannot say necessarily that it is with regret that they are afraid due to misinformation ... for as each
of you KNOW in your hearts, if your world was in the place of where it is moving to ... there would have
been no need for this great Ascension plan. It is BECAUSE of the fear and the lower energy formations
that this great transformation into LIGHT is to succeed. It is BECAUSE of all of the fear and control that
one is READY to change and transform ALL. So it is in gratitude FOR ALL involved that we are excited at
what is to come about.
Ask the question that just popped into your head.
I wasn’t going to ... I decided not to ... you just popped it into my head in that moment.
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We feel it will allow a lot of fear to be dropped and this would be beneficial.
Okeydokey. Many are spreading fear ... unintentionally ... with concerns of ‘ELENIN’ crashing into Earth
or indeed coming so close that it will cause all sorts of havoc and that now there is the possibility that
Oct 28th 2011 is the end of the Mayan Calendar and tying the two together etc. etc. etc. You see to be
honest ... I don’t see why you want me to bring this up ... isn’t it fear mongering? Haven’t you already
brought this up tonight?
And we wonder how many of you will have put two and two together. We would very much like to
‘give our take’ on the current proposal regarding that which we asked you to mention. It is this ... what
so ever is to occur ... no matter what ‘form’ it may present itself ... is to be recognized for what it is ... the
change over from how things are into how they are going to be.
You can choose as an individual to be afraid of the dog next door, if that is how you desire to live your
days. Always apprehensive the minute you leave your doorstep that the dog is going to jump up and
attack. OR ... you can face it. You can befriend it. You can overcome your fear of the animal by simply
making the decision not to be afraid of it any more. You can change your entire attitude about what
is to occur when you leave your doorstep before you even open you front door. THE KEY IS ... to KNOW
that what you are about to experience is going to be a good one! NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS! In time
... through perseverance ... that dog which you were once afraid of, becomes a part of your day that
you greatly look forward to having. You and the dog become the best of friends. You grow to LOVE each
other. It is the change of attitude. The decision to change your attitude about everything that does
not serve you ... that will serve you so well.
Let not anything ... dearest dearest friends of ours ... let not one thing overshadow the beauty of all
that is. FIND ... SEEK OUT ... the rainbows which are present in every atom. If you do not look, how will
you see them? Yet look with the eyes within your soul. Only there will you discover a world that has
been forgotten and yet now it is once again rising into its rightful position. You are at the brink of this
discovery. You are the ones that are standing so strongly in position ... awaiting now ... only for the
orders that you already KNOW ... to be activated and carried through. As each one of you rests at ease in
the ‘new you’ ... and FEELS comfortable with all that it entails ... you will be able to carry within you the
steadfast awareness of that which you came here to do ... now playing out.
How will you KNOW this? You will FEEL it. A FEELING inside that KNOWS. We cannot explain it in any other
way.
Choose to befriend the dog. We suggest this to be most important. Start now by making all that you are
afraid of into your best friend. It is you, after all, who are creating this NEW WORLD. This you KNOW. You
are drawing ever closer to it. Turn fear into friendship. Become at peace within all that sits uneasily
with your TRUE KNOWING. For your TRUE KNOWING KNOWS that there is nothing that exists that is more
powerful than LOVE ... and you are of LOVE ... therefore why would one be afraid of anything?
What you consider to be fearful is only of it because YOU have placed the ‘energy of fear’ around it
... in you reality ... which isn’t really real anyway. Simply ... yes simply, dearest friends ... change the
energy around it ... around everything that you are unsure of ... into LOVE. Not through saying ‘You LOVE
it’ ... for words are words ... but by FEELING AND KNOWING you LOVE IT. THEN you can use words ... for it is
the intention and the energy they carry that make them what they are.
Thank you ... Yet some would say you haven’t really answered in full the question you wanted me to
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ask.
Yet others would KNOW we have ... in our way. We would ask it to be accepted by the inquisitive mind
... and this is not new to you ... when we say that ... there are some things which are not to be known
until they occur. There are a thousand fold reasons for this and we do not have the time now or in the
future to make explanation of this. If some things that are not to be known until they take place WERE
known ... it would/could alter the course of that which is planned. Interference from certain sources
would not serve well.
The element of surprise is now to be undertaken. This has been sourced as the ultimate procedure in
the coming times. Yet let it be understood also that WE DO KNOW WHAT WE ARE DOING. Far more than we
are sometimes given credit for. Yet this is of no consequence to us. We are not here to seek adoration
or score points from you ... we have far more universally important matters to attend to! Yet we do care
so very much, that when we present phenomena in your skies ... that to which has never been conceived
in the human thought before ... that each and every one is as safe and of ‘sound mind’ as ‘humanly’
possible.
Your well BEING is of great attention in our plans ... For through and in LOVE we are ONE.
That’s it for now ... just got the nod. Thank you ... I look forward to what is to come ... however LOVE
presents itself ... I welcome it.
In love and thanks my friends. Truly ... thank you!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 26

2 September 2011
Well, third time lucky as they say*. I know that if you are not here to chat this morning then I am to
leave it for a short while. I accept this and understand. If you wish to be heard at this time, please go
ahead.
We accept the position in which you find yourself. It Is not that we are ‘leaving’ … it is more to do with
factual circumstances that are about to occur … and after discussion we feel at this time that it would be
of more generosity of heart to retreat from these ‘often’ communications, for indeed as you say … just a
short while.
This is ok, as long as I KNOW that it is not a final Goodbye and that this break … as we have had before … is
just temporary.
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Dearest heart … in our world we do not consider it to be a break. We give to you knowledge as we have
done for it is compatible with our plans to do so. This ‘break’ as you call it is not the first time, nor shall
it be the last. Everything is ‘rushing’ ahead now and we consider that those of you on Earth now have
‘utensils’ to build upon and gauge for yourselves the positioning of your hearts place within all that is to
be presented to you.
So, in ‘our time on Earth’ how long a break are we talking here?
Not long … we propose two to three weeks from now.
Well, we have had two, plus three more … not too long a wait I guess. I really feel a ‘weak’ link and I am
not going to push my luck. I Trust in you and I am assuming I will FEEL the nod when you are next ready to
have a chat.
There, of course, are many reasons for this interlude. Some of which will become apparent in the time
we choose to remain silent with you. KNOW souls of Earth that although this may seem that we are
‘away’ … we are far from it. Ever closer now to all things transpiring in the manner to which we have
always stated. Nothing has changed for us … only the level of Love that you are walking back into. This
is most agreeable and makes all things much Brighter as we go about that which must be attuned. We
would offer a few more explanations in that … you also Blossom … are in need of this time as much is to
take place within you and around you also. Energies are at an all time ‘swirling’ for all and it is important
that we allow the self to settle within and gain proportion with that which is currently relevant to
upliftment.
KNOW WE ARE OF LOVE and through this LOVE we come. Keep watchful … Remain in your DIVINE TRUTH
and LIGHT at all times … through all weathers. This is to be your Saving Grace. We give LOVE of vast
energy to you during these times … as indeed we have done throughout. For now … we retract our
energy from yours dearest one and we look forward to our next meet up.
Ok … I FEEL as if during this ‘break’ … our hearts will FEEL a strong ‘pull’ towards you … a sort of FEELING as
if we can FEEL you much nearer … a KNOWING . Thank you for clarifying what I FEEL I already suspected. I
will leave it there and look forward to our reunion in ‘this’ way. In LOVE and thanks and a few thousand
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx! May the force be with you … Nanu Nanu … over and out
* I had tried a link up two days ago and although I got through, it was a very weak link. It was an hour and
a half and a bit of a struggle to be honest. When I pressed ‘control S’ to save the work ... the ‘error
‘
box came up saying the programme needed to close and I lost the lot. Then again last night I tried
and
within five minutes I didn’t feel things were right. I had a few words that made me wary and I have learned
to close down immediately as I did not FEEL the communication was ‘our mates’ and I am not up for
any of that nonsense! So ... above is the result of a last attempt for now to see if i could get anything at
all. I was surprised I did. Breaks with both White Cloud and The Federation of Light have occurred before.
I TRUST their judgement on the matter and of course always look forward to getting back together again.
It is KNOWN that in these short breaks ... much ‘alteration’ takes place within us on a growth level. Many
thanks for your understanding. Blossom.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 27

25 September 2011
Hello again. I am FEELING it’s about time to connect up with you once again and my little heart is a’
pounding as I tune in to make the connection. Anyone home?
We are always home ... for that, dearest one, is where all Truth lies.
Well I went through a few things in our break ... how about you guys?
What we are noticing from many is the intense purpose to see this through. The strongest will is
presenting itself to the soul and is allowing one to make contact with that Higher part of the self. It is
clear to us that although this is taking place ... we have underestimated that which the souls of Earth
at this time are capable of. For in recognizing more and more the Truth of one’s Truth, one is also
separating that which no longer is of use to the New World and assisting it to remove its energy from the
self. The ways in which this acceptance of the reality of what is taking place is unfolding, is releasing out
into your atmospherics a ‘call’ which so many Beings of Lighter vibration are now in ‘earshot’ of.
For in past days things were not quite so easily understood. We would say that ‘calls of confusion and
concern’ were being heralded by souls of your Earth ... whereas now, at this transitional time ... there is a
difference in that which is being ‘called out to’ and indeed ‘called upon’.
The vibrational level that is now upon and within your planet has risen quite considerably and many
of you were aware of the ‘dangerous waters’ that were swelling as the new current poured into your
planet. This being said ... the tides are now subsiding for a time and the calm seas are bringing peace to
the once troubled waters.
We ask of you to remain calm. To keep yourselves finely attuned to this new vibration. There shall be
some who read of our words who shall say that they do not FEEL that they have moved into it. We say
to you that it is not possible for you NOT to have done. For it is there NOW with you and your BEINGS are
adjusting to their Higher potential.
There is so much change that HAS taken place and as your inner energy settles you will encounter
these changes and they will bring such warmth to you heart.
May I ask what these changes are?
You may.
(blank for a time ... ) OK ... what are these changes?
We would prefer not to offer for reasons that shall seem obvious when you recognize them for
yourselves. You see dearest souls, it is YOU is it not that are making the changes upon your planet? It
is YOU you have strived and toiled for so long to bring about this Divinity upon your planet ... that even
as you take each new breath ... is transmitting out to your Earth energies, thoughts and FEELINGS that
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accompany the vibrational energy that you have come to Earth to transcend. If we were to explain
to
you the changes you would be looking around each corner for it to happen to you ... and should it not
happen to a particular individual it may cause doubt that they may not be ‘good enough’ or have ‘earned
the right’. Friends of ours, we smile at these thoughts that entangle your minds and move on through to
your heart space. It is for you to understand that each and every one of you are Children of God. What
you surmount (*1?) that word to mean is entirely your own position. Yet we say to you, that when you
understand the TRUTH of that which we have just stated ... there certainly would be no consideration of
doubt ... for when you TRULY KNOW YOU ARE CHILDREN OF GOD ... EVERYTHING falls into place.
You are moving into a place within you that will astound your BEINGS. We are aware that we have
spoken of this many times. Yet when these moments occur ... you shall recognize that the repetition of
such words was necessary.
As you FEEL and understand the Higher vibration that we spoke of earlier you will also FEEL and
understand YOURSELVES on a much deeper level. All ‘promiscuity’ (*2?) from which you have betrayed
your souls TRUTH shall disperse into the nothingness from which it was created. Dearest most treasured
souls ... WE LOVE YOU. We wish you to FEEL this LOVE in a different manner from that which you have
‘desired’ it to be. We desire now for you to delve deeply into your hearts demise and within that place of
squabbling regarding who you are and WHAT IS TRUTH ...
STOP!
STOP ALL THAT YOU HAVE LEARNED THROUGH THE OLD SCHOOL. All the indoctrinations, all the misleading
untruths that have enslaved you for so long.
STOP NOW with all these thoughts that have seen you chained and shackled to walls that have not
allowed you to BE WHO YOU ARE.
STOP NOW questioning what lies ahead of you and whether or not you shall survive.
STOP STOP STOP fretting about what is or is not going to take place ... what will happen to you ... what will
happen to your animals ... your homes ... your finances.
STOP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Instead ... take in new breath ... and
START ... breathing IN this Higher energy that is now surrounding you ... engulfing you .
START FEELING these energies in their TRUTH and what they bring forth to you for your HIGHER GOOD.
START KNOWING THAT EVERY THING THAT IS TAKING PLACE ... BE IT TODAY ... TOMORROW OR NEXT YEAR IS PART
OF THE DIVINE PLAN AND THAT PLAN HAS NOTHING OTHER THAN YOUR HAPPINESS AS ITS MAJOR PRIORITY.
START UNDERSTANDING THAT YOU ARE ABOUT TO BECOME A ‘YOU’ THAT YOU HAVE KNOWN BEFORE. A ‘YOU’
THAT IS ONLY OF LOVE.
START KNOWING THAT ALL THAT THIS ‘YOU’ IS HERE FOR NOW ... ON THIS BEAUTIFUL PLANET OF YOURS ... IS TO BE
LOVE.
START BEHAVING IN THE ATTITUDE OF THIS KNOWING BEING YOUR REALITY.
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Until you START doing so ... you cannot bring forth this NEW WORLD that is your NEW abode. If you
continue to hang onto even a thread of the old world you are preventing the transition from ‘doing its
thing’. It cannot ‘lift’ if it still has ties that hold it down. YOU are the ones to release those ties. THAT IS
WHY YOU CAME. To undo the undoing’s!!!
It is so important that you “GET THIS’. That you ‘remember this’. It shall be as the days continue ... that
memories of who and why you are here shall return to you. It shall be in a way of ‘flashes’ of vivid
KNOWING. The more you connect with these occurrences the more this shall allow them to enter
through the barriers that are coming down.
BY BEING LOVE AT ALL TIMES THROUGHOUT ALL HAPPENINGS YOU ARE OPENING THE VORTEX THAT
STREAMS MORE AND MORE INFORMATION TO YOU. It is a knock on effect and the more that is allowed to
spring forth shall enhance the very core of the Earth.
You are moving into a time when you shall recognize great powers within you for this power that
you are ... this LOVE. This POWER OF LOVE had been lain dormant for so long ... for too long ... and NOW
IT AWAKENS ... and as it does so, it AWAKENS a part of you that has slept so deeply. This precious part of
you that only when you awaken to it, shall you realize how much it has been missed. For it is your ‘off
spring’ ... your part of you that comes from the heavenly you ... IT IS AWAKENING NOW and shall bring
you such joy that is simply indescribable in your Earthly words. Yet when you FEEL this part of you that is
once again awake, then ... dearest brothers and sisters of the one family ... shall you understand ALL
that we have been saying. Not only shall you understand ... you shall FEEL it and KNOW it to BE THE DIVINE
ESSENCE of WHO YOU ARE. And you shall welcome and embrace it with loving arms as one welcomes the
lost when they return home once again.
Thank you. It FEELS very strong, this connection with you tonight. The time we have been ‘silent’’ has
whizzed by, from my point of view. Yet to be back ‘in touch’ FEELS so warm and I am so happy that we are
together once again.
Blossom ... our words that you so kindly offer out to many are soon to be more than just words. And
when this comes about ... it is YOU ... each one of you ... that shall be so decidedly familiar with all that
you attest to. Dearest ones of expectation ... we say to you that already your skies are filled with LIGHT.
As this Light shines upon your Earth it shall reveal much that has been shadowed by the dark. When
these events unfold we shall call upon you ... our Earth allies ... to TRUST ALL THAT YOU KNOW ... TO
STAND STEADFAST IN THAT KNOWING ... for this KNOWING and TRUSTING in YOURSELVES shall be the key to
open the doorway into the NEW WORLD.
For now we FEEL it is time to dismiss our ‘secretary’ so as not to drain energies ... as you get used to the
Higher vibration in which we now come through.
How kind! Just got to say ........... Great to be back on board. Thank you ... TRULY THANK YOU for this
interaction from wherever you may reside … to this little planet that is our vacational home. And what
vacation !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

a

*1. Surmount. To prevail over: to surpass in quality or attainment: to get to the top of. Not sure if this
word should have been surmise? Yet surmount is what I got.
*2. Promiscuity. Casual; irregular; haphazard: consisting of parts, elements, or individuals of different
kinds brought together without order: indiscriminate; without discrimination. I had a moments pause
when this word came through but went with it and didn’t allow it to interfere with the link. Yet this
meaning seems to fit as opposed to the connotation I know of the word.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 28

7 October 2011
Good evening to you my friends. Utter forth that which you FEEL will be most beneficial for those on our
planet to hear at this time.
This we are most comfortable in doing and that which we desire to share with you is actually all that
you already KNOW. This of course is the factor of so many of you resonating with that which we say,
because it is of your knowledge and consent before we even offer words to be transcribed. How brightly
you are shining within your souls KNOWING in these times. Is there one of you that can say this is not
so? For even those who may FEEL ill at ease ... are also aware of the LIGHT that is deep within and of it’s
emergence to the surface in order to transcend. Pillars of Light are you indeed.
Ha! You brought it up! ( I am grinning from ear to ear)
It was our intention to do so. For would you not admit to conspiring thoughts of ‘jumping ship’ dearest
lady ... should these Pillars that we have spoken of not present themselves in the exact way we stated
that they would?
Mmm! You’ve been listening in! Well, seeing that you obviously want this out in the open I am happy
go along with this request. Yes ... I have considered stopping communication with you if this has not
occurred by 2012. Not for ever ... but until you deliver the goods.

to

So your TRUST in us is wavering a little?
Nope! Not at all. So I realize this may seem odd. Yet, the way I see it ... it wouldn’t seem correct for you not
to deliver as you have said ... with all respect ... because souls get disappointed and lose interest in what you
have to say ... however enlightening it may be. That’s all really. We still have a while yet ... so I see little point
in wasting time on this as these pillars may appear at any time.
We prefer to redirect your query to the possibilities of such occurrences coming into LIGHT well in the
time frame of that which we speak. It is unnecessary for us to be of concern regarding this matter. Do
you FEEL understood?
Do I FEEL understood? Or do you mean do I understand?
We mean what we say. Do you FEEL understood?
Sorry lost the plot here. About what?
About who you are?
It really doesn’t matter if I am or not. I do what I do because I KNOW it is what I am meant to be doing.
What is the need for this question please?
Because its relevance is necessary to the subject matter we have been digesting.
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The Pillars of Light?
Indeed. Let us progress further ... do you FEEL understood by us?
Oh! Never really thought about it. I just always assume you ‘KNOW ME’ and therefore ‘accept’ my ways
and thoughts. Therefore, I guess ... Yes I FEEL understood by you.
Yet you question our motives?
Nope. Your motive to bring these ‘pillars of Light’ to be displayed to us is only of Highest intention. It is
not your motive ... you misunderstand ... it is my concern that if these Pillars of Light are not presented
... you will have many people lose faith in you and all the work you have done . I can’t actually believe
we are still on the subject to be honest.
Yet we find it of importance from YOUR point of view Blossom. For as you are aware ... WE are aware of
your thoughts regarding this.
I have to laugh! ... Feel free to ‘let it go’. As we have discussed ... there is still time. Let’s just wait and see
shall we? I would like to move on if we may?
And moving on, moving forward ... is something that many of you have been made aware of within your
souls recognition of a Higher degree is it not?
Yep. Gotta say I am feeling very bright and breezy these days. Much Lighter in my own presence.
Guessing this is the energy coming in and blending?
Correct. You see more brightly. You FEEL more tenderly. You behave more conducively to that which
your BEING ... IS. This LIGHTness that is upon you is just the beginning dearest friends. The joy you are
experiencing ... be it sometimes only fleeting ... is the onset to that which is to unfold ... before your eyes.
You who have chosen to allow yourselves to find yourselves, are now able to relate a little more to that
which we have expressed to you. And the more you are able to ‘see’ into that teaching ... the more you
are able to let the wonderment present itself. The manner in which it does so is most subtle so as not to
confront or set off balance. Yet you can FEEL it now ... this Higher level of yourselves. You are retrieving
glimpses of who you are and through this discovery ... you are capable of catching the moment and
KNOWING that ‘It is taking place’. This upward journey is happening as you breath and you are smiling as
you FEEL the presence of something that you have been waiting for that is now approaching.
Let your Light guide you. Let it be a beacon to others. Dearest, most DIVINE energies upon your planet
Earth. You are here ... now ... in this present moment. You are walking the steps that lead you into the
forgotten lands that once bathed you. You are allowing your Higher understanding to accompany you
and you TRUST it. For it’s TRUTH cannot be denied due to the FEELING that it offers. This KNOWING ... this
deeper understanding of ‘what this is all about’ ... is telling you of home.
It is creating a magnetic field that is way above the force field that you have resided within for so long
now. This NEW magnetic field is much stronger than you are accustomed to and therefore, it is setting
you off balance here and there as you adjust ... and adjust you shall. And when you have done so
... you will FEEL this NEW FORCE. It has ... within the creation that you have accomplished ... new/old
mysteries that shall unfold. Powers that have lain dormant are to awaken within you once again due
to this new magnetized energy. Play with it ... experiment with it ... TRUST it as you discover it. Memories
of old shall flood into your minds and skills long unattended shall once again be a natural part of your
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everyday living.
Dearest ones ... YOU KNOW .... YOU UNDERSTAND ... YOU ARE ‘GETTING IT”! We KNOW of this as TRUTH.
For the vibration that we can sense could not be held as such ... if it was not for this KNOWING. The
frequency that you are dwelling within has changed channel from that which it was. This is of great joy
to us ... for it PROVES that we are indeed coming into a time when we are of such delight. Those of you on
Earth are to co-join with those who are not. Reunions of souls are to capture hearts calls. Long have you
missed one another’s heartbeat.
Ask yourselves in this moment of your TRUTH ... of your understanding ... ‘CAN I FEEL THE CHANGE IN ME?
CAN I FEEL MY HEART CONNECTING WITH THOSE NOT OF EARTH’S PHYSICALITY?’
We KNOW so many of you will grace yourselves with the correct answer ... in LOVE. We have journeyed
so far, for so long. We have waited patiently ... as have you ... yet now in your TRUTH you can FEEL how
close we are. Close to occurrences taking place that shall bring down the great divide that has led so
many of your world to forget who they are.
When these moments are in your reality ... dearest most treasured brothers and sisters ... there shall
be rejoicing throughout planets ... throughout universes! How close we are to these celebrations. FEEL
you hearts beat faster in anticipation of this TRUTH. FEEL the excitement growing hour by hour. Let not
that which surrounds you bring you into a place of dismay ... for what is displayed is a ‘layer’ ... a ‘film’
over that which is to be revealed. These falsities are melting before your eyes. Such untruths that have
masked the absolute beauty of TRUTH are to be swept away and ALL that lies before you shall bring your
souls into the brightest recognition of that which is TRULY and ONLY LOVE!
YOU ARE OF IT. YOU ARE IT. LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE. BE IT. SHINE IT. EMBRACE IT.
LOVE ... the most Divine LOVE that is YOU ... is awaiting your souls acknowledgment of itself ... to BE itself.
Soon now ... so very soon.
I won’t even go there with that word. It really is ok! All is as should be. We are in gratitude to you for
your connection. I really do FEEL a Heightened vibration as I am writing this ... It’s very exciting to be part
of all this . And I KNOW it’s just going to keep on getting better all the time! Woo hoooo!!!!!!!!!!
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 29

19 October 2011
Good morning to you. I am so looking forward to connecting with you today. I am ready to begin
whenever you are.
We are ready to go ahead also. In Light of what is transpiring upon your planet, it is safe to say that
illuminations are being prepared. The everyday assistance from where you stand is uplifting that which
must be in place in order for certain objectives to be obtained. The essence of that which you are now
recognizing is therefore allowing a LIGHT to shine from within you and broadcast it throughout to many
who have been sleeping in the shadows.
We are showing you of bells ringing ... of celebration ... of jubilance. These most exciting times are
proving to be just that! So many of you now are accepting the changes. So many of you are insisting upon
TRUTH becoming the mainstream message. All that is transpiring upon your Earth at this time is bringing
into fruition that which has been attested to. You have gently persuaded yourselves to come and join the
party. You are considering matters which were once disagreeable to you, yet now you find yourselves in
the throng and engaging upon missions of which your heart has asked of you.
Each individual is being drawn towards their seeking and led to pathways which pronounce for them
that which they are to follow. Their hearts KNOW of this and through choice are duty bound.
In the days to come dearest ones many of you will FEEL so at home in all that your heart is asking of
you. You will not question for the KNOWING of its call does not bring in doubt. As each new day dawns
it brings with it the next phase of your journey. You are BECOMING the beacons of Light that you KNOW
you are. You are insisting that you are heard and respected. You are emerging from the depths and
allowing secrets to be displayed in their full glory.
NOW IS THE TIME WARRIORS OF LIGHT ... when your marching as ONE shall be recognized.
FEEL the strength in you that has been gifted to you as this Highest energy infiltrates into your ethers. Take
note of how you are FEELING as an individual and KNOW that this is magnified throughout your planet ...
as ALL warriors are FEELING the same.
WE ARE ONE. You on Earth are no different in TRUTH from where we are. You are accepting this as a reality
now and your souls are preparing for the great wonders that are to transpire in the coming months.
I have to say ... it will be a delight to witness these wonders for indeed the wait has seemed long and
arduous at times ... and yet once again there seems to be excitement in the air , probably due to
nearing dates that offer ‘hope’ and without doubt ... so much is coming to Light now ... being proven
through destroyed underground basis of ‘ill repute’ ... and the gathering of ‘Armies of Light’ in cities all
over the world ... pronouncing ‘We have had enough of the old way’. It really is all happening is it not?
It would seem impractical to assume that dates impending should be anything other than constructive
in form. We would suggest that preparation of the self would be most winning in terms of readiness to
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accept the incoming/ongoing streams of Higher vibration that are now filling your space. Many of you
are being ‘touched’ by this heightened playground and we offer assistance to you as you become
more resolute in the new stance in which you are subjecting yourselves too.
Is this really it then? Is this the point where there is no turning back? When we KNOW through what is
being presented in so many aspects, is that which we have been talking about for so long? Is this the
time when we no longer need to KNOW just from within (which hasn’t always been easy let’s face
it) that what is happening in our reality ... in front of our eyes ... is absolute proof of all that we have
‘hoped for’?
We would ask not that you surmise that these events on your planet are ‘walking the talk’, but that
you KNOW it. And you do, do you not? Because ... YOU CAN FEEL IT. We have insisted throughout
conversations with you that you FEEL from the depths of your souls that which you KNOW to be TRUTH.
You have as you stated Blossom, found it hard at times to hold on to that Truth, for it seemed that
everything around you was telling you otherwise. Yet NOW ... HERE IT IS. Not just ONE moment of TRUTH
... But MANY. So much will now come to the ‘front page news’ for if it does not, people of your Earth
would question why. Matters that have been ‘kept in the dark’ can no longer be so. For YOU as Light
Pillars have seen to that.
It is YOU ... YOU who have remained steadfast to your souls KNOWING that have brought these days of
Light out into the open. This is why YOU were chosen. Do you ‘Get it ‘ now? Do you fully understand why
you are here and what you came to do?
You speak of gateways opening ... yet realize too that it is YOU who are opening the gates. These portals
of Light could not ‘enter in’ if YOU were not of the correct vibration to receive them and utilize them for
their correct purpose.
HOW STRONG YOU ARE NOW! YOU CAN FEEL IT! WE KNOW YOU CAN!
It is in these future days also that more and more souls shall begin their ‘new journey’. May it be
remembered that for many of you , that which is so familiar will be ‘STARTLING’ to so many and it is your
offering of understanding that shall allow those that are FEELING so ill at ease to be softened into their
hearts Truth and all within and without shall be well.
There is so much ahead. There is so much to do . Long have you sat around twiddling your thumbs
awaiting your KNOWING to be put into action. You have done all that was necessary. If you had not, we
could not be at this juncture. This Divine Juncture! Yet now , yes we say to you ... HOLD ON TO YOUR
HATS!!!!! How so many of you will laugh when you fully accept the TRUE meaning of why we give you this
statement.
It will be interesting. I KNOW you have spoken of it many times before, yet when you said it just now ...
Whoop! Out the tears flowed. I am assuming it is the energy carried within them this time that affected
me?
The energy carried within so much is affecting ALL. It is FELT on a Higher level of the self. It is not just
because IT is a Higher frequency, it is because YOU are now of a Higher ‘degree’ in order to meet up and
merge with this Higher force of LOVE.
The LOVE that you are ... that you have always been ... you are now becoming. There can be of no denial
when you ask your heart who you are. Ask it now? Ask your heart ‘Who am I’. It did not reply by giving
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you your name did it? Of course not. For you are not your name. How did it respond? It answered “ I AM
LOVE’. We know it did!
Doesn’t take a rocket scientist these days!!! I am on such a high right now. What a pleasure to chat
with you ... on this frequency.
And do you fully appreciate what a joy it is for us to do the same? For as you, Blossom, are not just
talking to one of us, but a collective , we too are doing the same . A win win situation is it not?
I reckon so. I have to say I AM full to the brim with LOVE right now. So much love in my heart its flowing
through my eyes!! No wonder when White Cloud speaks of water, he always speaks of LOVE!!! We can FEEL
this change within us. We can make this change in our world ... and it looks like we are. We all have our
roles to play as you have said. Can you share with us what to expect from here on?
And spoil the excitement? We are assuming that you have now understood that we consider it more
polite to allow yourselves to reveal to one another that which is transpiring on the Highest level of
movement. If we were to tell, you would always be expecting. We have found it necessary and of
misunderstood importance to ‘tap into’ certain revelations ... for they shall be given their rightful
position in justice at the correct and most appropriate time. These ‘astounding’s’ were part of the Divine
plan. Yet, what is to come is of your own creation as we combine efforts and show to those who knew
of us not ... that we are here ... alongside you ... to construct a New World . One of ALL that is pure . One
that is of Light where nothing that can scar or maim can enter in.
Your NEW WORLD lies ahead. You are walking into it with every step you take. You are LEADING THE WAY
INTO THE LIGHT. Your soul’s guidance takes you there ... and there shall be not one that is left behind.
The pathway shall not be removed. It is there and shall remain there for each one in their own given
choice of understanding to make the journey within their own pace. Yet not one shall be turned away.
For it is by the participating in the journey, as they take each step ... that their soul is preparing itself for
what lies ahead. IT IS THE JOURNEY that each one of you chose to embark upon that allows the individual
to ‘enter in’ . To walk through the gate. One cannot reach the gate unless they have ‘walked the path’ ...
so there can be no ‘turning away’. It is a ‘God given right to ‘enter in’ once one has reached the gate. This
is the way it is and not one thing can alter this.
That is lovely to hear as many FEEL afraid of leaving loved ones behind. As White Cloud says, we all get to
the same destination, it just depends on which bus route we choose to take!
And of course he is correct. Such wisely words that are given and all one need do is ask the soul to hear
them on the level in which they are offered ... that of Truth.
You are beginning to recognize now on a Higher level ... that KNOWING of TRUTH. You are able to
understand that which has been shared and we would say to you ... KNOWING NOW THIS FEELING
... THIS LEVEL OF TRUTH ... FEELING IT ... Can you see why sometimes we have found it hard to be
understood through words? This FEELING you are FEELING ... try to explain it in words to another. Not so
easy is it? TRUST in this FEELING for it is the way forward. No words needed to BE IT. But just by FEELING IT
you are doing what you came here to do ... you came here to BE IT ... and by FEELING it at this Higher
frequency you are doing just that ... BEING IT.
Indeedy!!! It just gets better does it not? The more we shed the old skin ... the more the New can be
revealed.
Thanks so much. The teas brewing! In Love and thanks.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 30

27 October 2011
Welcome to you my friends. I sort of FELT the urge to have a chat ... is that ok with you?
There would be much taking place upon your planet should we not ever be able to do so. Yet of
course ... energies and so forth can sometimes interfere on our wave band with our connection to you.
I FELT it was you nudging me to have a chat with you, rather than the other way around. So is there
anything in particular that you wanted to say?
Brace yourselves!
Is that it? Just ... Brace yourselves?
As those on your Earth plane would comment ... ‘In a nutshell’ ... and yet we realize that it would be
more appropriate to elaborate a little.
You realize correctly!
You have come to recognize ‘shifts’ within the planet and within the soul self. You have learned that once
you have adjusted to the new place that you find yourself within after a shift has taken place ... that you
FEEL a little different. Not necessarily greatly ... yet without doubt ... you notice a slight change perhaps.
We say to you ... that were you to add up ALL of these so called ‘little’ changes, you would see the vast
difference with ALL things. Is this not so?
Well, I would have to say ... when giving it some thought ... I am VERY different in myself from what I was
say ... three years ago. I behave differently and indeed think differently ...
Keeping this is mind then ... in the forefront of your knowledge ... what is to come about in the coming
days is a transference of energy that will have you ‘boggled’. You cannot NOT be affected by these
‘waves’ ... for they ride on a strength that you will certainly consider to be ‘fruitful’. It shall seem to the
physical self of great surges of energy filling the body. It will heighten the senses and can be applied to
engage in a deeper form of meditation should the recipient so choose.
Do we have to do anything to receive this?
We would merely suggest that BEING OPEN TO IT ... allowing your BEING to OPEN UP to it will assist.
Some may not understand why they are FEELING as they do ... but they will not be able to deny that they
are FEELING SOMETHING.
We suggest to you ... to INDULGE in this reverie. There is no need to ask on what day this may take place
... the ‘When’s’ ‘Why’s’ and ‘Wherefores’’ are TRULY not of importance ... It is the case also that individuals
shall experience these ‘flushes’ at different points in their time of day ... compared to another.
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And are we to expect these energies to flow in for quite some time, or are we to expect more of the
‘one off’ event?
The energies that are indeed flowing in shall reside and fluctuate in and around your planet for an
exact period of time. The energy is participating in its glory as it assists mankind to rise. When this
particular ‘batch’ has infiltrated ... then things shall quieten again for a time until it is deemed necessary
for the next arrival.
What we would like to stress upon is that when we say ‘Hold on to your hats’ ... we mean it.
You have mentioned this many times ... ‘Hold on to your hats.’ It is a saying widely used regarding our
coming times ... yet so far I think many of us would say that we have only really felt a few hairs being
blown out of place with the breeze.
And this is why we say what we say. You admit to much change within the skies. This is now greatly
noticeable regarding movement and discovery. This is indeed ‘just a whisper in your ear’. Oh how we
become excited at the phenomena that awaits you . To us of course, it is far from phenomena ... it is as
natural as your breathing. Yet to many ... what is to occur will indeed be labelled so. Yet more so ... we
care to embark (?) upon the fact that are de-cloaking ceremonies will leave you not only speechless
... but it is the NEW energy that we carry with us ... that will have you literally jumping for joy.
You marvel at ‘Air shows’ and ‘Formational flying’ in your eventful festivities and yet with all that you
have seen ... we shall provide for you wonders that shall have your eyes balancing on the edge of their
sockets.
Well, I know I speak for so many of us when I say ‘Bring it on’. Quite honestly ... I couldn’t imagine a better
Christmas present!
Understand on a deeper level of yourself ... what this actually means. Yes, it is well and good to accept
matters on a peripheral degree, yet we ask you to delve deeper inside of your KNOWING. Take time
to meditate on what this actually means and you will be shown visions and receive FEELINGS that shall
prepare your mind, body and soul for what is to eventuate.
LIFT UP YOUR BEINGS IN LOVE.
HERE YOU ALL ARE ... HERE WE ALL ARE ...
The union we have been speaking of is not of fairy tale enigma. It is of TRUTH and we are together
walking into the moment when ALL realization of this TRUTH shall be apparent.
Would it be fair to say that you are on the edge of your seats?
Indeed. Yet ... I have to be honest ... and it’s not that I wish to pull the energy down ... it’s not that ... but
in MY TRUTH ... as excited as I feel about the coming months ... I have to admit to being in the ‘Let’s wait
and see then’ mode. For you have to admit chaps , many times have we ‘expected ‘ something and
many times have we sighed and got back to work!
Yet would this be due to that which you ‘thought’ you were expecting.
Don’t know ... would it?
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Through our acceptance of the Divine plan and how it is to be played out ... We are only to happy with
all that is taking place and how exceptionally well everything is running . One simply cannot ‘spring’ the
‘finale’ on someone ... if they have not yet seen the rest of the show ... it would seem ‘out of place’.
What you have been witnessing is the ‘starter’. What you have been FEELING is the main course and
what you are about to finish the meal off with is the dessert. The Sweetener. The combination of the
WITNESSING, the FEELING, and now the KNOWING .. through undeniable TRUTH.
Your words not mine. I think really that most of us KNOW you are of TRUTH ... that isn’t the issue ... the
issue (if there is one) is the WHEN! And ‘SOON’ would not suffice as an answer. Yet I have understood it is
not appropriate to give a ‘when’ ... but it surely has to be time any day now.
Can you begin to FEEL the celebration that lies ahead for us all? Give yourselves a moment or two to
actually consider the reality of what is to occur. Taking into account the eons of time that individuals
and groups have suffered desperately in order for this CHANGE to come about. There is not one of you
that has not sacrificed in some way ... so that the union of worlds can concur at this DIVINE TIME.
You have not just come here this time to see this through ... you have been here many many times in
order to prepare for these very days that lie ahead. And YOU DEAREST ONES ... YOU ARE THE BLESSED
ONES that were chosen to be on the EARTHS surface ... so that you could receive US when we arrived.
What happiness ... as we welcome each other after SO LONG. How WE have also waited for these
moments to occur and yet there has been the undeniable fact that WE KNOW HOW AND WHEN and this
has therefore made it a very much easier journey for those of us not of Earths density.
Yet ... for all your trials and tribulations ... for all the sufferings you have endured on the behalf of ALL ...
there shall be not one regret of all that has taken place. For ALL that has indeed occurred has brought us
into this moment when eyes shall be opened wide and when the hearts of so many recognize their family
from Home.
Once again Dearest Souls ... Lift your swords of Light to the skies ... We FEEL them ... we see their energy
....
We leave you in the KNOWING that what is to come will move things onward at a rate that no one
could have expected.
We thank you. We’ll speak again soon. In Love and thanks.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 31

4 November 2011
Hello there! I am in an excellent space this morning and looking forward to this chat with you. Leaving
all subject matter up to you of course. Fire away ...
You are awaiting the first words to come for you can FEEL us with you ... We are aware of the FEELING
that is within you and surrounding you. We are enjoying ‘merging’ with that and allowing the energies to
settle.
I am laughing ... as I did say to you in my mind ‘Is 9 am’ ok?’ ... and it’s only 8.59 am as I write this!!! ... tick
tick tick .... and ... we’re off!!
In Light of all that is transpiring in and around your Earth plane, we are considering the possibilities of
discussing matters anew to those who are interested.
Show me someone who is not?! I am all ears!
It has been discussed and ‘mulled over’ in ‘our quarters’ that events are to be given a makeover ... as
you would say in your world. It has also come to our attention that due to disheartening procedure
that has not proceeded it would be beneficial for those of you who are integrated with the energies
that are flowing forth ... to be able to determine that which is about to be diligently discussed. Let us
commence ... It has come to our attention that many of you are underestimating the power that you
hold regarding that of physical and mental ability. You underestimate ALL that is within your grasp and
we are here now to ask you to change that and ... grasp it.
Pertaining to what in particular?
To ALL that is yours to grasp. You are expecting so much to ‘reign down upon you’ ... yet Dearest Ones, it
is YOU that hold ALL the answers in your hands. They are not in ours and yet you think maybe that this
is so. We ask you to consider facts and knowledge that you have accumulated within your mind sets. We
ask you to abominate (?) the theories that have been put before you and you have been asked to believe
... without question.
NOW Dearest ones ... NOW is the time when you no longer choose to deliver weakness ... NOW is the
time when in your DIVINE strength you are gathering together as ONE and creating an entirely new facet
of the human race. You are no longer prepared to put on falsities for the sake of necessity. You have
been driven to your furthest point and have nowhere to take this opportunity presented to you ... other
than on it’s rightful ... Truthful direction.
Could you be a bit more specific as to exactly what ‘subject matter’ you are directing this toward.
Indeed. We are speaking to you of your New World and your new acquisitions. We are expecting
resistance from some who do not understand and yet on the other side of the coin we are
acknowledging to you that ... not only do we choose to provide information that shall assist in this great
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change ... and assist it will ... in a way that will seem ‘unreal’ to begin with ... but also, we come this day
to speak with you regarding the purpose of ALL that has gone before.
Mmm! That sounds a bit delicious ...
That which is to be delivered is consistent with that which we have spoken of throughout our
communication. As days and weeks and even years have been moved through ... you have accepted our
hearts beat into your hearts rhythm. We have asked nothing of you and yet it would appear that you
FEEL we have asked so much ... is this not so?
Let me think about this before I answer. All you have asked of us is to be LOVE ... You have shown us and
spoken to us regarding how to achieve this. This ... I do not FEEL is asking too much at all.
However ... what MY heart FEELS ‘IS’ asking too much ... is not what YOU are ‘asking’ ... it is what MY hearts’
calling is ‘saying’ when the yearning to be unified with you in a more ‘obvious fashion’ doesn’t take place
... Therefore the FEELING of the waiting sometimes FEELS like it is too much. I FEEL here I need to ensure that
you understand that it is not about the “Waiting for you to come and save us’ ... It is about the waiting for a dear
friend to arrive and the longing for the ‘HELLOOOOOOO ‘ to fill the empty space that lies within ... reserved
especially for that meeting.
We thank you for your explanation. We are aware of the ‘yearning’ energy and is it possible that we ‘pick
up’ also that therefore, the colour we recognize as ‘hope/faith’ is tainted ... due then to that which you
have expressed? ... Rather than that which we assumed to be misunderstanding of wording we had
produced.
Maybe so ... I don’t see those colours, so only you can be the judge of that. So ... you were saying you
wanted to speak about the purpose of all that has gone before?
This we are doing. In order to expel from your minds ‘untruths’ it is necessary for us to have explained
as best as we are able to portray ... given words and language barriers ... that which we consider to
be
OF TRUTH. It is then for your soul selves to determine that which it considers to be of ‘well-being’ and
that which does not serve. In performing such understandings within/through and ‘by’ the self ... it has
allowed YOUR TRUTH ... ONES OWN TRUTH to be discovered. To blindly follow teachings without question
would not be of great service to the self ... for the FEELING of TRUTH would have disappeared and
automation would have taken over the heart space and prevented that which YOU ARE ... to tell YOU
YOUR TRUTH.
This is why we have acted in the way we have on occasions that you may not have found particularly
beneficial. We are here to remind you of ALL THAT YOU KNOW. We are not here to reveal it to you ... for
you already are aware of it. We simply take the position offered to assist you in recalling why you are
here on this Earth plane at this time. More and more of you are ‘Getting it’. It may be/seem that you
cannot express it fully in your language of words, yet would you not say that your heart KNOWS exactly
what is going on?
Well ... yes ... my heart FEELS ALL KNOWING ... for want of a better way of putting it ... It just seems to be
keeping it a secret from my mind!! My heart FEELS ‘a stirring’ and ‘a glow’ and ‘an inner excitement’, yet
if someone asks me what is about to take place ... what is going on with all these new energies ... I seem
to resort to offering wisdom such as ‘I have no idea!’. I just can’t explain to anyone what is going on ...
because ‘I’ don’t know ... yet why do I want to ask ‘’Do I?”.
Your unsurity is not coming from the depth of your knowledge ... it is coming from the fact as we have
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spoken of before of a ‘need to know’ basis ... on certain matters.
Exactly ... so I don’t really have a clue what is going on. With respect ... others in the ‘KNOW’ seem to be
able to explain this whole Ascension process very precisely and knowledgeably. The whole
‘moving dimension’ thing seems to flow forth from their lips with Grace and ease. I just have to adopt the
attitude of ‘Let’s play it by ear’ ... because I really don’t know which one of the many given scenarios from
Truth-Sayers is the one that is going to actually take place. SO ... should I find myself sprouting rainbow
coloured wings from my shoulder blades and levitating ... toothbrush in hand ... waving to those ‘down
below’ as I rise ... shouting ‘Cheer ho! See you there’ ... I’ll say to myself ... ‘Ah so this is what Ascension
means’. I don’t mean this disrespectfully ... it’s just ... how ... amidst ALL of the information we have been
given ... are we to know what ‘ON EARTH’ is really going to take place?
Indeed ... It shall be as you said ... ‘Taking place ... on Earth’.
Dearest souls ... do you see now why we cannot reveal all? Why much IS of a ‘need to know’ basis?
In a nut shell ... Nope!
Because that which shall ensue shall be made totally clear to the soul as and when it is happening. The
‘orders’ that are firmly and securely locked inside of you are done so for a specific reason. IF you were
to have them ‘displayed’ to you now ... YOU WOULD NOT UNDERSTAND THEM. Because that which is to
present itself in the future ... that which is to be ‘shown to you’ cannot be spoken of in this ‘space’ of
your time. If it were to ... IT COULD NOT BE UNDERSTOOD.
So ... what will be so different when it is ‘shown to us ‘? What different space will we be in? What will have
changed so much ... in order for us to understand it, when it is here?
IT!
Ah ha!! ????????????????????? Yet I ‘get ya’. SO ... when whatever ‘IT” is ... is here ... our orders ... that are
locked inside us and when unlocked ... will let us KNOW exactly what it is we are supposed to be doing
regarding this Ascension lark ... will make total sense then ... because of whatever ‘IT’ is!
Precisely!
And if you were to tell us what ‘IT” is now ... we couldn’t understand it because ...?
Because you are not there yet ...
Where?
In that ‘space’ that will make so much sense to you when you are. THEN will you KNOW why you wouldn’t
be able to understand it NOW!.
Okeydokey then ... Clear as mud! I jest ... because a part of me KNOWS what you mean although I have
no idea what ‘IT’ is. But that’s cool. Truly ... bit by bit ... the TRUTH will come out. I just LOVE all this intrigue.
Adds to the Divine spark of it all. And indeed ... adds to my level of TRUST in you and what you are saying.
Well, I FEEL that’s it for today ... I just KNOW when we are done ... and ...the clock strikes 10! Thanks
Peeps! I enjoyed it. I’ll now read it back and see if it makes any sense. Not always sure the continuity flows
smoothly. Yet I simply have to go with the conversation as it comes forth. I must let you get on ... I expect
your ‘e SO busy charging all those Light Pillars with energy and info!! Love ya!
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 32

14 November 2011
Good evening to you … you who are not of Earth … Pray tell of thoughts you would care to share.
We would offer extreme gratitude to those of you who ARE of Earth at this time … for it was noted
instantly of a LIGHT shift that took place on your date of 11.11.11. Many of you indeed had in mind of
what may or may not take place … which brought an automatic ‘gelling’ with the Higher Vibration
that was entering IN. This therefore … allowed the blending to merge smoothly and a Higher ‘creation’
of energy immediately transpired … which of course was all according to plan. It could not have
been more smoothly carried out.
It goes to show how the collective energies can make such a transformation … and NOW we would ask
that you consider every day to be as upholding as the 11.11.11 date. NOW these Higher frequencies are
making their way into your atmosphere … it would be most obliging if you were to acknowledge them
on an every moment basis … so that it no longer is a thought ‘thought’ … it simply is part of your make
up.
We embrace this ‘change’ of situation …for it is to bring about an even greater transition that will consist
of integration between worlds and species.
Would you care to elaborate?
It would be appropriate for us to say NOW that the opening up … the spreading of … the consistency of this
NEW energy … will continue to change not only what is taking place in and around you … yet it will also be
changing form ‘itself’. The HIGHER minded the Earth soul becomes the more the energy that
is filtering through will change into a newer ‘blend’. A ‘blend’ that has not existed on your Earth plane
before. Something that is to become completely NEW. A NEW FORM of energy … that is being created by
each one of you as you ‘get the drift’.
We wish to accentuate the realms of manifestation that are a large part of this NEW WAY. Many of you
may have noticed the almost immediate actuality of that which you have been thinking or discussing
within the realms of your possibilities. This we would consider to be of your preschool nature . We NOW
ask of you to consider yourselves to be so much more advanced than this ‘smaller’ grade of self. Due
to the veil thinning … you are able to ‘grasp’ more of your Higher Being. You are certainly NOW more
capable of presenting to yourselves and the world a more refined version of the human Being.
So then … may we suggest to you that you take on board the possibilities of creating the once thought of
impossibilities and watch them before your very eyes … become possible.
Allow your FREEDOM of self to return and allow too, the self-expression of TRUTH to enter into your Being
once again. You have KNOWN yourself in this ‘reality’ of TRUTH in a place that is not of/from Earth. NOW we
say to you quite plainly … that you can BE this REALITY OF TRUTH upon Earth IN your Earthly form.
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When you say ‘reality of Truth’… what exactly are you speaking of?
Dearest souls … friends … family … loved ones … WE ARE SPEAKING OF THE TRUTH OF WHO YOU ARE! AND THE
TRUTH OF WHO YOU ARE … AS YOU KNOW IS LOVE.
The more you can express LOVE from a perception of who YOU consider yourself to be … the more you
can change the perspective of what you consider to be possible. The more you ‘discover’ the TRUTH of
yourselves … the more you surmount to what is achievable.
Take into consideration what you have considered about yourself so far. Take a journey ‘back’ to who
you once thought you were … into the YOU that you KNOW yourself to BE NOW. A difference of quite an
amount is it not? A difference in the understanding of yourself as a LOVING BEING. A Knowledge of what
you once considered impossible … to be possible … because you have accepted a DEEPER TRUTH about
LOVE … about who you are. You have learned to understand LOVE on a level that is of a different degree
than once you did when you started the journey of the souls’ traveling forward.
Therefore … accepting the assistance of the arranged Higher energies … and the recognizing of this
interaction between the LOVE energy that is streaming through and the LOVE energies coming from
within the souls KNOWING … IMAGINE what is to come … from within you … because of what is NOW
coming from without also.
My Being knows what you are saying … but whether or not it makes sense in the words you just said I
have no idea. Basically you are saying ‘Hold on to your hats’ because ‘we ‘ain’t seen nothin’ yet!’
In a nutshell … YES!
Touché! I have to say I FEEL very excited. I can accept on one hand, that it is possible I am FEELING so
good from ‘hype’ about 11.11.11 and one’s imagination can ‘assume’ a change has taken place.
And yet on the other hand … in all MY TRUTH … with respect … who cares! Many people don’t know about
the portal … yet if they are having a great day … and FEELING GOOD … in my books that’s what counts isn’t’
t it? I mean … it’s about FEELING more LOVING and BEING MORE LOVING … it isn’t SO important that we
KNOW why … is it?
You are correct in your assumption and indeed your understanding. We have no concern regarding ones
KNOWING of WHY one maybe FEELING exhilarated … yet we have great concern that they DO!
It is about ‘GETTING IT’ ... because the more one ‘gets it’ … for the self/from the self … the more one
KNOWS/learns how to use it. And we wish you to learn how to use it.
Just to clarify … to use the energy of LOVE that is coming through do you mean?
Exactly so. It is not vital that you KNOW what it is … although an understanding … if not already present
will eventually come … Yet once you discover for/through yourselves what … it is/you are … capable of
… then the more you can manifest what is required for this NEW WORLD that awaits you .
We no longer need to spoon feed you ... with respect to each and every soul that reads of these words we
‘represent’.
Funny … I thought you were going to say ‘present’, yet you changed it to ‘represent’ right at the last
second.
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The fact of the matter is … your homework has been done. The exams have been marked and you
have moved up into the next grade.
Which entails?
A whole new ball game! You have been waiting for us to ‘up the ante’ as you would say … for many a year
… would you not say?
Yep … we have been waiting for many things for you to do!
And we have always expressed to you the KNOWING that we KNEW from our angle … from our
perspective that … what we chose to ‘hang on to’ and what we chose to ‘divulge’ at any given time
was for a specific function. NOW we are able to move and upgrade YOUR reverence (?) ...
Sorry … got to interrupt …. ‘Reverence?’ That doesn’t’ make sense does it?… and yet when I questioned
it … you wouldn’t’ change it … reverence?’
Yes … we are correct in our understanding of this wording. NOW we are able to move and upgrade YOUR
reverence in the terms of underestimating that which you are capable of understanding.
Not going to read that back … in case my confusion breaks the link … carry on …
You are entering NOW into the fast lane … You are interacting with the part of yourself that has been
waiting for your response to connect with its KNOWING. You are ready now to change tracks from the
slow to the fast. This ‘move’ has shifted into place over the last few of your weeks.
This shift shall continue to ‘form’. As it settles YOU shall notice the difference in your selves … your
thoughts … your desires … even your very breathing. The air in which you are breathing in will be
noticeably LIGHTER. The colours that you ‘choose’ to see shall be more vibrant than that which you
‘chose’ to see before. That which is all around you shall gradually become a representation of that which
you are/have become. The Higher you … The NEW YOU!
Look out for these differences … these changes … for they shall warm your heart space. They shall be
recognition to you of the TRUTH and the KNOWING that YES … It has happened. The change HAS taken
place.
Most of all you will KNOW this change not just because of what you outwardly see … but because of
what you inwardly FEEL. Here lies the greatest change of all. It is a fact that you actual heart organ has
been and will continue to adapt to the NEW YOU. As if it actually changes into a different formation
of what it once was. This you may consider hard to accept. This we state to you … is but one of many
many new phenomena that we shall be expressing to you in OUR TRUTH. You will KNOW of this … for you
shall FEEL it.
The infusion of LIGHT LOVE that is NOW coming through is connecting up with all of you in a way that you
shall ‘GET’. It cannot be mistaken. Enjoy it. That is its purpose. Be of JOY within it. As it is of JOY within YOU.
For NOW it is appropriate for us to retract from your energy and yet we FEEL excited to KNOW that
assistance is at hand to all those who seek it.
You FEEL excited to know? Or did you mean you FEEL excited for ‘us’ to know?
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We always mean what we say!
I know you do. I was just checking my concentration was intact.
If it wasn’t’ we would make sure that that amendments were made and yet ... we have not had this
dilemma so far and nor do we think we shall.
Right then … I’ll let you get off …… you must have better things to do than to discuss my concentration.
We bid you farewell for this connection this night and we send to each and every one our DEEPEST LOVE
and joy for all that has and is to come about.
Cheer ho for now chaps. In respect ... LOVE and THANKS.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 33

24 November 2011
Once again I bid you a Good Morning. My friends ... out there ... up there ... somewhere ... I have
been
feeling a little confused over the last couple of weeks. I can only be honest in saying that I am concerned
regarding our ongoing communications. I do not consider myself childish or disrespectful regarding that
which I am to speak of ... yet we do need to get something very clear. We have but five weeks left until the
end of the year ... call me old fashioned ... but down here upon Earth when someone promises something
to someone ... it is considered polite to see that promise through. If one doesn’t, then one tends to lose
faith in that which has been promised and one’s Trust in the ‘promiser’ tends to wane a little.
In MY TRUTH ... I FEEL I have done my very best to uphold my position as messenger for you. I have felt
both honoured and privileged to do so and without doubt I have found your teachings have assisted
me greatly along my pathway. I neither see you or hear you ... we communicate telepathically ... and our
friendship and TRUST has grown deeply over the last six years since we began chatting.
I KNOW YOU KNOW of which I am to speak. Many would say ‘Let it go’ ... but I feel it my ‘duty’ to follow
this through. You have spoken a few times regarding ‘Pillars of Light’ appearing in the sky. These pillars
will contain much information and energy and they shall be undeniable in appearance ... you said.
You also said that this shall take place before the year is out. Yes ... we still have five weeks and they could
appear. How good would that be?
The thing is ... through my eyes chaps ... it NEEDS to be ... otherwise I will find it very difficult to carry on
our conversations. I definitely do not want to stop ... why would I? I so enjoy being in touch with you and
I KNOW that you have reached so many hearts in your Love. But a line needs to be drawn from where I
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stand. I wonder if you understand where I am coming from? Or ... from where you are ... do you see this
very differently? From my perspective it is important for me, you and anyone who reads your words that
what you say you will deliver ... you do. Otherwise what would be the point in saying it at all?
So much that you have said has left us soaring high. We have benefited greatly. Yet regarding such
things as the Pillars of Light ... basically ... I am asking you now ... are they going to appear to us before
the end of the year 2011 ... in the way that you said ... or are they not? You know how much Love I
have for you ... yet if it was agreed that I be your messenger down here ... then we do need to get this
matter sorted. Over to you ...
Over many years now we have asked much of you in the eyes of the beholder. You have diligently performed
meetings with us, even when your heart was low. In order for us to BE with you ... we too have had to make
sacrifices.
In what way?
We have had to see you suffer in ways that we had not determined. We have longed for our TRUTH to be
given to you as it is ... IN TRUTH ... and this is our ‘only way’ in which we desire to be known as ...
TRUTH GIVERS. And yet ... even though we come from a nowhere place ... with much at our fingertips, as
you would say ... we have had to ensure the safety of those of you who reside upon planet Earth and this
is our priority no matter what we may have stated ... no matter how this may change how we ‘appear’ to
be.
What we have offered you is what we know of in Love and in TRUTH. We have no hidden agenda ... we
merely desire with the most profound gesture of Love to assist you in changing your world. In lifting
your planet into a place that is of difference compared to that which you have resided upon for many
many years of your time.
And this I/WE have felt. That fact I am not denying. This is my dilemma. Do you not see? ALL that you have
shared ... all that you have offered has taught us so much ... about ourselves. WE have been able to give
ourselves hope ... because of your assistance in helping us to understand who we are. This side of the
coin to me ... is undisputable. I would say that I have Unconditional Love for you.
What I am asking you is about these pillars. IF THEY ARE GOING TO APPEAR then we have no problem in
continuing our communications next year. If they don’t appear then I would need a very good reason for
it. I am not undermining you ... I am not playing games ... it is just that to me ... this is VERY IMPORTANT. Let
me ask ... do you understand why I am saying what I am saying?
To a certain degree. Yet we would consider our beings to be of concern only for your well-being. The
‘time’ factor is not something that has much status in our world of ‘no time’.
Well the fact is, that in our world the ‘time factor’ has MUCH status ... especially regarding things that are
promised to take place within a certain ‘time zone’. This is perhaps where our wires are getting crossed.
What I don’t get is ... if you had said that these pillars were going to present themselves ‘at some point’ ...
then fair enough ... it is the fact that you said ‘before the year is out’. Do you see the GREAT difference this
means to US? We are hanging on by the seat of our pants down here sometimes
... YES I KNOW WE VOLUNTEERED TO BE HERE ... but that doesn’t mean we KNOW what is going on!! So
... again ... I ask you ... are there plans in place to have this ‘Light show’ before the year is out?
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No.
.........
Thank you! A straightforward answer to a straightforward question. So what happened? What
changed?
The format of timelines. In that ... how do we explain?
I will help you all I can ... It doesn’t help that I don’t understand a lot of these things whilst being in this
human form.
Outside of the human form a thought is given and all is understood and yet this is not what we are
dealing with at this time. Let us give you what we can.
In your world you created time. You live by it. What the clock says is how you react. If it is your ‘bed
time’... you go to bed. If it is your ‘lunch time’ ... you eat ... etc. etc. Yet around these ‘times’ you can be
flexible. You do not always go to bed at 9 pm on the dot. You do not always eat at midday. You may have
the desire to ... yet ‘circumstances’ sometimes make this impossible. We ask you now to consider a ‘time
frame’ on a much larger scale. We are not working within a 24 hour day ... we are working within 24,000
years or more. Therefore not everything that we plan to take place at a certain time concurs with the
many thousands of other aspects involved.
When we addressed the Pillars of Light to you ... it was with every plan/etary intention that what
we described WOULD be taking place within the time frame of your Earthly weeks and months that we
had brought forth.
So what got in the way? Oh no! ... I feel the answer is ‘You did’.
And yet not in the manner that you have taken that answer on board. Did you not take it personally
instantly Blossom?
Yes I did. How ridiculous is that!! But then I went straight to the fact that I didn’t want any of us to be the
reason that they didn’t arrive or that we got in the way somehow.
How differently we ‘see things’ from you. You went into blame mode. We know not of blame. It does not
exist in our ‘curriculum’ of events! No-one is to ‘blame’. When we say that ‘You got in the way’ ... shall we
consider another point of view?
We KNOW that one day ... in YOUR TIME ... you will say to us ‘Ah! We get it now’ ... Until that day we shall
continue to be here for you in assistance. To aid you in any way we can. Yet we must state ... WE ARE NOT
GOD. We are messengers of Divine Light. WE are not in control of the DIVINE PLAN ... YOU ARE! YOU have
been entrusted with this section of it. This section being the changing of planetary systems in a way that
shall change ... the system. YOU ... each one of YOU ... KNOW your instructions ... deep inside you. You
KNOW what you came here to do. You do not need us to tell you ... yet it was agreed that we may assist
in reminding you of these instructions.
How each one of you ... individually ... recognize this TRUTH ... is what makes the change that you agreed
to come here and change!
AT WHAT TIME YOU CHOOSE to make this change ... as individuals ... working as ONE ... makes a
compound reality move from thought to existence. These Pillars of Light that we spoke about were
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considered to be a thought ... strong enough to be a reality with in ‘your time frame of this year of 2011’.
We would say YOU are on the threshold of bringing this reality about.
Freedom of choice is law. Those that tamper with it are breaking laws that are not to be broken.
When you sit and watch a movie ... you ‘take in’ the story that is presented to you on that screen. You are
‘taken in’ by/with it. You move into that story whether or not it be fact or fiction ... for the ‘time’ you are
engrossed in its conversation ... you become part of it ... all else around you fades into a peripheral that
is not of interest ‘during that time’.
However ... You take for granted that which is presented. How often do you consider ... whilst engrossed
... what went on behind the scenes to make that movie ‘appear’ to be the reality it is?
What you may consider to be ‘real ‘ in some scenes is merely puppetry. What one is ‘scripted’ to say ‘with
feeling’ are simply words given to be said and acted out. Yet ... one comes out of that movie theatre
‘touched’ by all that went on within it.
NOW it is ‘time’ to REALLY FEEL what is real and what is not. The more you realize and wake up to the
fact that most of what you think is real is unreal ... and most of what you think of as unreal is real ... the
more YOU can create the ‘backdrop’ for such ‘TRUTHS’ as these spoken of Pillars of Light to appear. Not
though US ‘pressing a button’ ... but by YOU ... more and more of you ... realizing that you have already
created these Pillars Of Light ...... long long ago ... and set them in a ‘time line’ to present themselves
to you in this ‘present moment’. Yet ...... until enough of you understand this ... you are not creating the
‘energy’ to manifest these pillars that hold information YOU PUT THERE!! YOU put the information that you
would need NOW into your imagination of creation way back along the track.
Do you grasp this concept dearest friends? You put in place before you were of Earth and whilst you
were of it in its beginning trials ... that which you are to receive from ‘those times’ NOW. You sent these
Pillars of Light ‘out’ ... ready to be received /retrieved by you ‘around about NOW’.
It is only when enough of you ‘remember’ that YOU are the ones that need to ‘bring these Pillars into
your reality from whence you sent them’ ... that they can be revealed to you as a reality.
Phew! Somewhere amongst all that ... when I read it back ... I know I will have my answer. And
somehow ... amongst all that ... I FEEL better about it all . Yet I do need to read it all back to grasp it in its
fullness. Thank you my friends for clearing this matter up. It has been on my mind as this year is rapidly
coming to an end and I didn’t want to start the new one with a ‘Goodbye!’.
I LOVE YOU. Those of us that KNOW of you as our Truth are in so much gratitude to you for being our soul
buddies. You have a great day now ya’ hear?
In Love and thanks.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 34

29 November 2011
Hello to you. I am not really sure how this communication is going to evolve. All I know … in my Truth is
that there are many questions going round in my head since our last chat and there are many things I
need to get sorted if we are to continue on in the way we have been.
Over the years you have offered us such Love and a different view point regarding living our lives and
discovering who we are. By no means are we there yet, but many of us are at least walking on the
right pathway and for all your assistance in this … I, along with many ... thank you. Let that be made
quite clear.
For me now, I find myself in a dilemma. I am confused and upset … no other way of putting it. I have
received so many emails since your last communication from souls who follow your teachings. Some felt
inspired and wanted to know how we are to bring forth for ourselves these Pillars of Light … whilst others
have simply had enough … and decided to no longer follow your way. Mainly due to you ‘promising’ that
the Pillars of Light would be with us by the end of the year … only to be told when I really insisted … that ‘no
they wouldn’t’ … because WE needed to manifest them for ourselves and due to the timeframe this was
no longer going to be.
This is also how I feel about it to be honest … and I can only be that ... honest! WHY would you not tell us
this in the first place?
WHY say they will come and we will be in awe of them etc. and put it out there in the way you did to
begin with?
WHY didn’t you say from the start that we had sent them out long ago to be retrieved now?
I FEEL … and this that I put forward to you today is my feeling (it is not influenced either way by those
who have shared their opinion) that once again we are being shown a carrot … a juicy carrot. We fill
our Beings with hope/expectancy/ joy/ excitement/ faith/ knowing/ belief … because we believe in you
… we KNOW you as TRUTH and then you turn round and say ‘NO ... It’s not going to happen!’
Well … in my TRUTH … I feel so let down by this. You are incredibly Highly intelligent enlightened Beings
are you not? You are the Overseers of the Overseers. This surely must allow you incite as to how it is for
us down here on planet Earth. Through all your study you surely must have gauged a certain amount of
info as to how we operate in this density? So WHY OH WHY would you ‘string us along?’ Because quite
honestly … that’s what it feels like.
I don’t know … because I can’t remember … what my soul’s contract is/was with you … perhaps you
could send me a copy? If I step aside ... I assume my understudy is waiting in the wings? Am I supposed
to step aside? I just don’t know what to do!
Would you not want to be encouraging more people to wake up and smell the roses instead of have
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them turn away? Of course I have had to question once again your validity? Are you who you say you
are? I had such proof after the Oct14th 2008 * and vowed I would never doubt you again … but I AM
… and that hurts me so much. I am doubting you and I am doubting myself.
As the messenger ... did I interpret it wrongly about these pillars you showed me? And if I did … why didn’t
you correct me? I have had the need to remain strong in my Truth with you so many times and I have … but
now … I FEEL so disappointed.
Yes … the emails will flood in saying ‘It’s not about THE FEDERATION Blossom… It’s about US and BEING LOVE’ … I
KNOW ALL THAT!! But for me this IS about YOU … The Federation of Light … The Overseers of the Overseers. You
have offered to assist and I am here to tell you … in this moment of now … as your messenger … this thing to do
with the Pillars of Light has caused quite a bit of damage.
All is as should be as they say … and I don’t know … Truly I don’t … if what I am about to say is what
was in my contract all along ... or whether or not … I simply turned out to be unsuitable for the job
. Over the last week I have been asking my soul what I should do? Where I should go from here? If I
stop communicating with you … I will feel so odd … and was not communicating with you one of the
purposes for me to be here? Maybe only till this time perhaps?
So here it is … Once again I NEED to know that you are who you say you are. I do not want to carry
on
our relationship if I am unsure. Been there … done that! There are some that feel you are not of Truth. I
have always known you to be … no matter how others tried to dissuade me, yet due to this last channelling
I now find myself really questioning the whole thing.
My proposal is … from where you reside … wherever that is … given the technology you possess ... I am
asking you from the deepest place of my heart … to SHOW US SOMETHING THAT IS UNDENIABLE PROOF OF
WHO YOU ARE! Surely you must KNOW that this has to be done at some point? It would wake so many up
… if that was their choice . It would give those of us who are already awake the biggest
boost to carry
on. Because believe me … we need a boost right now.
We are fed up of waiting for those in power to find the ‘right moment’ to tell of your existence … We are
FED UP. FULL STOP!
Yes … there are changes that we can see …. Yes … we are making those changes happen … but we are
hanging on by a thread at times! Tell me … what harm could it do if you were to just show us a huge
great sign? Write HELLO in the sky … change the sky from blue to yellow for a day … A friend of mine
suggested you cast a peace sign on the moon so everyone could see.
Something … you must be able to do something for goodness sake … to let us know we are following the
Truth in our hearts. That’s the trouble … So many of us did what you said … you asked us to listen to our
TRUTH …to listen to what our hearts are telling us … and my heart was telling me that YOU ARE OF SUCH
LIGHT AND TRUTH … and then you turn round and say that what you promised isn’t going to happen Just
like that. Boom! Out the window!
Well I ‘m sorry chaps … but this doesn’t work for me. You simply can’t do that and expect us to go ‘’Ok
… sorry. WE got it wrong …WE misunderstood … WE didn’t understand that you meant WE sent them
out a long time ago and now need to manifest them’ … and just for the record … exactly how is one
supposed to do that anyway? Can’t seem to find the ‘Handy tips on how to manifest light pillars sent
out from eons ago’ manual!
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I do not believe that doing something in a big way to let us know you are who you say you are is an
impossibility. You don’t have to broadcast it … you can just do it … so no organization will be prewarned. By the time it’s done … it will be too late for anyone to react AGAINST it.
And YES … indeed … perhaps it will change the course of history … but isn’t it changing anyway?
Haven’t we already changed course? We are on the right road … to who knows where … Ascension?
The New World? Well if that’s the case … maybe you could put a big road sign in the sky pointing
upwards saying ‘Ascension ... this way!’ Because right now … I seem to not only have lost direction …
but the whole **** plot as well!!!
I don’t know if you have bosses … I don’t know if you have the overseers of the overseers of the
overseers … and whether they have overseers of the overseers of the overseers of the overseers … but if
you do................... Please print out this correspondence and pop it in their ‘urgent’ box. I sure would
appreciate it.
In my Truth for so long I have KNOWN you to be such Truth Givers. I have felt proud, honoured and
privileged to be your messenger. It breaks my heart that it has come to this … and I have not come to
this decision lightly … far from it. Yet for me … I feel that I must make this my last communication with
you until I have absolute undeniable proof that I am still in with the good guys. I cannot/would not
wish to deceive myself or the many thousands of souls that read your messages that ‘I’ have been
entrusted to deliver.
I am completely shell shocked to be honest. This all seems to have come so out of the blue … and yet
has, and I need to stand in my Truth about it.

it

I think it would be unfair of me not to allow you to say how you feel about all this. So I will take a
moment and then in full trust I am hoping there is enough energy around for you to offer your take
on my feelings.
I ask only that your reply comes from the Highest position for the good of all. In LOVE and THANKS and in
TRUTH.
Dearest lady … firstly we commend you for your outspokenness. We consider all that you have said to
be acknowledged and for this time we simply offer you our deepest heartfelt understanding and Love. It
would not be appropriate at this time to go into detail yet we sincerely offer you feelings of gratitude for
ALL that you have put forward to us.
But if you don’t go into detail it leaves this all so unfinished.
It is far from finished. We are more concerned of your energy at this time.
I’ll deal with that issue if I need to later.
Then in our Truth we shall talk for a short while in order to leave this correspondence in a place where
satisfactory statements are offered.
I have said my piece … you know where I stand … I wonder if you KNOW and understand why I have
expressed such feelings of despair?
Many times we have spoken of seeing things differently from you due to the ‘space’ we are in. We have
told of things appearing so differently to you and that if you were where we are you would understand.
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From all you have expressed this day we have come to see the LIGHT from your angle in a way that
perhaps was dismissed beforehand.
We do not make excuses to you … yet we have accepted the distress we have caused not just
to yourself but many and we had not taken into account that the news we brought forth would
determine such confusion.
Nevertheless … we are where we are in this moment and you and all involved are exactly where you are.
There is hesitance coming from you Blossom is there not?
Wasn’t sure if the hesitance was coming from you or me … but it’s about. So … where do we go from
here?
Inward. It is a time for each one to determine their Truth. We cannot do this for you.
You could … you could do as I have suggested.
Would this be the only way you will consider continuing correspondence?
Do you know how hard this is for me?????????????????????????????? What would you say to me if I said ‘yes”.
We would accept your position.
Then with a broken heart and many tears I stand by my TRUTH and say YES. This is hurting me so much
… I don’t really believe we have come to this … but I can’t do it anymore. From my point of view you
have to see it from our point of view. It doesn’t work for us if you don’t. We have to KNOW that we can
TRUST you and we have all worked together and built up such a beautiful relationship with you
… I personally just don’t feel it right to just dismiss the fact that you didn’t let us know that we were
supposed to manifest these pillars. A little nod … somewhere along the line … a little hint that this was
the case may have changed the way this is all turning out … yet as you say … all is as should be.
My friends … far out ... I know you can feel how upset I am … I wonder if this is how it was all meant to pan
out. I certainly did not see it coming … yet … what else am I to do? Truly …if you were me … would you not
do the same?
We dearest beloved soul … are not you … yet we are part of you. And yes … we FEEL your deep grief at
this moment. Know our Love is with you … always.
It is far from finished.
Yet for now … I must say goodbye. I cannot believe this is the end. I do not want to believe this is the end
… The deepest TRUTH in my heart sincerely desires this is not the last time we speak … and yet for now … I
know not what else to do … or indeed how much more I can take.
My heart Loves you ... God … this is ridiculous … why am I so upset? Is it because deep down I know you as
Light and Truth … if that’s the case … why am I saying goodbye? I have to my friends … I have to!
Thank you for ALL you have shared. Truly thank you. As I say … I have no idea if what I am doing is what I
am supposed to be doing … and what a time to be jumping ship … but I just don’t know any other way right
now.
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Pressing the button to send this out will be to me as big as doing so for the Oct 14th message … many
moons ago. A journey so worth taking … I just came to a crossroads I guess.
So to you … in this way that we have grown … I sign off. I do not know if we shall correspond again … only
‘time’ as WE down here know it will tell. And your final words to me would be?
It is far from over. This in OUR TRUTH we know. We watch over you Blossom. WE watch over you all. Be
in strength. Be in Light. Be in Love. It is the only way you can be. For it is you. It is all of us. We are one In
LOVE. And so it is.
* A few weeks after Oct 14th 2008 I was really struggling what with one thing and another! I asked
White
Cloud for a sign ( I don’t do that very often) . I HAD to KNOW that The Federation of Light were who they
said they were. I FELT I wanted to TRUST them, but did not want to fool myself or anybody else after what
had ... or should I say ... had not taken place. My soul was in a miserable place. I closed
my eyes and was shown a beautiful rose. So I said to White Cloud that if within three days I saw a rose
that carried his energy I would know it was from him and know to continue communication with The
Federation of Light. I told no-one of this. At 4 pm on the third day ... there was a knock at my door and
the local florist delivered three dozen roses .They had a beautiful ostrich feather in them and a card
which simply said ...
‘Walk boldly as the Light and the Love. All is as should be . Adieu. Kerrie (a petal). These words as many
of you know are what White Cloud always says.
Within moments I clicked and sobbed uncontrollably ...vowing I would never doubt them again. My
heart was so grateful to White Cloud for this Truth.
I did not know Kerrie then. I do now. When I asked her what made her do such a thing ... she said she
felt nudged by White Cloud all weekend to ‘listen to him’. (She had his books) So she did and felt the
urge to send me some roses ... only knowing that I lived somewhere in Noosa.
To ask White Cloud again of ‘their Truth’ just somehow does not seem the thing to do. Although I did try
... not knowing where else to turn. It didn’t happen.
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INDEX
JANUARY
5th (p.2) FOL to embark on new "territory"/subject matter / New information can now be understood / Many
still sleeping in material world density / Wanting to believe it versus knowing it / Blossom feels FOL extremely
close / FOL entering a new phase with Blossom / FOL>Blossom>Readers, will feel a direct connection / Deeper
and validating connection to FOL / Hearts will say, "Hello" / Blossom asks about the shafts of light
7th (p.6) Blossom relates a question from readers about dying birds and fish / FOL remains guarded about
sharing knowledge at this time / The birds and fish problem - FOL no comment, and why / The problem's cause
is not accurate / Redirect focus and priorities - some knowledge not worth knowing / The lure of man made fairy
tales / What is most valuable to your soul?
20th (p.8) Maintain focus on the heart, in spite of "oddities" / Many choosing to remain in fear / People
ask what's going to happen, yet they can affect the future happenings / FOL cannot create the New World /
Alignment with the new vibration, "the New Dawn" / Giving energy and focus on Lower Light - a trap, undoing
what's been accomplished / FOL urging those who know better to stay focused on LIGHT / Be the change you
wish to see / Fantasize like we did as a child / What should we do, how should we react when disasters occur? /
What is compassionate? / Listen to your heart of truth, not the mind / Heeding ways of "enlightenment"
28th (p.11) Readers are asking for more information from FOL / What matters to an individual is not always
beneficial to the whole / Answers, information, words can be manipulated >confusion and doubts / FOL can only
be a guide for all humanity / Blossom mentions more pillars of light appearing / Truth is "swept under the rug"
/ FOL maintaining integrity by silence on many earthly matters / Having hope a position of lacking? / Different
sources for pillars of light / "Holding on to your hats" is not to generate fear / Fear does not exist, unless what? /
How and why connect with our heart? / www.spaceweather.com for info on Light pillars
FEBRUARY
7th (p.15) What appears to be new - Love within / Why pursue what is not necessary? / Higher Love energy in
small doses / Blossom asks, why do we absorb a Higher Love, if it's already within? / Love is within and part of
Lower Light - a part of us / Prerequisite for the New World - forgiveness and Love / Humanity's rise in vibration
allows a "blending" of Higher energies / Clarification of individual Higher Selves connection to Highest / Merging
Higher Selves within soul groups / White Cloud's analogy - petals of a rose
17th (p.18) A decision to continue channeling / Yet continued silence on many matters / Why a change in the
Master Plan? / Bewilderment of Light Pillars to follow / A boost to the senses / Gratitude releasing the old self /
Pillars of Light enable downloads / FOL to become common knowledge / Talents given before birth also serve
the whole / Some roles only "appear" greater, all are equal in service
25th (p.21) Individual choice embracing the FOL, or not / A fear based movie theme not a deterrence /
Energies on Earth continue to rise / "Do not underestimate your role" / FOL suggestions to keep "in tune" / Are
you asking yourself, "What can I do"? / What about television and other fear based entertainment?...rather view
the "diamonds" twinkling in night sky / Link to Walter Bruneel's artwork ... http://iasos.com/artists/walter/
MARCH
3rd (p.25) Encouragement to focus upon oneself - its not a competition / Unusual rainbows visible /
Interference with channeling frequency / What if the Pillars of Light don't appear? / All is taking place as was
agreed, and as planned
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16th (p.28) With free will - intervention possible - Universal Laws / Recent incidents - has "the line" been
crossed? / Who or what is responsible? - Japan earthquake/tsunami / NOW moment channeling different
than NOW moments reading / Blossom's concerns going around a "mulberry bush" / FOL can only present
appropriate information
26th (p.32) Recognizing positive vibrational changes in humanity / FOL "beaming with delight" / Truth is
dawning - a joint effort / Why are Light Bearers here? / Put aside fears of future events / Frustrations without
more evidence / Restrictions upon divulging information / Trusting the FOL - an individual's choice / Light Pillars
delayed - "crowd replied, BOO!" / Ascension is not just an Earthly matter / Divine Plan not a trivial matter
31st (p.36) FOL has more to share about Love / "Bottling up" or holding Higher Love / Bottled Love saved
- different than Love sent out daily / Spend time in pleasurable pursuits - laughter / Recall past delightful
experiences / Shutting the heart away is damaging / The heart is reliable and honest / NO such thing as a
"broken heart"
APRIL
15th (p.38) Feeling a bit "off planet" or "LIGHT-headedness"? - reasons provided / Deeper understanding by
eliminating trivialities / Symptoms of this transition into New Energy / Humanity receiving Energies creates
the changes / Feeling unworthy? - much is accomplished without our knowing / Is the world falling into ruin? /
Reverse "brainwashing" - the heart cannot be conned / How can we Ascend quicker?
25th (p.41) Feeling Higher Energies - Where does it come from? / Souls readied for a new place / Seeing
versus Knowing versus believing / Restricting "chains" are melting / New World already exists / Walk across
"the Bridge" in faith / Recollections of this 3D life / Everything - thoughts and actions / Consciousness a collective
thought / Think or thunk? / Power of Love - nothing can stop us / The choices we make
MAY
5th (p.44) White Cloud's Golden Chalice/Golden Liquid / Shocking revelations - chaos for uninitiated / Our path
was a Knowing of truth / Visualization - Warrior of Light with sword / Blossom reflects upon her awakening / FOL
praises Light Bearers who carried on in Love / Battalion of Light troops on Earth + Legions off planet
12th (p.46) Why individual blessings will vary upon earth / Why a soul chooses difficult incarnations / Insight
- The point of atrocities / Life doesn't feel like an illusion / Are we ( humans ) an illusion too? - What is real? /
Analogy - Technology changing a back drop / Is the Golden Age an illusion? / What about individuals lacking
understanding and knowing? / A soul chooses where they belong / Earth will not be recognizable / Earth is our
"backdrop" - what do we choose? / Illusions have rules and standards / Limited/progressive information - digest
"one square of chocolate at a time"
22nd (p.50) Vibrational bond between FOL and those "getting it" / Speeding up of plans / Expansion of joy and
excitement / FOL concerned about the focus upon fear / Downside of Internet connectivity / What will hasten
the demise/disappearance of fear based activities? / Feeding fear versus starving it / FOL perplexed with human
fascination for fear based scenarios / Take a stand, remain in your Truth
JUNE
1st (p.53) Changes on Earth / Progress behind the scenes to be made evident / A turnaround - Lightworkers
will be sought out for explanations / Speaking tactfully (FOL - Loving) to those awakening / Love in heart can
only be Divine / New World in conflict with materialism and greed / The emptying of Bottles of Love - when?
/ Heralding next phase - preview described / Earth is the "talk of the town" amongst planets / Feelings within
confirm our connection
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12th (p.55) Reader's request to elaborate on understanding our role / Seek out Higher self who knows
everything / You know more than you think / The more you Love, the more you Know = recall / Visualize a
vacation spot with higher self / Blossom - "What is the point of this human experiment"? / FOL's understanding
- "there is no such thing as failure" / After questioning - Councils decided to continue human experiment / The
Veil lifting is like a smog clearing / FOL - waiting is over
21st (p.58) Why are we here? / Cease trying so hard to gain more knowledge = balance / Enjoying ourselves
is a serious matter / The joy is within, where the Kingdom is / What keeps our body active and functioning? /
"Awakening" requires a body progressively moving to a higher gear / Ready for "Overdrive"? = Human "machine"
in "top gear"? / Golden Key & pineal gland visualization / Acceleration of one's journey into the unknown /
Blossom - a little closer remembering/feeling who she is - Love / In "overdrive" comprehension (understanding)
and "digestion" increased
29th (p.61) Should the Golden Key Visualization be repeated? / Can humans be a pillar of light? / Pillars of
Light before year's end? / If this was the last time FOL & Blossom communicated / Deeper appreciation of what
is all around us / Value of a paper bag and the tree it was made from / Deeper appreciation for everything taken
for granted / Living from the heart at all times
JULY
11th (p.64) You know more than you think / No regrets for the human experience / Unaware the New World
is coming into form / Big scheme of things - there is no end / Golden Age is important, but a small aspect / Is
getting HOME the end, living happily ever after? / No end to Love, no end of creation / We are NOT responsible
for awakening others, including children / Analogy - Game of Snakes (Chutes) & Ladders / Guidance is a different
matter / Whatever we think of/desire can be created / Divine Plan created by desire of many souls / Free will
factor "created" a monster / Freedom to choose another plan
18th (p.68) What about the Mayan's prediction - 3 days of darkness? / A Golden opportunity to rise into Light
/ The to release the Bottles of Love / There is more time for preparations / Know that you are Love - nothing
to fear / The most incredible days ever experienced / After darkness great changes within, the earth, and FOL
friendship / Nothing to fear only great joy / What of those who remain in fear? / Not one soul will be left behind
27th (p.72) Reader's question - Define for a better understanding, true cosmic Love / Words will fail - cannot
define it / Re: Love, when you have it, when you get it / Love we shall feel surpassing what we know / Feelings
can only be felt / Symptoms of affects of Love / A Master Plan subject to free will / FOL elated with progress on
Earth / An idea - humans taken on board FOL ship and returned safely / Reviewing the pitfalls with the idea
AUGUST
10th (p.76) Oneness should eliminate prejudice / What's done to another, is done to ourselves / Karmic law =
the law of attraction / Punishment versus full responsibility / All questions answered at appropriate time / This
life is like "kindergarten" / Blossom - No sign of FOL by 2020? / "Switching off" more often reduces questions / A
higher vibration will ease the transition of our soul / Is the FOL wasting their time and ours? / There's no waiting
when living one's Truth / Blossom mentions the Pillars of Light as a reminder
20th (p.79) Condolences for those fearing the worst / Doom and gloom propaganda - Designed to lower
vibration / Your heart is your guide, not the mind / Intuition our best friend / Prepared for pandemonium - to
lead and comfort others / "ELENIN" crashing to earth, and end of Mayan calendar? / Analogy of "the dog next
door" / Turning fear into friendship / Too much knowledge in advance alters the plan / FOL - " We do know what
we are doing"
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SEPTEMBER
2nd (p.82) FOL to retreat for a while - not a good-bye / Reasons will become apparent / FOL also suggest a
break for Blossom is timely / Blossom provides insight on previous and questionable channeling attempts
25th (p.84) Truth of one's Truth assisting the self releasing what no longer serves / Souls of a Lighter vibration
responding to the call within and around - "atmospherics" / "dangerous waters" upon the planet are calming
/ In accordance with Knowing - STOP these...START these / Changes will warm the heart / Changes made by
humanity will be recognized / If not experienced individually, do not be concerned / FOL repetition will be
appreciated / The Love we expect comes in a different manner / New World depends upon it / That's why we
are here - to be Love / Power of Love dormant - our Divine essence / The Key opening the doorway into the New
World
OCTOBER
7th (p.87) Many Knowing souls shining brightly - pillars of light / Will the Pillars of Light appear by 2012? / FOL
asks Blossom if she feels understood / Blossom concerned about another "no show" / Feeling LIGHTness is just
the beginning / We Trust in Higher/deeper understanding - Knowing / New magnetic field requires adjustments
/ Memories of old, and skills revived / Joyous reunions of souls coming / What's your answer - "Can I feel the
change in me? & Can I feel my heart connecting with those off planet"?
19th (p.90) Uplifting illuminating assistance shines upon those "asleep" / Bells of celebration would be fitting /
Beacons of Light have no doubts / Marching Warriors of Light - One with FOL / "We have had enough of the old
way" / Are the events on earth the realization of our hopes? / Holding to one's Truth in conflict with world events
/ Light Bearers bringing to Light what was kept in the dark / FOL a collective communication / Sharing future
events will spoil the excitement / Path to the gate into the Light - the New World / Some on a different "bus
route" (path)
27th (p.93) FOL - "Brace yourselves" - planetary and soul self shifts / The affects and benefits of energy waves
to come / Is there anything we can do? / Energy flow fluctuates and persists then subsides / "Holding on to our
hats" doesn't seem necessary yet / De-cloaking ceremonies to come - leaving us speechless / The "finale" would
be out of place before the "show" or, the "dessert" before the "main course" / Divine timing after eons - the
union of worlds
NOVEMBER
4th (p.96) Those compatible with new energies - underestimate abilities / Where does the power for change
reside? / New information will assist / Is FOL asking too much? / The waiting and yearning / What serves and
what does not - discovering Truth / Reminders not revelations - we Know it / The heart Knows what's going on
/ "Need to know basis" / Which "truth-sayers" scenario is correct? / The events cannot be understood until they
happen
14th (p.99) Light shift on 11-11-11 - gelling of energies as planned / Higher energies - it goes without thinking
/ New energy "blend" like never before / We're advancing out of "preschool" / The impossible becomes possible
/ As Love increases, so do our possibilities / Compare yourself with old self / "We ain't seen nothin' yet" / Feeling
exhilarated, is more important than why / Advancing into the "fast lane" / As we are brighter and higher, our
environment will be likewise / Heart adapting to a New you
24th (p.102) Blossom feels obligated to mention the time left to see Pillars of Light / What sacrifices has
the FOL made? / Safety of Earth residents (humanity) overrides any statements / Any time factors do not carry
weight where there is NO TIME / Blossom - "in our world the "time factor" has much status..." / Will there be
Pillars of Light before 2012? / What has changed the schedule? / FOL - "We are not God" / We are in control of
the Divine Plan / Metaphor - watching a movie / What we think is real is unreal, what is unreal is real / More
human understanding required
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29th (p.106) Blossom proceeds to sort things out - many questions from readers after previous channeling
/ Some readers "on board" others "jumping ship" / Why wait until the last moment to explain how the Pillars
of Light would /would not be manifested? / "Dangling a juicy carrot" / Blossom questioning her suitability
for her role / A sign of undeniable proof is requested / Fed up with the powers that be, to be forthcoming /
Forward Blossom's message to the Overseers of Overseers, of Overseers, etcetera / Blossom shell shocked
/ Commendation for Blossom's outspokenness / FOL - No excuses, acknowledging distress and confusion /
Blossom grieving, decides to discontinue channeling if no sign is possible / FOL heartfelt closing with Loving
concern for all / Blossom relates the 2008 circumstances when a sign of a dozen roses was provided
DECEMBER ( no channeling )
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